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SCOPE AND CONI'ENTS: This THESIS comprises the core of Chapter I 

and a self-contained excerpt fr6m Chapter II of the author's work 

"Fibred Categories and the Theory of Structures". As such, it 

contains a recasting of "categorical algebra" on the (BOURBAKI) 

set-theoretic frame of GROTHENDIECK-SO?~NERuniverses, making use 

of the GROTHENDI:mK structural definition of category from the 

beginning. The principle novelties of the presentation result 

from the exploitation of an intrinsic construction of the arrow 

category c2 of a "UL -category c. This construction gives rise 
"""" /W Ml 

to the adjunction of a (canonical) ( '1!- -~)-category structure 

2to the couple (~ , ~), for which the consequent category structure 

supplied the couple (CAT(T,c2),CAT(T,C)) for each category ~. is..,.,..,..,.,,,.,. (\/\No,..,.,., ... 

aimpl.7 that ot at\urll tran•formuisne pf tungtgra (which as such 

are nothing more than functors into the arrow category). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fibred Categories and the Theory of Structures, of 

which this THESIS forms most of Chapter I and a short excerpt of 

Chapter II, has asits purpose the fulfilment of the preferatory 

promise made in DUSKIN (1963) to "rewrite BOURBAKI'S ((structures )) 

(1957) either in terms of {{ categories and functors )) or 

vice-vcrs~" by rewriting them ~ in terms of each other - at the 

Bc.r::;e ti::1c. T'nis curious feature is made possible by the "technical 

device" of (GROTHENDIECK-SONNER-TARSKI) (c.f. GABRIEL (1962), 

SONNER(l962~TARSKI(l960\ ETC.) {{ universes )) axiomatically 

adjoined in a compatible fashion to, in this case, BOURBAKI'S 

'?:IEORIE DES ENSEi\ffiLES. The remainder of the mathematical theory 

has then a. "model" which is "closed" under all "set-theoretic 

operations" with, as the only restriction, that these operations 

be indexed by a member of the universe m . 
For a given universe 1Jl , the meta-mathematical 

fVW 

theory of structures can be given a formal functorial mathematical 

treatment at least within the totality of sets of 1Jl • To carry 
' """" 

this process out is the purpose of CHAPTER III. 

In that context the BOURBAKI notion of (( initial 

structure )), for instance, becomes a quite special case of the 

elegant and useful generalization {{ inverse image of a f" 

morphisms by a functor defined by GROTHENDIECK (1962) anti whoee 

l 
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terminology I have largely adopted, but which I can happily assert 

discovered for myself independently in 1963 (abstracting BOURBAKI 

(1957)). The attendant notions of (( fibred-category )) and 

(( co-fibred category )) of GROTHENDIECK (1962)there are, naturally 

occurrin,:; notiona,in a remarkably wide variety.of situations (none of 

which happen to be given as examples by GROTHENDIECK>curioualy 

enou0h). 

Irnplici t in the functorial version o! this "theory of 

structures" is the ~ of any necessity to postulate that the 

objects of the base category be only "unstructured" . members 

of ~ ; the definition being possible quite often without any such 

E'·Upposition (the representability of the structure is quite another 

thing!). The, by now, well known notion of group ~n the category 

of topologica~ ~paces,for example)forms an excellent example of the 

this notion, for which a combination of the methods of LINTON 

(1965) and LAWVERE (1965) with those of GROTHENDIECK lead to quite 

satisfactory results at least in the case of "algebraic structures". 

In reverse order, Chapter II, of which only a very 

small excerpt has been included here, studies the "formal calculus 

of binary relations" by itself. It is interesting to note that a 

considerable portion of this calculus can be carried out in categories 

which do not even have finite products with*pre-correapondencee~ 

which are not even (the representations of) graphs. The section 

included here is only the << naive )) and << unprojected )) theory, 

which, in spite o! its simplicity, is remarkably useful. 

http:variety.of


With the aid o'! "projection" defined by means of 

additional assumptions one can obtain as much as one desires of the 

RIGUET (1948) - BOURBAKI "calculus". It thus offers a non-abelian 

generalization of the useful (partly abelian) theory of PUPPE (1962)~ 

McLANE ( 1964), 

RE~·1ARK While one is giving these credits, it should 
be mentioned that RIGUET (1948) observed that the "multiplication in 
a BRANT-Groupoid was a 11 difunctional relation". Now a difunctional 
relation (RIGUBT'S term) is nothing other than a fibre-product (with 
slightly less stringent requirewents( i.e. of the form«g1.h )) , with 
h, g, guasi-functions, rather than functions). Consequently he rna;r :be 
saj.d to be'a god father at least of the structural definition of a 
category used here)andinvented(in a different context) by GROTtlENDIECK). 

Chapter I, which follows this introduction, starts from 

the "structural definition" of category and develops most of ti1e 

"general theory" of categories and functors through this definition. 

It seems to be implicit with this sort of definition that 

a (( natural transformation of functors )) should have something to do 

with the arrows of the arrow category which are traditionally 

represented as commutative aqua.res, and this is indeed the case. The 

construction of the arrow category given here does not require the 

notion of natural transformation of functor in its definition, and 

indeed seems to be the very defini~g object for this notion. The 

resulting functorization of this ~ qJ.lll I.!Q_n of category theory 

seems to have useful consequences and seems to lead to other 

considerations, which will be explored in Chapter III. In any case, 
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we have included in Chapter I, and thus in this thesis, all of 

the relevant (as well as some of the irrelevant\ we fear) 

functorial notions and have tied them together, hopefully, once-

and.for-all. 

Chapter o, which has been omitted here, simply 

reviews the set-theoretic formalism used in the work which 

has been in nearly all cases that of BOURBAKI or GROTHENDIECK. 

The set theoretic propositions which are proved in~O}are easily found 

in BOURBAKI or established by the reader himself without difficulty. 

'.i:~e ~ext paragraph of comments in this brief introduction ~ be 

of help to the reader unfamiliar with the notion of (( fibre 

product }) - which appears to be the ono genuinely unifying notion-
of Chapter I. For this concept we use the term cartesian aqua.re 

(of GROTliENDIECK) rather than "pull-back-diagram" often preferred 

by Arr.erican authors. Thia last usage has been dictated purely by 

considerations of ease of translation, at least from French to 

English and back, where "cartesiantt is obviously more satisfactory 

(even if possibly~ evocative in some contexts). 

NOTE ON FIBRE-PRODuCTS OF SETS : Let A and B be 

sets and f : A-.+- X, g : B---+- X be a pair of applications. 

The graph g-lo f = l (a,b)/ f(a) a g(b)J <;: Ax Bis called the 

fibre product (or fibred-product, if one prefers) of A with B 

over X and is usually denoted by (( A x B )) or (( A x B )) or
)( +, <t 

s i mp1y << rg1.f )) • I t i nherits from the product A x B nearl1 
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all of its properties such as associativity, commutativity, etc. 

For the purposes of category theory its usefulness seems to be 

unlimited as will be apparent in the course of Chapter I. It is 

usually convenient to call a square1Diof sets and applicatiom 

ca.rtesian provided the (so called) lifted application, 

a)ilb : R--•A x B defined by {( r~(a(r~b(r)) »defines a 

bijection of R onto A xx-B· 

b 
R B 

(D)a lg
l 

f 
x 

Keep in mind that if gadmits a section, then so does a; we will 

often denote such forced applications by the use of (( • )). 

Thus in DEFINITION (l.O.l) I~(Q) is such a defined application 

induced by the section I(C) •... 



CHAPTER I 

~1 CATEGORICAL AWEBRA 

1.0 "\Jl- CATF.GORIES ...... 

DEFINITION (l.O.l) A category £ is a couple consisting 

of a set ~,S.), called the set of objects of£, and a set 'g(_g), 

called the set of arrows (or morphisms) of £. supplied with the 

following structure: 

of applications, called, respectively the source and target applications 

(SC)II an application !_(£_} olr{c)~jcl(c) called the identity
"""""" """ ,.,.,,.. ,,,,,,, 

assignment of g, and 

(SC)III an application p.<~) : U, (~)er~ <:r fl.(_£) ~JJ<g) 

called composition (or multiplication) of arrows in ,.,.c, which is required 

to satisfy the following axioms: 

(AC)II /A(£,) o (~ 1'l(Q) x f-(CJ}) = 

(AC)III 0-o(£) " !(2) = ~ O(,{C)- = 
,.,. 

(AC)IV f (2) o ~(~) •o =~ Jt)(C)- ,,. 

.6 
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In order to facilitate the interpretation of these axioms 

we shall investigate them in detail. 

(SC) says that any arrow f in Q. has a (uniquely determined)
1 

source and target definett by CT (£) (f) and V- (S) (f) respectively.
0 1

We will use ((f: A__..B)) as an abbreviation for ((f c 1J(c) and- .,.,. 

cr (f) =A and v (f) =B)) and will denote by £,(A,B) (or Homc(A,B)
0 1 -

or B(A)) the set of all arrows of -C with source A and target B. 

(SC)II says that each object A in £has associated with it 

an arrow l(g)(A) called the identity arrow of the object A (which will 

denote by IA), whose source and target is simply the object A 

Since every arrow has a source and target we may consider the 

set ~Cg) x ~Cg) of those couples ( f, g) of arrows such that the 
0'"1, 0-o 

target of f coincides with the source of g. (SC)III says that for 

such couples one has a law of composition defined which assigns to each 

such couple (f, g) an arrow ~(£) (f, g) called the composition of the 

arrow f with the arrow g and ordinarily denoted by gf. (AC)I then says 

that the following diagrams of sets and applications commute: 

J!J.(C)x~J.(C\ "r...,.Jl(c) .11( c )x1!ilC) .,.. ffet(c)
Ml' .,., 

(1.0 ..1.1) ~i-~·'"". -F (1.0.1.2) ~r~· 
µ.. 

tVa 

'JJ.( c) Olr(c) 'JJ..{c) af,(c)..... ,..4lj er.. -..,. 

i.e. that the target of the composed arrow gf is the same as that g and 

the source of the composed arrow is the same as that of f. In short 

that if f : A-+-B and g : B~c be given then gf is defined and gf : A~c. 
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(AC)II says that the following diagram commutes: 

'11 (C)- ,.,.. 

(1.0.1.2) l~ 
'Jl (C)- ""' 

i.e. that given a triple (f,g,h) such that gf and hg be defined then 

h(gh) = (hg)f. In more familiar terms: composition of arrows is 

associative (whenever defined). 

(AC)III allows us to define the applications 

(T(g)•0 , I(C).1 ) : UCc)::::=1t(c) )( 'M(C) by f ,._,,.._'> (I , f) 
"' ·~ '"' "" ,..,.. - - ""<rp 0-9 .... <T"o( f), 

and frvvv-> (f,I/T'" ) respectively. (AC)IV says that 
v 1( f) 

fl = f and I l'f"" f = f whatever be f €:: Jf_,e(c), i.e. that the 
cJO(f) Vl(f) NV' 

identity arrows behave as identity elements under the composition 

whenever that composition be defined. 

(1.0.2) The observations of the preceding paragraph show 

that we could have defined a category C as a non void set 
""' 

of objects such that for each couple (A,B) of objects one is given a 

set f(A,B) called the set of arrows of A into B, provided that these 

sets of arrows are composable through the donation for each triple 

(A,B,C) of objects of ~ of a law of composition fA-: Q(A,B) x Q(B,C)~Q(A,C) 

which is required to be assQ.ci<'\t.i.v.e, i.e. f : A~B, g : B~ c, h : C--+- D 

implies that h(gh) = (hg)f, where ((f:A_..B)) is here defined by 

((f E £(A,B))), and have for each A E ~£) an arrow IA e 9_(A,A) such 

that IA f = f and gIA =g in each case that these compositions be defined. 
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One may then define the set of arrows ;t!( ~)=11.£(A, B)of ....C by 
(I\,~)~ 0(, (t)" oCr ~(.) 

or under the additional assumption that (A,B) I (A',B') implies 

Q(A,B)n Q(A',B') =¢,as LJQ,(A,B). In either case, the effect is simply 
(",6)fe~lt)'<O'<Jlt\ 

to fulfil the "condition essentially of prudence" that each arrow have a 

uniquely determined source and target, i.e. that the source and target 

functions be definable. (In this definition for fE ~(A,B), A is defined 

to be source of f and B the target of f). 

To pass from one definition to the other, one simply notes that, 

in the first case the functions u and cr define an application
0 1 

v. 11 v. : ~,e(c)~fl,(c) x ~(C) by f4 ( er (f), (f (f)) such that 
0 1 'f./::. .... .,, - ..,. 0 1

g_(A,B) = CT'J'-=a-l ( {CA,B)1) , while in the second case fc't§<9) implies that 

i''i 2,(A,B) for some unique couple (A,B)~~g) x ~Cg) so that f-.,. (A,B) 

is functional with Q"' (f) =A, v (f) = B then defining the source and 
0 1

target functions. 

(1.0.3) In either of the preceding definitions, the set of 

objects of 
w 
C and the set of identity arrows are in a one-to-one corres

pondence with each other. If one is really algebraically inclined one 

may identify the objects with the identity arrows and rephrase the definition 

of category in the following fashion: A category is a set (whose elements 

are called arrows) in which a partial composition is defined which satis

fies the following axioms: 

(i) h(gh) is defined iff (hg)f is defined and then h(gh) =(hg)f = hgf; 

(ii) if hg and gf are defined then hgf is defined; 

(iii) if f is an arrow then there exist arrows u and u' such that 

u'f and fu are defined and u'f = fu = r. 

We leave it for the interested reader to recover this definition of an 

abstract or "non-objective" category from either of the preceding 
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definitions and to convince himself of their equivalence. 

REMARK (l.0.4) The three definitions of category given in 
the preceding paragraph have been (implicitly) formalized within the 
((theory of sets)) where they are entirely equivalent. If one looks 
at them more closely, however, one can find essential differences which 
are perhaps worth pointing out. 

The third definition is formalizable completely outside of 
the theory of sets in a satisfactory manner by taking an equality theory 
(first order functional calculus with equality) with couples, adjoining 
two substantive signs ( ( <i and 'li ) ) each of weight one (called source and 
target), one substantive sign (( • )) of weight two (called multiplication) 
and adding as axioms the formal counter-parts of (i), (ii), and (iii) 
of (1.0.3). ( u and~ allow one to say when one desires the multiplication 
to be defined). The resulting "first order" theory may properly be called 
the theory of the multiplication of a category. It is quite tedious and 
when properly done can expand a three line set theoretic proof into a 
three page ((algebraic proof)) with no increase in content. Its 
proofs comprise the familiar ((finite arrow-diagram chases)) which occur 
in many expositions of elementary category theory. 

The second definition occupies an intermediate formal position 
and is (in intended content) the original definition used by Eilenberg 
and McLane in their paper (Eilenberg-McLane, 1942) which marks the 
official nascence of the subject. It is appropriate when one has the 
desire to formalize the notion of ((category)) within a 11G8del-Bernays 
type" theory which makes a "set-class" distinction. In such a theory 
the predicate ((is a group)), for instance, is class-collective and one 
can speak of the ((class of all groups)). The predicate ((is a homomorphism 
of groups)) is set-collective for couples of groups so that one can 
speak of the set of all group homomorphisms between two groups. The 
operation of composition of group homomorphisms then defines a category 
"structure" on the class of all groups. 

The same observations are of course valid for any species of 
structure with morphisms and also within this system one can even speak 
of the class of all sets and indeed of the category of all sets with 
set applications as morphisms (i.e. arrows). One can even speak of the 
graph of a composition and identity preserving function between such 
classes as a perfectly legitimate notion, but thereafter one encounters 
difficulties; for example a naive generalization would be to consider 
the category of all such categories with such class functions as its 
arrows, but such an obvious general situation has been specifically 
prohibited by the class-set distinction of the theory ((sets are 
members of classes, proper classes are not members of anything)). so 
that such an obvious ((next step)) is formally prohibited for precisely 
those cases in which it would promise to be interesting. (The situation 

II
is actually even worse than it appears here. In Godel-Bernays the usual 
method of distinguishing functions from different sets which have the ~ 
graph by cQneidering the ~~@ consisting of graph together with a 
"set ot arrival. 11 is prohi· e 1.n th@se eases, f&l" coupies in &...B 
cannot have proper classes as their projections). 

http:arrival.11
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The first definition (which is implicit in Grothendieck (1961) 
and Gabriel (1963)) marks a determination to consider the notion of 
((category)) as a "full-fledged" species of structure in its own right 
within the general cadre of "partial algebraic structures", ~at the 
same time allow it to function in the context for which it was originally 
designed. This is accomplished by means of ((universes)) and 
( ( \.}\,-categories)).-

DEFINITION (1.0.5) Let~ be a universe,. 

A category £ is called a ~-category provided ~(£) S 1J!:. and for 

each (X, Y) E ~~) x ~Cg) the set £(X, Y) of arrows of £ with source 

X and target Y is a member of 1& (i,.e. for all (X, Y) t~£) x &<£), 

£(X,Y)E1J1 ). 

If ~ is a universe, then it is "closed" under all of the 

usual set-theoretic operations applied to families of its members 

provided they are indexed by some member of "'Ul • Consequently 1Jt-behaves,_ 

with respect to its members as if it were the "set of all sets". The 

definition of a Vb-category with its sets of arrows as members of 1J1 
is entirely analogous to the Eilenberg-McLane requirement that £(A,B) 

be a ((set)) for each couple of objects in c. It will soon become 
IW 

clear that one may reason with 1Jt -categories using very little reference-
to 'Vt.-

EXAMPLES (l.0.6) -1° A category with exactly one object 


is a semigroup with unit (i.e. a monoid); a category for which the 


squares (1.0.1.1) and (1.0.1.2) are cartesian (i.e. every arrow is an 


~isomorphism•) is a (Brandt) groupoid; a groupoid with exactly one 

object is a group; an ~dditive category• is a ringoid; a ringoid 

with one object is a ~. 


2° Let R be the graph of a pre-order (i.e. reflexive and 


transitive) relation on a set E. Define aa source and target the 
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canonical projections of R onto E. Let I be the diagonal application 

I : E~ and µ.: R x R-R the application defined by the assignment 

{{((a,b), (b,c))""""'>(a,c))), then E supplied with this structure is a 

category with E as its set of objects and R as its set of arrows. In 

particular an equivalence relation on a set defines a category structure 

on E; any (partially) ordered set and any lattice is a category. Any 

~ E is supplied with a category structure by the diagonal b,,.E and its 

projections; such a category is called a discretecategory. 

3° Let "Q!: be a universe; the set llJ. is the set of objects of a 

category ENS- UL,..,., whose arrows are ,.,.,.,..,..,..... simply applications of sets in 'UL 

and whose composition is composition of functions. The resulting 

lJ!-category is called the category of VJ -sets. If no specific reference 

is made to 1l1 , this category will be called the category of sets 

(and set-applications) and will be denoted by (ENS).,..,.,.,,.. 

4° A species of structure ~ with morphisms 

defines for any universe~ the category of (ld! -) sets supplied with a 

structure of species :z' • The resulting category is called the (11!.- ),.,.-
category of I; -structured sets. In particular one has the categories-
of ( '\!-) groups and homanorphisms (~); abelian (1/l-) groups and homo-
morphisms (~); topological (1j!-) spaces and continuous maps (~~g); 

of pointed sets and pointed applications (ENS). A pointed set is a couple
-o 

consisting of a set E and an element '!,. such that 5 0E:E ( 5 is called 
0 

the base point of the pointed set E); a pointed application of two 

pointed sets in simply an application which preserves the base points. 

If C is a1Jt -category of topological spaces and continuous 
'Vo 

maps, we may define a new category whose objects are again topological 

spaces, but whose arrows are homotopy classes of such .Q.Q_ntinuous maps 



and whose composition is defined by means of the homotopy class of the 

composite of representatives from a given couple of homotopy classes. 

(This, incidentally, gives an example of a "large category" whose arrows 

need not be applications). 

6° Let ~ be a category; x~ctr<c). We form the category ,.., "" 

~/X of objects (of~) above X as follows: the objects of ~/X are the 

arrows of £ whose target is X; if "S 1 : T1~ X and ~ : T2-- X2 

are two objects of &IX we define ~/X ( ~ 
1

, "\ 
2

) to be the set of all 

arrows .f of ,S(T ,T ) such that ~2f = rr;, • Composition of such
1 2 1 

X-morphisms is that induced by£. By .abuse of notation one often refers 

to objects of ~X by their source alone and writes ~/X(T1 ,T2 ) for 

Q/X ( 51 , 5 ) • The arrow ~l is then referred to as the structural2 

map of the object T1 in g/x. Note that if~ is a "{&-category, then so 

is g/X whatever be XE: ~(g). 

70 
Let~ be a category. lst (DEF)tdefinea the arrow category of£ 

(denoted by abuse of language by JL...e(c)) as that category whose objects ,..,.,.. 
are the fibre systems of g, i.e. triples (p,X.,Y) consisting of a couple 

(X,Y) of objects of ...C together with an arrow p X_.Y. An arrow f in 

(f1 f 2) of arrows of .9,.. such that p2f1 = f2p1 • In other words such that 

the diagram 

(1.0.6.1) 


commutes. Composition in 1f&CSJ is the obvious one. Note here that 

we could just as well have defined £/X as having as its objects the fibre 
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systems of ~ with base X and having as arrows those couples of morphisms 

of ~(£) whose second projection was Ix• 

REMARK (1.0.6.2) It is amusing to observe the three definitions 
of ((category)) parallel the axiomatization of most algebraic structures, 
for example, that of groups: As the notion of group gradually became 
known as a distinct entity one first axiomatized the notion of the multi
plication of a group. When this was understood it sufficed as long as 
one was only interested in groups, "one at a time". Gradually one became 
more interested in the interrelation of groups with one another and the 
concept of "group homomorphism 11took shape. As long as one was only inter
ested in how "groups behaved among themselves" the Bernays-Godel 
definable "class of all groups" was sufficient for all purposes. Once 
this "theory of groups'became familiar, however, it was natural to 
inquire about the interaction of groups with other types of structures 
and the notion or category and functor then assumed a natural role in 
the study of such interrelations. So long as one was only interested 
in ''one such interrelation at a time", the Eilenberg-McLane formulation 
within "Bernays-G8del" was more or less adequate. It is only when one 
begins to study whole "classes" of such interactions in their own right 
that these formulations become inadequate. The notion of universe 'then 
offers the least modification of any existing system to allow such a 
study. 

DEFINITION (l.0.7) If.£ is a category, the dual (or opposite 

category) </PJ of £ is that category whose objects are those of Q and 

whose arrows are also those of £, but whose target and source applications 

0•t• n .,... coursehave been interchanged relative to Q. C omposi ion J. ClOP) is of 

that of ~after this interchange. 

In more precise terms: given a category ~ with source and 

target applications <r ( ~ and er
1

( £), respectively, and composition
0 

f(.£) : 1g(g)a;~a; ~(g)->-~(~, define £co1>> by ~g10n) = ~(£), 

'1JJ (cw' ) = '1..e< c) ; ~(~oil ) = ~1 ( g) and u1 ( £toP• ) = 0-o (£)''1WY w ..... .,., 

µ< ~\OPI) : ~(r;) 0 'i(. : 1-e<c95 x Jl..«tfl) )~'KP(C) x ~(C)~"'1°(c) = 
;w- "" <f(C'l,a;WJ ~ -1.::f ¥"<i,tc>,OJC),... NII' ~ w 

wheredt is the canonical bijection defined by the assignment 

(((f,g)~(g,f >>. 
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As this is nothing more than a precise description of the 

construction of an opposite algebraic structure from a given one, we 

1 
can simply say that ,g 1

•' is £ supplied with its opposite structure. 

The fact that the axioms of a category are self-dual for interchange 

of <r and er1 shows that £10
'' is a category (anti-isomorphic to S)

0 

and the relation {{f : A__..B in C)) is equivalent to {{f : B~A in 

This latter relation is referred to as {{reversing the arrows)), 

and one can speak of ~(oP> as having been obtained from £ by reversing 

coP)
the arrows. The importance of ~ rests on the following meta-theorem 

called the 

PRINCIPAL OF DUALITY (l.0.8). Any term or relation of the 

theory of categories is a term or relation of the theory of categories 

after interchange of the terms ~ and o- • Any theorem of the theory
1 

of categories is a theorem of the theory of categories after the inter

change of CT with <r • 
0 1 

This fact allows us to state any notion or assertion for an 


arbitrary category _9, and know that duality gives a corresponding ~ 


.,,, ,..,
notion or assertion in "'CcoPJ One always has (~' ) =£, and Sis a. 

'7/'r -category i· f and 1 . f cf!11'} •~ on y i .,, is a ~-category. 

In general we will follow the convention of referring to the 

dual Of a term Which has been defined by means Of ~UPI by prefixing the 

term by {{CO- )), e.g••~roduct and coproduct , kernel and cokernel*, 

etc. 

(~.l) SPECIAL MORPHISMS 

~ DEFINITION (1.1.1) For any couple (A,T) of objects in~, recall 

I that A(T) designatea the set of arrows in,S with aouroe T artd iarg~} A. 
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' Let f : A--B be an arrow in ~. For each TE~(£) define 

f(T) : A(T,)~B(T) by f(T) ('S ) = f°S and T(f) : T(B)~T(A) by 

f : A~B is called a 

monomorphism if for all TE~(£), f(T) A(T)-+B(T) is an injection; an 

epimorphism if for all TE~(S), T(f) T(B)--+-T(A) is an injection; a 

bi-moq~hism if f is both a monomorphism and an epimorphism; a 

retraction if for all TE:~~)' f(T) A(T)-+B(T) is a surjection; a 

section if for all T~ ~¥), T(f) T(B)~T(A) is a surjection; an 

isomorEhism if f is both a retraction and a section. 

PROPOSITION (1.1.2) Let f:A__,..B and g : B--+C be arrows in 

~ so that gf : A--+C and IA : A--+A be defined. Let f(T) : A(T)-+-B(T) 

and g(T) : B(T)-+C(T) be defined as in (1.1.1) for any T E:CUC).
W •W 

Similarly for any T~~C), let T(f) : T(B)~T(A) and T(g) : T(C)-+-T(B) ,.,,.,. "' 

be defined as in (1.1.1). Then for any TE.QY{~), one has that 

g(T) • f(T) =gf(T) A(T)~B(T), IA(T) = IA(T) : A(T)~A(T), and that 

'.r(.f) o T(g) = T(gf) T(C)~T(A), T(IA)=IT(A) : T(A)~T(A). 

Let x~A(T), then by definition x T-+.-A is an arrow in ,,,,c. 

f(T)(x) = fx : T~B and g(T) (fx) = g(fx) T--+-C. But 

g(fx) = (gf)x = gf(T)(x) by the associativity of composition. The 

proofs of the remaining assertions are equally trivial. 

COROLLARY (1.1.3) (a) f : A-+-B is a 'monomorphism iff 

given any T and any couple (x,y) : T~A such that fx = fy, one has 

x =y. (b) If f : A-+B and g : B-+-C e~e monomorphisms then 

gf : A~ C is monomorphism. (c) If g.f : A'_,.c is a monomorphism then 
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f is a monomorphism. (d) If f : A -+B is a section, then f is a 

monomorphism; in particular every isomorphism is a monomorphism. 

(e) If f : A_.B is a section and also an epimorphism, then f is an 

isomorphism. ( f) f is a monomorphism iff f is an epimorphism in ~,,,., • 

Condition (a) is nothing more than the statement that for 

all TE~£), f(T) is an injection, i.e. f(T)(x) = f(T)(y)==}x = y, 

Similarly condition (f) is immediate from the definition 

of ~Of'I • Since the composition of two injections is an injection. PROPOSITION 

(1.1.2) says that for all TE.~£), gf(T) : A(T)-+C(T) is an injection, 

i.e. that gf : A__._C is a monomorphism, which thus gives (b). Since 

the composition of two functions is injective only if the first one is 

an injection, we have (c). If f is a section then by definition, 

T(f) T(B)~T(A) is surjective for all Te~(_2), in particular 

A( f) A(B)~A(A) is surjective. Consequently there exists an arrow 

r : B~A such that rf = A(f)(r)=IA. (1.1.2) thus implies that for all 

TE~~,), r(T)"' f(T) A(T)~A(T) is equal to IA(T) which is an1
injection for all T. (c) then requires that f be a monomorphism. 

To obtain (e) note that if f : A~B is a section and also an epimorphism, 

then for all TE~(~), T( f) T(B)-+-T(A) is a bijection and-in particular 

the arrow r : B~A such that rf = IA is unique. Now (fr)f 

and f is an epimorphism, hence fr = IB "and for all TE~£) 

A(T)~B(T) is a surjection (in fact, a bijection). 

COROLLARY (1.1.3 dual) (a) f : A-B is an epimorphism iff 

given any couple (x,y) :.B~T such that xf =yf, one has x ~ y; 

(b) if f : A~B and g : B-+-C are epimorphisms, then gf is an 

epimorphism; (c) If gf : A4C is an epimorphisrn, then so is g 
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anepimorphism; (d) If f is a retraction then f is an epimorphism; 

every isomorphism is an epimorphism; (e) f : A~B is a retraction 

and also a monomorphism, then f is an isomorphism; (f) f is an 

. hi . ff f . h. . ('! ,.,)epimorp sm i is a monomorp ism in "" • 

COROLLARY (1.1.4) f : A-4-B is a retraction iff there exists 

an arrow g : B~A such that gf = IB. If such a g exists, then it is 

necessarily a section. (i.e. f : A_.B is a retraction iff f admits 

a section g). Dually, f : A~B is a section iff f admits a retraction 

(i.e. there exists a g : B-+A such that gf = IA). f is an isomor

phism iff there exists g A_.B such that gf = IA and gf = IB. If f 

is an isomorphism then for all TE~(~), f(T) : A(T)-+B(T) and 

T( f) : T(B)~ T(A) are bijections. If f(T) or T( f) is a bijection for 

all T~~.S), then f is an isomorphism. If f and g are sections 

(resp. retractions), then gf is a section (resp. retraction). If gf 

is a section then f is a section; if gf is a retraction, then g is a 

retraction. 

This COROLLARY is nothing more than a summary of a portion 9fthe 

proof of (1.1.3) and its dual together with a similar observation on 

surjective applications. 

EXAMPLES (1.1.5) - 1° In the category (~) monomorphisms 

coincide with injective applications and epimorphisms with surjective 

applications. In fact, in (~) an application is injective iff it 

is a section,and (on the axiom of choice) a surjection iff it is a 

retraction (i.e. admits a section). Here every bimorphism is an 

isomorphism. 

-2° In the cat egory (G'ih ) monomorph"isms are group homomorph'isms 

whose underlying set application is.injective. Similarly epimorphisms 
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are homomorphisms whose underlying set application is surjective. 

Every bimorphism here is an isomorphism. In (Ab) a morphism is a 
NW 

section iff it is a direct summand. 

-3° In the category (~~~T2)) of separated topological 

spaces, monomorphisms are those continuous maps whose underlying set 

application is injective. The epimorphisms are those continuous maps 

whose images are a dense subspace of the target. The canonical 

injection 'of a dense subspace into its target gives an example of a 

bimorphism which is not an isomorphism. 

-4° In the category (Tu,p~) let f :Co"'.'Im(f)_.Im(f) be the 

continuous map deduced from some map f : A~B. Then f is a bimorphism 

which has a bijection as its underlying set application. f is not, in 

general, an isomorphism. 

(1.2) SPECIAL OBJECTS 

DEFINITION (1.2.1) Let~ be a1!J, -category; IE:}&, and 

(P 1''"> A)liiI a family of arrows in ~ all with source P. The object P 

supplied with the family (pL\,'t is said to define a representation 

of the product of the family of objects (A0\~ with the family (p~~t 

as its canonical projections provided that for each TE dJ(C), the set 
Mr 11,./ 

application ISil~l(T) : P(T)-+.TfiAl(T)l defined by the assignment 
lli:(. lt:! 

(( X""""'>(pLx)t.tr"t )) is a bijection. 

PROPOSITION (1.2.2) If (P, (p\)lf:'I ) defines a representation 

of the product of the family (A\.. )lH then the object P supplied with its 

projections is unique (up to a unique isomorphism). 

Let (P', (pt )ll~I) also define a representation of the product 

' 
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of the family (Al) • Then by definition the applications
lCtX 

a~\ (P' ) 0 1!p~ (P') :P' (P' )-+lThl.(P')-"P(P') and 

"'='I "~ l.t'X 


P(P)-..lfA~P) ~ P' (P) 
ll-'1 

-1 
are bijective, in particular r = SP..' (P)oEpl (P) (I ) : P-P' and 

lt'I. l~t p 

~i 


r' = fiaP1. (P' )•G!I. pt (P' )(I 1 ) : P'-+P exist and r•r' = Ip', r'• r = Ip•
l"l. l\"I. p 

The last two equalities result from the injectivity of the lifted 

applications. 

(1.2.3) Since a representation of the product of the family 

(A~~E4 is unique up to a unique isomorphism, among the isomorphism 

classes of "objects above (A" )lt~ there is exactly one to which such 

a representation belongs, if it exists. If it exists 1then a 

canonical representative of this isomorphism class is defined to be 

"the" product of the family (Al)u,1 and is denoted by <"[.t"' (p.rl )lt'I.). 

The morphismsp!\ are called the canonical projections of the (by 

abuse of language) product lrA,. Note that the family (pi\ t'I. 
U:'",t 

need have none of its members as an actual epimorphism. 

DEFINITION(l.2.4) A ~-category£, is said to admit 

(arbitrary) products of families of objects (indexed by members of1L\,.) 

if given any family (Al. ) of objects of r. I£:.1n there exists an 
lEl: "W' XW 

object 1TA1. supplied with a family (pr"' : 1rA1.-+-A" )l._T' of arrows in 9,,
l.l-'t l4.I. ".... 'YY 

such that for TE~£), the application 

(1.2.4.1) t!IJ>r"(T): (lTAt) (T)-'>lfA(T),
l\'I. \C.'I, ll-:t 

defined by ((x""""-">(pl'" x)l~I. )) is a bijection. 

(1.2.5) Let (f1.)lH~~t1.(T) be given, and suppose that the 
.......1 

product of the family (A1. )u..i exists, then the unique morphismllpr"' (TX( fl )u.,.... )
tu: .... 

with source T and target lTA" will be denoted by &f1. • 
lt:'l. 1.4.l; 
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For each \.4RI, pl\18 fl = f\. • 
l\1 

(1.2.6) Let (A" )l,x and (Bl >u,1. be two families of objects of 

£ indexed by IE:lB.,for which the product exists. Furthermore, let 

( f1,. : A~ B, )U,"I be a family of morphisms of~ so that for each 

T~~~), (f1,(T) : A\(T)~B1.(T))1.E:1. is the associated family of 

set applications, and 1T fl (T) : lT A\.(T)-+lfB\.(T) the application which 
lE'I i..e:r lt'.I. 

We have 

assumed that the products TrA1 and lTB,exist (together with their 
lt:t lt-:t 

projections) so that the application p :lTA~(rrA).::.TfA~(ITA ... )-+1TB~(trAl)~1TB~1TA")
le't. 1...1. lt-'1. lli<'X t.to:t. U:.:i. lt-1. lt-X. 

l 

is defined by composition with the representation bijections. 

The element p (Iir~) : lTA~, will be designated by 1f f., 
w.ii; l•t l(rt \t-t . 

and will be called the product of the family of morphisms (fl. : A~B~ )~t~ 

For eachl."I,pr,1T~ = f ... pr'" so that for each T~~c), the following
•04: <11\r NV 

diagram of set applications is commutative: 

PROPOSITION (l.2.7) Under the conditions of (7.2.6), 

if the family of arrows (f"' : Ac-+:8)1.1::I. is such that each f1.. is a monomorphism, 

then Trf1. : 1fA:+llB1. is a monomorphism. If the family ( f~ )t,efs such that each f\. is a 
'61:. \41: ~j,T 

retraction, then 'trf" is a retraction. 
1.i.:i; 

This is a result of the definition (l.1.1) and.the 

commutativity of (l.2.6.1). 

PROPOSITION (1.2.8) Let (Al. )lt'Ibe a family for which the 

Iproduct exists and :u~ "I. be a subset of I for which (A\. lt'J also 

l 
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admits a product. For each T€: 1~11c) such that "ITA" (T) I. ¢ the ~ •.., \.tt. 

application P"y\'rl: 1JllA1\~,tt)defined by « (xl {,'i""" (xJu.'3 » is 

surjective and by composition with the representation bijections, 

gives rise to an arrow 1 pr-, : 1fA~lrAl,called the projection of index ;J 
u U:'X tt;J 

on the partial product 1TA,, pr:> is a retraction provided lrA" (TrAl) I. ¢.
l't\J 14;r, lt;) 

For each T€~£), the following diagram is commutative: 

(1.2.8.1) 


priJ (T). 

COROLLARY (1.2.9) In order that any canonical projection 

pr). : 1T Ar:-A>., of a product lfAl be a retraction it is necessary and 
ll:'[ ,,~ 

sufficient that for eachu.-I, A\(Ax) I.¢. 

This is obtained from (1.2.8) applied to the case that ~=t~l, 

since if for alll:E:l, J\1,(A).) I. ¢, then lfAl (A>.) I. ¢. 
•.· lie'[ 

pr'>. (T) : tlf"A~(T) A).(T)
l"I 

(1.2.9.1) 

!· 1· 
pr~ (T) :TfAl(T) Ai\.(T) 

lie:[ 

PROPOSITION (1.2.10) (ASSOCIATIVITY OF PRODUCTS] Let 

I~¢ be a member ofJA.and (J~~1:1,,be a partition of1 I~ Further, let 

(Al)l1t't be a family of objects of£ such that for eachAE:l.i, the product 

1iA" exists. Under these conditions the product1rA" exists if and 
U::J~ lt-'I. 

only if the product lT(lT N exists and then 1rAl is isomorphic to lf( TTAl ) • 
>. 4cli \llr '3). Uil, ~ltl.o \4::J>. 



For each T~~~' the application of lTA~T) onto 
lt..I. 

lT(<lfAl' (T)) defined by composition of the canonical bijection
lE~ lot'J). 

( (( x~(prJ . x)~ )) ) with the representation bijections is 
~ l\~\,i 

bijective. Consequently the product of the family (Al )l~'Iis 

representable if and only if the product of the family (lTAl )~ .. 
lt'J)_ ".,, .. 

is representable, in which case they are canonically isomorphic. 
I 

(1.2.11) If a category admits products in each case that 

the index set is finite, will say that ~ admits finite products. 

In this case if I ~ ¢, it suffices to postulate the existence of 

the product of a couple of objects in Q, since induction will then 

give the existence for any 'VI. '7/Z.. In this case associativity may 

be established directly via the canonical associativity bijection 

arising from (( (a, (b, c) )~((a, b), c) )) and commutativity via 

the canonical bijection defined by (( (x,y)~~(y, x) )) • 

(l.2.12) If the index set I is finite and in fact empty, 

then the set lfAl (T) is one element set \.4>} whatever be T. The 
u,; 

product of such an empty family, if it exist, is called a ("the", 

up to isomorphism) final (or terminal) object in the category £.and 

will be denoted by 1. Thus if£ admits a final object, then for 

each TE~(£) the trivial constant application· '1e : i.(T)~t4>} is 

a bijection. (i.e. for each object T in ~ there exists one and only 

one arrow with source T and target 1. This arrow will be denoted by 

11.r : T~t). 

PROPOSITION (1.2.13) Let ~admit a final object i. For 

any object Yin C let 1y : y__...1 be the canonical arrow. The 

following are then equivalent: 
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(a) iy : Y~1 is a retraction; 

(b) for all TE:~£), Y( T) I </> 

(c) Y(1) I r/J • 

If 1y is a retraction, then for all TE~£), 1y(T) : Y(T)~t(T) 

is surjective. 1(T) I rp , hence Y(T) ~ ¢ for all T t ~(~). 

Y(T) ~ ¢ for all T implies that Y(i) ~ ¢ . If Y(i) ~ ¢ , then 

1ys = Ii_ for some s E: Y( 1 ) • (Any arrow s : 1~Y is necessarily 

a section associated with iy)• 

DEFINITION (l.2.14) Let (a : A~Q, b : B~) be a couple 

of arrows in-* with the same target Q and (d : R-.A, R-+B) a 
0 

d1 : 

couple of arrows in£ with source R such that ad =b~. i.e. such
0 

that the following diagram is commutative: 

dl 
R-------B 

d0 b! l 
A Q 

Under these conditions the object R supplied with the couple (d ,d1)
0 

is said to define a representation of the fibre product of A ~ B 

~ Q provided that for each 1 TE.~x.,), the application d (T)& ~(T)
0 

of R(T) into A(T) x B(T) defined by the assignment 

defines a bijection of R(T) onto the fibre product 

A(T)~ ..J(T) • f~u,vl I (u,v)E: A(T) xB(T) and au= bv} •1 
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Such a representation, if it exist, is unique (up to a 

unique isomorphism) and a canonically selected representative will 

With the usual abuse of 

language the object A :xqB is often called the fibre product and the 

couple (p ,p1) referred to as the first and second projections or 
0 

structural arrows.of the fibre product. 

Recall that in Chapter O, a connnutative square such as 

(1.2.14.7) of sets and applications was called cartesian provided 

that d 11l : R~A x B defined a bijection of R onto Ao.YfJ,.B•
0 

d1 

Consequently (1.2.14) may be reformulated as 

DEFINITION (1.2.15) Let~ be a category and1D1(1.2.15.1) 

d (T)dl 
R""""""--B R(T) l ) B (T)

j (D) !b (1.2.15.2) d0(T)t (D(T)) jb(T)d0 

A--•Q A(T) a(T~ Q(T)a 

a square,1D1 in g, is then called cartesian (in~) (or a P.Ull-back 

diagram) provided that for each T~~.£), the square of sets and 

applications'D(T)l (1.2.15.2) is cartesian. 

(1.2.16) If~ is a !!!--category, then for any object Q in 

g, the category Q/Q of objects above Q (or fibre systems with ~ Q) 

is also a ~-category, in which all theorems concerning products are 

applicable. In ~/Q, however, the product ((A,a)x(B,b),p) of a couple 

of objects (A,a) and (B,b) exists if and only if in g, the fibre product 

(A x. B~ (p ,p )) exists. (This is, of course, the origin of the term 
a,o o 1

"fibre product"). In other words for all objects (T, u) in ,C/Q T Q,1 

http:arrows.of
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(1.2.16.1) 

~Q((T,u), (A xQB,ap0))~~/Q ((T,u), (A,a)) x g/Q ((T,u),(B,b)). 

Consequently, associativity and (for couples) commutativity of fibre 

products holds (or may be just as easily established directly from the 

definition (1.2.14». 

(1.2.17) In the square (1.2.15.1), the couple (d,a) may be 

regarded as a morphism of the arrow d into the arrow b in the category
0 

If the square (l.2.14.l) is cartesian in £ we will say that 

the couple (d,a) is a cartesian morphism of d into d (in ~(£.)).
0 1 

The fact that a fibre product in ~ is just a product in ~/Q leads to 

the terminology of calling an arrow f : A_..Q squarable if given a'!lY 

arrow h T-4i-Q, the fibre product T ~A exists. 

NOTE: In the immediately succeeding propositions, the squares, tC.,\ 

1C2l, <G~ <C1• C7) all refer to those of (1.2.17.1) in some category.£. 

a 	 b ba 
A 	 B A~A' B-c A C 

.._ J(Cl) 	 !p a 1Ci\l j a' ~l (C2) l?' 1 ( c, G_) 1.,,
(1.2.17.1) 

A'~B' B-B' B'~C' A'--+-C'
f3a' 	 b' b'a' 

PROPOSITION (1.2.18) The following statements are theorems: 

(a) (C1 ) 	is cartesian if and only if (c ) is cartesian;1

(b) if 	(c ) is cartesian and (c ) is cartesian, then
1 2


(c2°c1 ) is cartesian; 


(c) 	if (c2c1 ) is cartesian and (C2) is cartesian1 

then (C1 ) is cartesian. 
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These propositions are immediate consequences of the 

definition of cartesian square and their counterparts in the theory 

of sets (O, PROPOSITION 

PROPOSITION (1.2.19) If (Cl) is a cartesian square in ~t 

one has the following implications: 

(a) if a' is a monomorphism, then a is a monomorphism; 

(b) if a' is a retraction, then a is a retraction; 

(c) if a' is an isomorphism, then a is an isomorphism. 

These implications are immediate consequences of the 

definitions and their counterparts in the theory of sets (O, PROPOSITION 

COROLLARY (1.2.20) If Cc1 ) is a cartesian square in£, 

one has the following implications: 

(a) if pis a monomorphism, thend.. is a monomorphism; 

(b) if ~ is a retraction, then o1. is a retraction; 

(c) if ~ is an isomorphism, then o1. is an isomorphism. 

If Cc ) is cartesian then Cc1 ) is cartesian (PROP. l.2.18(a)), and1

(1.2.19) is applicable. 

DEFINITION (l.2.21) Let Ca1,a2) : A:=::!;B be a couple of arrows 

in ~ with the same source A and same target B. Let \.. : K~A be an 

arrow with target A such that ~ L = a2 L • Under these conditions, 

the object K supplied with the morphism L is' said to define a representation 

of the kernel (or ~gualiser) of the couple of morphisms Ca1,a2) provided 

that for each Tt~.£) the application L(T) K(T)_...A(T) (defined by 

\.(T) (x) = \.X 'f> ) 
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Idefines a bijection of K(T) onto the subset Ker(a1(T), a2(T)) of A(T) 

l:_onsisting of those f : T~A such that ~f =a2f. 

Such a representation, if 	it exist, is unique (up to a 

unique isomorphism) and a canonically selected representative will 

be called "the" kernel of 	the couple (~1 a2 ) and will be.denoted by 

(Ker(a1,a ),1.) (or (Eq(a
1
,a );i..)). The arrow I.: Ker(a1,a )--..A

2 2 2


is then necessarily a monomorphism (by definition of monomorphism) 


so that the usual abuse of language leads to calling the object 


Ker(~1 a2 ) the kernel of (a1,a2) and ~the canonic~l injection of 


the kernel into the object A. 


Recall that in Chapter 0 ( ) a diagram such 


as 

(1.2.21.1) 


of sets and set-applications was called exact provided a2 L =a1~ 

and I.. defined (by means of x"""> ·~.(x)) a bijection of K onto the subset 

Ker(a2,a ) consisting of all a~ A such that a2(a) =a1(a). Con1

sequently DEFINITION (1.2.21) may be reformulated as 

DEFINITION (1.2.22). In a category £ a diagram of the form 

a2 
K~A-B 

al 

is called exact (in£), provided that for _al~ T~ffe.E), the diagram_ 

(1.2.22.1) 	of sets and applications 

1.(T) 
(1.2.22.1) K(T)~A(T)--~ B(T) 

~(T) 

is exact. 



PROPOSITION (1.2.23) Consider the following diagram 

(1.2.23.1) of objects and arrows in a category~· 

We suppose that this diagram is sequentially commutative, ,i.e. 

Under these conditions, the following implications 

are true: 

(a) If the square (D) is cartesian, Cf) exact implies (~) exact; 

(b) (~) exact, and ( ~) exact, and,( a monomorphism 

implies that (D) is cartesian. 

The proposition is an immediate consequence of the definitions 

and it's set-theoretic counterpart (O, PROPOSITION 

REMARK (1.2.24) The concepts of ((kernel of~ couple of arrows)), 
{{product of a couple of objects)) and ((fib~product of a couple 
of arrows)) and their ((infinite)) counterparts are not unrelated. 
Indeed, the canonical biject~ons of Chapter O, as yet unused, suggest 
precisely this interdependence and could be used in much the same 
way as in the proof of the associativity of products to produce a 
precise formulation. We prefer, however, to delay this study until 
we have a more general notion of ((representability)) at our disposal 
and will content ourselves here with a statement of some of the dual 
definitions and propositions of (1.2). 

DEFINITION (1.2.25) (1.2.1 dual). Let ~ be a 1Jl,.,.,., -category; 

I ~'\ll and (A_k_S) a family of arrows in ~ all with target s. _, l \,~l 

The object S supplied with the family (-{," )l'-~ is said to define a co-representation 

of the product .o_f the farnily~(A\. ) with the fami:cy~,("'ti:·) ·as .its canonical
l•t. .. \.\-"l 



co-projections (or canonical injections) provided that for each 

T~/\l.tg,), the application lil2T(~.): T(s)-lrT(A1.) defined by the
~'... llt't \.~l: 

assignment (( 

(1.2.26) Such a co-representation of the product is unique 

up to a unique isomorphism and a canonically selected representative, 

if it exist, is called "the" co-product (or ~) of the family 

(A'-)u,.,.and is denoted by (.lLA1.. (IM.J1:;'I.) (or <~A~ (VA.1.) 1:,.. )). 
... \.C.'1 I \. - l.C.'1:. I 1 ,.. 

A category is said to admit (arbitrary) co-products of families of 

pbjects provided such a co-representation always exists:,. The 

defining "commutation formula" for coproducts is of course 

For any family (:t;)l~~ of arrows in lfT(A... ), the unique arrow 
l~'I. 

~ 
BT (~,)((fi)) will be denoted by lB f1. : lL A~T; . the coproduct

l(:"'[. l4't. l~'I. u.:i: 

of a family ( f~ : A~Bl )lE:t by l1. f • JiA-+-ll"R · ·In thi's case if each 
lf<l. ~ • ll'L " ~t:-· 

of the f.._ is an epimorphism then so is Jlf, and if each of the f 1. 
lE:"t. 

is a section then so is .U.f" • 
U:I: 

(1.2.27) In cases when the index set I is finite the product 

is sometimes denoted by«A1 x •• xA~; the dual notation for coproduct 

then is usuallycA1+ •••+A.v.._'1) • If one uses the perhaps preferable 

notation of (( A1ir.....n An )) then the dual is (( A1.LL .... .LL. A~)). 

(1.2.28) (1.2.12 dual) • In the case of a void index set, 

the coproduct is called "the" initial (or co-terminal) object in£.. 

and a canonical representative is denoted by (( fJ )). The unique 

canonical arrow with source 0 and target T will be then denoted by 

We will defer until later the discussion of the 

properties of (1 in relation to those of 1 . 

http:T~/\l.tg
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DEFINITION (1.2.29) Q_.2.14 and 1.2.15 dua~ The couple 

(Q, (a,b)) of (1.2.14.l) is said to define a co-representation of the 

fibre product of (d ,d1 ) provided that for each TE:~£), the diagram
0 

T(b) 
T(Q)------.- T(B) 

· T(a) l I T(d1 ) 

T(d ) f 
T(A) o T(R) 

of sets and applicationsis cartesian. 

Any two such co-representations are, as usual, 

canonically isomorphic (in g_<OP> /(A, B)). If such a representation 

exist in ~' a canonically selected representative will be denoted 

by (A+RB,(i. ,t1 ) or (A4~4.B, ( ~ 0,1. 1 )) or (A +RB, (1.0 ,~ 1)) .tl.£.. 
0 

and will be called "the" fibre coproduct (or fibre sum) .2f A and B 

(under ~. The square (1.2.14.l) is said to be co-cartesian (or a 

push-out diagramJ under these circumstances, and the duals of the 

propositions (1.2.18) - (1.2.20) are all applicable. For example 

one has 

PROPOSITION (1.2.30) ~.2.19 du~ If the square (C1 ) 

Ci..2.17.p is co-cartesian in~' the following implications hold: 

(a) if ~ is an epimorphism, then~ is an epimorphism; 

(b) it ct. is a section, thene is a section; 

(c) ifoC. is an isomorphism, then~ is an ismmorphism. 

DEFINITION (1.2.31) ~.2.21 and 1.2.22 dua~ • The couple 

( Q, ~ ) in the diagram 

http:Ci..2.17


is said to define a co-representation of the kernel of (a1,a2) in£ 

provided that for each TE:~£), the diagram 

of sets an application is exact. 

Any two such representations are canonically isomorphic 

(in QC~' /B) and if such a representation exists in £, a canonically 

selected representative will be denoted by (CoKer(a1,a2), ~ ) or 

(Co·Eq(a1,a2), 'I>) and will be called "the" cokernel (or co-equalizer) 

The diagram (1.2.31.1) is then referred to as 

co-exact (or simply exact) under these circumstances. 

E:xAMPLES (1.2.32) - 1° In the category (~), the product 

always exists and is simply the cartesian product supplied with its 

canonical projections; the coproduct is the "set-sum" or dis.joint 

union supplied with its canonical i~.jections; the initial ob.ject is 

simply the empty set ¢and the final object the one element set {¢1 

the .fibre product is again the fibre product; the fibre sum the 

disjoint union modulo the equivalence relation generated by the 

lifted application (into the product); the kernel of a couple simply 

the kernel; the co-ker~el)the target of the couple modu:l!> the 

equivalence relation generated by the lifted map (into the product). 

- 2° In the category (~), the product is the cartesian 

product with its usual group structure; the co-nroduct is the 

(Kur8s) free-join; the kernel is the set-kernel with the unique 

subgroup structure which it inherits from theaour~e; the cokernel is 

the target modulo the congruence generated by the lifted map; the 
Qo 



_fibre _product, the kernel of the projections of the product sequentially 

composed with the given homomorphisms; the fibre sum, the free join with 

the images amalgamated (i.e. amalgamated sum). Initial_ and ,final objects 

are isomorphic (as the one element group). 

- 3° In the category (~), the yroduct is the cartesian product; 

the sum the subgroup of the product usually called the (external direct 

sum, E9A~); finite products and coproducts coincide (as direct sum AG) B); 
U:'l

kernels are difference kernels (Ker (a - b) (=Ker (a - b, O))); cokernels 

are difference cokernels (Coker (a - b) (:Coker (a - b, O))). Fibre sum, 

and product are ~ and coker of horns into or out of direct sums. The 

zero group is both initial and final. 

- 4° In the category of commutative (formerly "anti-commutative") 

R-algebras, finite sums correspond to tensor products (A~B). In 

graded algebras, the product is a graded subring of the product of the 

underlying rings. In the category of rings with unit (0 ~ 1) and 

unitary ring horns, the initial and final object. ·is the two element ring 

(O,l} • 

- 5° In the category (~), the "special and cospecial 

objects" (i.e.,.limits"lt) are the ~ as those for (~) supplied with 

the appropriate initial or final topology. If one restricts the maps 

to closed mappings only, one loses the general existence of products 

(the projections are !!Q.i, in general closed). For normal spaces general 

existence of products is lost altogether. For connected spaces, one 

loses~. but regains them 
1 

if one only considers pointed spaces (the 

sum is then the disjoint union with base points identified). For 

Tif spa.ces, the simple construction o:t cokernels and fibre sums is lost. 



using proper maps only, one loses products but retains fibre products. 

For compact T2-spaces, the ~ is the Stone-Cech compactification 

of the disjoint union. 

- 6° In any category£, if X~~£), then the category ~/X 

has products iff £ has fibre products, sums iff Ji has sums, and, 

in any case ~ a final object, i.e. (X, Ix) •. 

- 70 In any category ,g, the squares (D) and (D) are~ 

cartesian and cocartesian: 

f IA 
A B A A 

IA 1
(D) 

f IIB f l; (D) l f 

A B B B 
IB 

For each TE:.~~), the application IA(T)m f(T) : A(T)--A(T) x B(T) 


definEBa bijection of A(T) onto the graph of the application f(T) : A(T)~B(T). 


The application f'(T) B IA(T) : A(T)~B(T) X A(T) defines a bijection 

.-1 

onto the graph f (T) S: B(T) X A(T). 

- 8° In (~) the square (I) is~ cartesian and·cocartesian. 

Al"\B---~ B

! <11 i 
A AvB 

The arrows are, of course, the canonical injections. 

0 * - 9 In any~abelian category (for example, the category 

(A£)) a sequence 

(j) o-A..!-B...L.c--o 

is exact if and only if the square (j) 
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f
A B 

l (~) g
J 

0 c 

is both cartesian and co-cartesian. 

R~""'MARKS (1.2.32.1) The examples 1°-5° should convince the 
reader familiar with any one of the categories cited that the "special 
objects" of (1.2) are the fundamental objects used in the classical 
theory of these structures to produce "new objects" from "old ones", 
and as such are fundamental to the study of the corresponding theory. 
That such familiar objects should have the same "categorical"description 
is one of the justifications of the study of category theory. 

The examples should also convince the reader that objects which 
play the "same categorical role" differ from category to category and 
may, in fact, have this as their only similarity. By the same token, 
it should also be clear that the "same" object may play a quite disimilar 
role with only "slight" change of category, and finally, be aware that 
although a familiar construction of one of these special objects may 
fail to give the desired special object, this alone is .!!£ indication 
that the category in question does not posses such an object (e.g. the 
categorical product in "most" elementary cases is constructed from the 
cartesian product. The cartesian product of graded algebras is not a 
graded algebra, the product still exists, however (Ex.4°). Dually, 
the disjoint union of compact T2 spaces is not compact, the sum still 
exists, however (Ex.50)). 

For a mathematically sophisticated reader, these "cautionary" 
remarks are unnecessary. Such a reader is aware of the "algebraic flavor" 
of the definitions of the special objects and would no more expect an 
object which plays the r$le>say, of a product in some category to 
continue to do so in some "extension category", than he would that a unit 
in some submonoid of semigroups would necessarily also be a unit for the 
whole semigroup. 

. . 




(1.3) ]1.- Functors and the Category CAT-1)1 

DEFINITION (1.3.1) Let £ and .!?, be categories. A couple 

F = ( ~(F), ~!(F)) consisting of an application ~(F) ~£)-+£{f !2)' 

called the object function, and an application {.!(F) 1t <E)--+- 31< E) 

called the arrow function, is called a functor (or morphism of categories) 

with source £,and target !2.provided the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

(AMC)I ~F). er (Q.) = er (D)• ilCF) and ~F). <Tl(Q) =CJ1(tl). i-!CF); 
.,.,. 0 O"" - ~ 

(AMC)I state:a that the application 

(defined by the assignment {( (f,g)~( {!_(F)(f), ":f.&CF)(g)))) defines by 

restriction an application 

so that the cubic diagram (1.3.1.1) of sets and applications is 

commutative. (AMC)II says that this application is compatible with 

the compositions 
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of 2, and ,B, i.e. that the diagram (1.3.1.2) is commutative. 

(AMC)III says that the arrow and 

(1.3.1.2) 

Y<s> :f;!lF) 
1JC,B) 

(1.3.1.3) 11t{ ~11 
dJ{c)-... 

~(F) 'loooo~D) 
.,., 

object functions are also compatible with the identity assignments, 

i.e. that the diagram (1.3.1.3) is commutative. 

With the customary abuse of notation of denoting the object 

function and the arrow function with the same letter F, our usual 

notation compresses these conditions into the following convenient 

form: 

given f : A~B an arrow in g, then F(f) : F(A)-----..F(B) 

is an arrow in aby (AMC)1; F(gh) =F(g)F(f) for any composable 

couple (f,g) in~ by (AMC)11 ; and F(IA) = IF(A) for any object A 

in g. by (AMC)111 • In: short, a functor is a source and target, 

comRo.si.tion. .an~ ideutit:Y p~es~rving. mapping .of~categories and will 



- -

be denoted by ((F : c--1o-D)). 

(1.3.2) Using the Eilenberg-McLane definition of category 

(1.0.2), the definition of functor would lead to 1(( a functor 

F : g.-~ consists of a function F : ~(Q)-+-9;(i(~), called the 

object function, and a family (F (A,B)) (A,B) E ~Q)x~(g) of 

functions F(A,B) : Q(A,B)__._~(F~A),F(B)), (A,B)€:*'£) xo:!f{_f) 

which preserve composition and identities whenever defined\ )). 

(1.3.3) The definition of functor is conformal with the 

general definition of morphism of a species of structure. In 

particular, a functor F : Q--E defines an isomorphism of £ ~ 
~ provided the object and arrow functions are bijections. 

NOTE: The notion of (( isomorphism of categories )) 

should not be confUsed with the more important notion of 

(( equivalence of categories )) to be defined later (1.3.11). 

PROPOSITION (1.3.4) If F : c~D and G : D---E are 
'M """ """"' ""' 

functors, then G•F : £..-~, defined by ~G°F) = ~G) • !&(F) and 

.f!(G•F) = -t!(G)• {!(F), is a functor with source£ and target £:, said 

to be obtained by composition of F and G. For any category Qone 

has the identity functor IC : g,_,.£, defined by IC(X) = X for all 
~ ~ 

XE:~Q) and IC(f) = f for all fE~(Q,). 
NI 

(1.3.5) Let]!. be a universe, then in some universe 1fCl' such that 

\Jl£1Jt''(whose existence is guaranteed by the (( axiom of universes )) ) 

one has the set aT-lJI of all ~-categories. Proposition (1.3.~) 

then states that ~--m. has a category structure provided we take as 

morphisms fUnctors between.~·categories. We will designate by 

~ (Q,~) or(\\-)~(£,R) the set (member of ~'t") of all such ~-functors 
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with source the ~-category S and target the "\[!;-category £.. If 

no explicit reference need by made to]!.. we will designate this 

category simply by (CAT).-

couple (g,f) in£ )). A functor F : C--4-D sometimes is called a 
- IW 

co-variant functor. Recall that ~ is a 1l1-category iff £lot> is a 

)&.-category (Qi. l.O.7).

I DEFINITION (1.3.7) Let (g_ L )lf:'I. be a family of 11-categories 

Iwith IE \i1 • We define the product of family (~" )ltX 2.f 'YJ.-categories 

II to be that '!&-category TI"g ~ whose objects are the members of the 
l*l: 

I set Tf olr(c.) and whose arrows are the members of set 1'f 11(CJ (withl lt't""' ll:::t.""' 

I composition defined by tl(f,g) = ( jA(C.) (fl ,gi.))lFI.) supplied with the 

Ifamily <i;:, : !£;:->-£.l,.x of canonical projection functors (defined 

l_:n the obvious fashion). 

It should be observed that 1f£._ supplied with the family of 
Lf:'L 

functors (prl )'-"7'! is the product of the family (Q_'-)ltI. in the category 

9£!-~. 

I 
 DEFINITION (1.3.8) ,A multifunctor is a functor F whose 


source is the productTrQL of some family of categories. If the LW. 
ll:'t.II factor is of the form Cf~P 1 for some category QL , then F may be 

IW 

lsaid to be contravariant on QL , and by a pleonasm, covariant on 

C~~ • The moat important case is where I is finite and 

all of the members of the family ( ~ Ju:i:. are of the form ~ or _£1Di>I 

for some fixed category C, a functor F : lrc~n is then called a 
- ~x~ ~ 

I 
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l!.!!.ultifunctor on g and the variance becomes of interest. If 

l:. = {1,2) then F is called a bifunctor on E· 
DEFINITION (1.3.9) If Q and E are categories each supplied 

with a functor to a category ~' we define the fibre product of ~ 

~ R~ ~ to be that category £ ~whose objects are ,.,, 
~c,;) x .olr<n,), whose arrows are '11(Q) :x ~(D)>and whose composition
NV ,.,.., M..( 'E) -	 ,.._. ,..,,, N' 

'IJ ,.,. ~!l 

is that inherited from Q x ~' supplied with the two projection functors 

pr1 : cy-. ~and pr2 : g x!!?-it• · 

If £, E, and ~ are ia.-categories, then ~ ~:Q. is a 
.... 

1L1,-category and the definition of fibre product is conformal with 

that of fibre product in ~-'1/1. 

(1.3.10) The one 	point category 1, '(!) • {9J},-
~(!) = {c¢

1
¢1) (or its isomorphic equivalent) is the final object 

(or final categog) in ~-11 , in all cases. 

DEFINITION (1.3.11) Let F : £_.,_8 be a functor and for 

each couple (A 9 B) €.~~) x ~CE), let 

£(A,B)--i£(F(A), F(B)) 

be the restriction of 4_(F) to £(A,B). F : -c-D-is said to be 

faithful provided for each (A,B)E.~(S) x ~Cg), 

F(A B) is injective; 
' 

.!'.!!!,! 	 provided for each (A,B) E: ~Cg) x !"<£), 
F(A B) is surjective; 

' 
fully faithful 	 provided. for each (A,B)E.~(£).ll ~S), 


F(A B) is bijective; 

t 

http:A,B)E.~(�).ll
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separating (or definitive) provided F is faithful 

and weakly quasi-injective (i.e. f : A~B 

and F(f) : F(A) = F(B) implies f : A • B 

or equivalently, F(f) =IF(<r.(f)) and 

fan isomorphism implies f •I O:(f)); 

embedding provided t!CF) (and hence also '(F)) 

is injective; and an 

equivalence provided F is fully faithful and quasi

surjective (i.e. for all X~~B), there exists 

an AE.~£) such that F(A)~x ); and an 

isomorphism provided r/;J(F) and ~!(F) are bijective • 

If F is faithful, then it does ,!!2! necessarily follow that 

i!,CF) is injective. If -:(!CF) is injective, then F is of course 

faithful and, moreover, ~F) is then also injective, so that F is 

even an embedding under this hypothesis. Actual isomorphism •of 

"large" categories are rare; equivalences are much more common and 

are an entirely satisfactory substitute for igomorphism in nearly all 

interesting cases. 

DEFINITION (1.3.12) 
1A category g, is said to be a subcategory 

of a category R provided that f&<~) c;; ~D), ~(Q) ~ ~Cg), and the 

couple {~ = ( ~( \J>, i!,C ~) consisting of the canonical inclusion 

applications is a functor. i~: £--.2 is then called the canonical 

inclusion functor. 

DEFINITION (1.3.13) Let abe a subcategory of B with 

i.t : C~ D the inclusion functor. The subcategory C is said to be- """ _,,,. """' 11 
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I 

~provided ·~eis full (and hence fully faithful);,... 
I 

dense (or representative) provided ·L~ an equivalence; a 

seive provided XE:~(2) and f : T _.._X, implies 

f E Jr)(C); and a ""' ,.,. 

seive with respect to ~C<:1!(D)) (or ~-seive) provided 

x~ ~(C) and (f : T-+-X) E. e implies fE '}J(c). 
-~ ~w 

(1.3.14) Some authors require that a (( full subcategory )) 

be a seive with respect to isomorphisms in ~· A seive is always a 

full subcategory and, as all full subcategories, is completeli 

determined by its set of objects. It should be kept in mind that 

the im!fte ( t.&.CF) ( ~£>), ~(F) ( 1};<£>)) of some functor F : g~ ,B 

is not necessarily a subcategory of E• (It is if d&CF) is injective, 

for instance), or more generally provided the relation 

(( ( f, g) E. ?JC~)vix,,..l!<2) )) is equivalen t to the relation 

' 
» • 

EXAMPLES (1.3.15) - 1° Let g, be a (~)-category, 

PROPOSITION (l.l.2) shows that for each Xe~(C), the assignment 

(( T~ X(T), f~X(f), T~~(£), fc'Jj}C)) )) 

defines a functor hx : £.~(~.§), called the canonical (contra

variant) ham-functor defined by XE~~)), and the assignment 

T ~ T(X), f~ f(X), TE:otr(c) »« .......... ,.,,.. 




a functor h'x : C-+ (ENS), called the canonical (co-variant) hom
tv- ~ 

functor defined by X E. ~(C)).,.,,... ,.,.. 

The assignment 

« (X,Y)~ £ (X,Y) » 

then defines (in obvious fashion) a functor hom : C ~P> x 	 C ~(ENS) ,.,.. 
which is then called the canonical (horn) bi-functor from 	C into (ENS),

""" -
"contra-variant in the first variable,co-vari&nt in the second. 

- 2° Let X and Y be objects in C and f : x___..y an arrow in 
""' 

£• f then defines a functor f* : ~/X .,,.g/Y from the category of 

objects above X into those above Y. (1.0.6 Ex. 6° and 7°). by 

f <u;~) = (U 1f~ ) and f* (11() a 1JI., called the direct image by f. If 

f is squareable (1.2.17) then f defines a functo~ :r* : Q/Y- ~/X by 

« (V, IA- )~(XxY, p.r ) )} called the inverse image (or change of 
f,y.. 1 

~),by f. 

The category VX is always supplied with its "inclusion" 

functor ~ : Q/X 9., by (( ( T, !"-' )~~ T, x """"-':>- x )} .. 

- 3° If £ admits products and/or sums, then 

(((X\)\.~~> lf~"' (fl)lE:~'>~,!L )) and {{ (X1..)lE:·.f""'>ll._X._ 1 (:f'l)~~llfl )) 
'.._ ""''" 	 Lt"l. 

define functors. 11 : CI-C and .U. ~ cI-c. 
ll:-'L IW IW 1..t-t IW ""' 

- 4° A monoid or unitary ring homomorphism defines a functor 

for the corresponding categories (l.0.6 Ex.l0 
) .• Any monotone 

(increasing) function defines a functor for any pre-ordered set(~~ 

category (1.0.6. Ex.2°); a monotone (decreasing) function, a contra

" variant functor. In particular, the functions f : ';1l(E)~'fs(F)- "" 
and f1 a 1,l(F)---.... lf(E) define covariant functors of the categories

""' 
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'f(E). Any open or cont, map is a functor from the categories 

OUV (S) of open sets of some topologi~al spaces. A functor 
""-N'J 

F : ow·Cs)--~ C is called a P.re-sheaf (with values in C).
N""1 ""' .,.,. 


- 5° The assignments ( ( E fVv..A.">- ~(E), f fl.N'-"> f ) ) and 

....1 -:µ.

((E~ '£(E), f ~ f )) define functors (ENS)--• (ENS) 
~ l\NY 

and (Ji.:rrnr-~___,... (ENS). 
IVW ,,...,_., 

- 6° Any category S defines by a species of structure with 

morphisms has a functor X fVV'>. ~ which deletes part or all of the 

structure and is called the canonical projection (or tlforgetful") 

functor defined through~ ' « x~ ~ » is in general faithful (and in..,.,, 

fact separating). For example the category <27> has its underlying base 

set functor .. (Gr)-..(ENS).-,..,., 
- 7° The assignment X"""-">F(X) of any set to the free-group 

on X defines a functor F : (ENS)----- (Gr). Similarly for polynomial
- /VV'¥oJ lvW 

algebras, free monoid algebras, ringsof quotients. symmetrizations, 

etc. all define functors. Stone-Cech compactification, completion of a 

uniform space, etc. in topology give examples of numerous examples 

functor defining object mappings. 

- 8° The classical homology or co-homology theories are 

defined of certain functors from some category of topological spaces 

into some appropriate "algebraic" category; the relativised homology 

or co-homology theories as functors on some appropriate subcategory of 

the arrow category of (~); similarly for the classical homotopy 

theories. 

- 9° As examples of subcategories one has the lB1! subcategories 

of (~) in (($) and (T~-T2) in (T~); restriction to isomorphisms 
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or other "composition closed" type of function give numerous examples 

of non full subcategories. As an example of a seive, take W'X and 

some (Y, 5 ) in E./X. The set of all ( T, p-. ) such that there exists 

an X-morphism f : T---+-Y forms the set of objects of a Wll in ~/X 

(said to be associated 'di.th (Y, ~ )) • 
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(1.4) TRANSFORMATIONS OF.('\Jt-)- FUNCTORS - THE CATEGORY 

ll29.11!,<g,£) (:: ~(S., !2,)). 

Z (1.4.1) If~ and .D are ( ~) categories (objects of 

~ (-'ID: )), set ~ \g,E) of all functors F : ~-.£ is a member of 

some universe \Jl~ which has 1Jt as an element and _not in general itself 
..,,.,. 

a subset or even of the same cardinality as some subset of UL- • Con

sequently for any 18;-category ,S, the functor defined by the assignment 

« » 

is a functor from ~! into ENs-'U\.•- - . 

We now proceed to supply ~ (~,~) with an important 

(canonical) 
:'k

1J!;-category structure. 

2
(1.4.2) Recall that the arrow category g. of a ( ~ )-

category is defined (1.0.6. Ex 7°) as having as i~s objects 

~(Q_,2)the set ~Cg) and having as its own arrows 'J!J Cg2
) 

the set 11~C) = ( 'l' (Q) x ~.Q.)) x ( 'J1 (JJ) x :}J(2,)) consisting of the 
- ,.,. ~ v;--,ro p.iC),\.U.Cf"' ~,..

"commutative squares" of£• The source and target applications are 

simply the iterations of the first and secor:d projections corresponding 

to the assignments 

for a square ((p ,q ), (p1,q0))c~£). An arrow tp: p0~q0 in 
0 1

£2 then may be considered as the couple of''top and bottom arrows" 

in the commutative square diagram 

pl
T B 

(1.4.2.1) Po l ~ !\, 
A v •ql 

http:p.iC),\.U.Cf


The source of c.p is the arrow p and the target q • 
0 	 0 

Multiplication ( i& <£'>) is defined for "properly coincident 

squares" through the multiplication in .9,. by the assignment 

which is just the description of "lateral adjunction" of the ~agrams 

t.p 	 and 'f , i.e. 


P1 S sl P1 

T- B 1. v T ~ y 

(1.4.2.1) « P0	 Po~l ro )).!bl V~~l ro~ l ~ 
A u w A w

ql 
~ 

rl rlql 

Taking as the identity assignment the obvious one, 

it is a matter of trivial verification that under this multiplication, 
'J. 

'/!<~) supplies the set ~(_g) with a "natural" category structure. 

(1.4.3) The category~ 2 is a "tA-category if and only if£, 

is. To see this (and for other purposes as well) it is helpful to note 

that for a fixed couple (p ,qJof objects in r;,2, the set of arrows in
0 

,g,2 which have source 	p 1 T_..A and target q : B-+U may be identified 
0 	 0 

with the fibre product 
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which is certainly a member of 1A if u'(A) and B(T) are 

DEFINITION (1.4.3) ( GROTHENDIECK. (1961 - TDTE III)) 

Let g be a category. A system C • (IA" ; F* o, I) consisting of objects 
I 

F and 0 in ,g and arrows ( q- , cr1 ) : F:::::::tO, 0-+ F, r-: Fo:x.:l--- F 
0 '• . 

is said to be a category in£ (or a £-category) (with Fas its .£-arrows, 

0 as its ~-objects, .!!!£.) provided the corresponding arrows and objects 

which occur in the equations of the DEFINITION OF CATDJORY (1.0.1) all 

exist in£ and give rise to valid equations in ~ (with composition in.£ 

replacing composition of applications), e.9. providing the following 

diagrams exist and are cormnutati ve in ~ : 

Fr[ f"' .... f(."'Tlp,._ F#.of'\ 
'I\ 

:r 
7!' " F w F F~.ff.' 

(1.4.3.1) ~l la-1 ~11~ xtlao 4 l~ 
~ 

) Vo /" .,. FF • 0 F 0 •~Y'I 

In analogous fashion one may define a ~-functor of .¥.-categories 

as a couple Cr, f') of morphisms of g, f : o:r--o2, f' : F ---F1 2 

which satisfy the g_-analoguee of (AMC) - (AMC)III (l.3.1) i.e. so that1 

the diagrams 
f' f' f'xf' 

FJ.t;'Sf1--> F'21;¥.°2 

i~· i~~r~ ~~ 
F >F0 -~--- 02 11 f f f' 2 

are all sequentially conmutative. The composition of g,-functors 

(being again a £-functor) gives rise to the Category 2! £-categories 

~ ,g,-runctors as morphisms. 



9: 
LEMMA (1.4.4) If C • (IA- ; F~ o, I) is a £-category, then 

for each TE:~£), C(T) • ( ~(T); F(T) r.t-n> O(T), I(T)) is a category
f';tT) 

(with O(T) as ito set of objects, F(T) as its set of arrows, !!.£.). 
/ 

Moreover, for each f~ T(U), C(f) = (O(f) : O(T)~O(U), F(f) : F(T)__..F(U);) 

is a functor C (f) : C(T)-+-C(U). 

By the definition of ~-category, the definition of the 

applications cr1(T), ~(T) etc., and of fibre-product in g, one has that 

for each T~~~) all of the diagrams of sets and applications correspond

ing to (1.4.3.1), e.g. 

~T) : F(T)xF(T)~FxF(T) F(T)
~"' ,Cil'tl -.r:r. 

iq;\TI~1 if'i~T) 
a: ( T) : F(T) • F(T) O(T)

0 

~ 
are commutative. (Here P,.CT) is pr1(T) B P"'~ (T)• tA-(T)). Hence, 

with the multiplication ~(T), (O(T),F(T)) is supplied with a category 

structure in the sense of DEFINITION (1.0.1), so that C(T) is a category 

for each TE~£). 

To verify that C(f) is a functor for f ~ T(U), .observe that 

the diagrams such as 
F(f) 

F(T)----...... F(U) 

er (U)! Jo Cr) 0 

O(T) O(U) 

are commutative merely because of the associativity of composition in g, : 



• • • 

verification of the other axioms (AMC)I ~ (AMC)IV is equally trivial. 

~ (l.4.4) can be paraphrased with the substitution 

« • • F(T)===o(T), I(T))for each Tt~(£_),C(T) =(\MT);• 

"is" a category (up to a unique isomorphism) )) and thus 

replace fCT) with the given \A'(T). 

NOTE : The converse of (1.4.4) is also true and will be proved 

later in a more general context. 

COROLLARY (l.4.5) If F = (f,f') is a £-functor of ,£-categories 

with source c1 = ( ~1 ; o1,I1) and target c2 = ( ~2 ; F2::::o:::;;o2,I2),F1 
then for each TE ~g), the couple F(T) = (f(T), f'(T)) is a functor from 

the category c1(T) into the category c2(T). 

The associativity of composition again gives commutativity of 

the evaluated diagrams corresponding to (l.4.3.2) in (~), so that, by 

definition of functor (1.3.1), the corollary holds. Coherence is again 

a consequence of (1.2.6), 

µ.,,tr)P.1 (T) f 1xf' (T) 
F1i.1(T) F2~2(T) 

!t !t 
f' (T)xf' (T)(1.4.5.1) 

F1(~~..(T) F (T)x!?(T) 
<'.Cf!f :m!111(T) 

2

! ~2(T)
f' (T)

F1(T) F (T)
2

~EfINITION (l.4.6)A~-category £is called ~-small if its 

set of objects (and hence also its set of arrows, since it is a ~-category) 

is a member of vt, i.e., 6lJ.(c) i; 1Jt-•-- ""'.,. 
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If C is a lJ\. -category and C is a C-category, then the ,.,., - .. 
category C(T) of (1.4.4) is 1Jl.--small. 

2(1.4.7) For any category g,, let£ be its arrow category. 


2
c is supplied with the following canonical functors: 

~)C2xC2 ~ c2 
- c- pr,_,(1.4.7.1) 

""()r~l - ~H 0- (C) 

c2 .2:1i£> ... c 
IW -

1° a couple of ( ~ (C), <r:1(c)) :r.2==tc called the source 
""() - --- "" ""' 

and target functors defined by 

« Po~'> o;,<~) (po), ((po,ql), (pl,qo))~ P1 )) and 

« Po...,...,...,,..> °i_(C) (p ), ((po,ql)' ( P1' qo ) IVVV'-'> ql ));
fW 0 

20 I(C) c_...c2 called the identity assignment, defined ,..,..,.,,., ,.,.. ,., 

by « x~Ix, f-vv->«Ix,r>, <r,Ix)) )), and 

2 2 2
"?;0 ~2) c x c --- g_, called the multiplication, 

w <r.101.(a 


defined by 


It is easily verified that these are indeed functors for they 

correspond in the square (1.4.2.1) to the assignments of_ top and bottom 

arrows for source and target (which are functors because of the 11lateral 

multiplication11 which is defined in g,2) and in 3°, to the "vertical 

composition" of squares: 
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P1 
T B P1

! qo
(l.'+.7.2) 	« Pol 

ql )) 

! 
A u 

! 
~ so Po ! 

T 

!
B 

r0~ 
s 	 r c v

0 	 0 rl c v 
rl 

2which is 	the .!!!!!!.! as that of C using the conversion bijection, 

(l.'+.7.3) « ((po,ql)' (plqo)) ~ ((pl,qo)• (po,ql)) ». 
2LEMMA (1.4.8) Let £ be a 18.-category and £ its arrow category, 

so that both g, and Q
2 are objects of ll!--~, then 

is a ( tit. -CAT)- category. 

The functoriality of the structure functions having been 

verified together with the knowledge of unrestricted existence of 

fibre products in -vt•CAT in (1.4.6) and (1.3.9), the verification 
' -

of (AC)1 	- (AC)IV is straightforward and left to the reader. 

THEOR»t (1.4.9) For each 'Y!- -category ~' the set 9£!. (!,.£) 

is the set of objects of a category structure (in some '\lt·~·utJ whose 

arrows are the members of the set CAT (T,C2) with the applications 
~ ,. 

(~(!, ~~)), ~ (!, ct],££.» : ~ C!,£.2)==C~('.£,~) as its source 
2 2 	 2

and target functions, and C£F ('.£, ~(_g)) : gs (!,£) x ~ (:£',Q: )-+-C£(!,£) 
~tT,'il I ~TtT,r;J 

as its multiplication. Supplied with this structure ~(!,£) is not 

in general a 1!t-category, but is always a small ~•-category. For any 

functor F : E:_--+I, ~ (F,£) : ~ (~,g)4-QAI Ci!!,~) is the object 
' 2 2 	 2

mapping of a functor; whose arrow mapping is CAT(F,C!") : CAT(T,C )--+--CAT(U,C )._,.,. ;:;., ...,._,.. .., ..,._ ..,._.. ll't IW 
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The theorem is a corollary of Ll!MMA (1.4.4) applied to the 

category 1Jt -CAT using the ( Ul-CAT) - category C • ( ~{_C);-- "'"~ ~ ,......_ 
( ~~), cr:ltc)): c

2
==tc, I(C)) of LD1MA (1.4.8). 

- ~ y. "" f\NV<.. 

<1.4.9.l) 

DEFINITION (1.4.lO)The category produced in THEOREM (1.4.9) 


with objects CAT (C,D) and arrows CAT (C,D2) will be denoted by
..__ ,.,. /.,./ ,.,.,,..,V oM!NI 

«CAT (£,~) (or Hom (~,E))~and will be called the category of functors 

with source C and target~ (as opposed to the set of functors CAT (C,D)). 
w - - ""'"" 

The arrows in this category will be called morphisms (or natural 


transformations) Q.! functors. Unless otherwise noted, it will always 


be this category structure to which we refer in reference to CAT (C,D). 


If we denote composition of natural transformation as 


(( 9·~ )), (( QA1 (F,£) is a functor )) is simply 


I(( ( » · I
Q"" ) F • QF • '/' F 

PROPOSITION (l.4.ll)The following st~tements are equivalent: 

0 
i <p: '£-+£2 

and ~£9_)q> = F : !-.£and 2.1.if)fj> =G : ,!-+- .£• 
( ( ( Y' is an arrow of the category 2il_ Cl\~) with source 

F and target G )) ). 
I 

2
0 F : T_,.c and G : T~ C are functors and,

'W IW ~ NI 

( q>(T) : F(T)-+G(T)) T~e'u(C) is a family of morphisms in 



~ such that for f : T--u in .:£, the diagram 

F(f) 
F(T) F(U) 

! <p(T) 9' (U)(1.4,11.1) 
G(f) ! 


G(T) G(U) 

of objects and arrows in £ is commutative. 

( (( ~ is a natural transformation of Finto G )) ). 

For the proof of this equivalence, observe that the definition 

of (( functor )) of (( arrow category of .Q )) (1.4.2) determines 

2the form of any functor cp: T--.C-• If f : T--U is an arrow in 
"" 

T,
IV' 

then <p(f): q>(T)c:=::>cp(U) must be an arrow in£2 and hence we may 

write 

CT(f(T))
0 

I. l <p(T)c.p(f) 

u 
II (~(U))

0 

~> (U) l'('(U) 

t 
<rl(q>(T)) CT (cp(U))

1 

as the commutative square (( <.p (T), t), (u, g.>(U)) which the image 

off under the arrow function of cp a The source and target functors 

then yield the assignments 

which ve may rewrite as 
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, G( f)
« f :T--).U """""F(T) ~F(U) and f : T~u~ G(T)---+-G(U) » 


if we let F(T) = u (cp (T)) and F(f) = u and G(T) = 
0 

G(f) =t. F and G are functors as the composition of the functors 

[" (.S_) and q-11£.) with <p • 
0 

Conversely given functors F and G which satisfy 20 for some 

family ( <p(T )TE.~T) of arrows in£, the assignment 

« TMA) 'f'( T) t f ,._._...,. (( cp ( T) t G( f)) t F( f) t <:p (U)) )) 

defines a functor cp : T~c2 which clearly satisfies 1°. 

(l.4.12) It is convenient to note the form of the composition ot 

natural transformations in its evaluated description. Let F, G and H 

be functors from .Q1....,Q2 and cp : F--+- G, jtJ: G- H natural trans

formations, then ~-~ : F~ H is the natural transformation obtained 

by the "vertical composition" of squares 

F(f) 
F(T) F(U) F(f) 

F(T) F(U)
VJ( T) J <f>(U) 

G'(f) '-GtU) 1\>(T)91(T) l C/'(U)9'(U) ))
(l.4912 .1) « G(T) ~ 

H(f)
'f(T) ! '/'CU)H(f) ~ H(T) H(U) 

H(T) H(U) 

for any objects T, U in~ and any f: T~U (which is, of course, just 

the definition of the "functorial composition" it~~) : c2 
x c2~ c2 

1;,. ~ Gj .;.- 

(1.4.6.3°). 

DEFINITION (1.4 .l}) A natural transformation t:p: F~ G of 

Ifunctors is called an isomorphism of F ~ G provided it has an inverse 

I 
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n CAT (C,D). (i.e. there exists 'P : G~ F such that <{J• 'P = IF -== ,.,.. ""' 

and rp. cp = IG).~ 
In order that <p be an isomorphism it is necessary and 


sufficient that for all T ~ ~g), q> (T) : F(T)--G(T) be an 


isomorphism in D.
-
EXAMPLES (1.4.13) - 1° Let g be a category, X, Y objects in 

.£ and f : X---+- Y an arrow in £. For each TE:~Q), let 

f(T) : X(T)---+-Y(T) be the application defined by 

(( f (T)(x) • fx, XE X(T) )) • The assignment (( T ~ f(T), TE:-~(£) )) 

then defines a natural transformation hf of the functor h X into the 

functor by• The functoral morphism hf : ~X~ hy is said to be 

associated with (or induced by) ff, Y(X). Similarly for each 

T~ ~(Q), let T( f) : T(Y) ~T(X) be the application defined by 

( ( X"""-'> xf ) } .. The assignment ( ( T ~ T( f) ) ) then defines a 

natu~al transformation h'f of the functor h'y into the functor h'x 

said to be associated with (or induced by) f ~ Y(X). In other words 

for each (T,U) E ~E) x ~ (£) and each '!>€ U(T), the diagrams 

X(s) ~(Y) 
· X(U) · X(T) T(X) ----..u(Y) 

1( ) , j U( f)(1.4 .. 13.1) ! f(T) I f(U) 
fY(~) t . 1 °i(X) 

T(X) U(X)Y(u) 'r Y(T) 

of sets and applications are commutative. 

2° Let£ be a category and (X.x Y, p
0 
,p1 ) a representation 

of the product of X and Y (1.2.1). For each T t ~<,~p, let 

p (T)m p (T): XxY (T)--+-X(T) xY(T) be the application defined 
0 1
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then defines a functorial isomorphism of the functor h~y with the 

product functor h,X x hy (defined by hx~·(T) = hx(T) x hy(T)(:X(T)xY(T)) 

by definition. 

3° Two classical examples of natural versus "un-natural " 

isomorphism are those of the isomorphism of a finite abelian group G with 

its double charac~er group D(D(G)) 

which is natural in contrast to the always present isomorphism of 

G~D(G) which depends on choice of generators and is not functoral. 

Parallel is the natural isomorphism of a finite dimensional vector 

space with its double dual V'--:::f..+. Hom (Hom(v,R),R) versus the un-natural 

but always present isomorphism of V~·v• which exists from the equali-ey 

of their dimension. 

4° All of the "canonical maps" of Chapter 0 are natural when 

the functors are restricted to (ENS-11{.). 

REMARK (1.4.13) It may be argued that the sequence of LEMMATA 
leading to THEOREM (l.4.8) is a ridiculously cumbersome method of 
showing that the set of functors between two categories has a category 
structure with natural transformations a.s morphisms. (The conventional 
procedure is to define (( natural transformation of F into G )) via 
(l.4.9.2°) and take (l.4.10 as the definition of (( composition of 
natural transformation )) ). The justification of this technique 
is in its "internalization" of (( functorial morphisms )) within 
(W) and the fact that the procedure is applicable elsewhere. For certain 
other purposes it seems also to "naturalise" (( operations on natural 
transformations )) and, as it is basically a (( simplicial technique )) 
suggests reasons for their apparent importance. ' 

The notion of (( natural transformation )), however arrived 
at, is the fundamental idea of the theory; and, in point of fact, it was 
to explain Cor rather describe) their occurence in mathematics that led 
EILENBERG and MacLANE in their initial paper to as FREYD put it "define 
(( category )) so that one could define (( f:inctor' )) and define 
functor )) so that one could define (( natural transformation))". 

Whether or not (( categories and functors )) actually suceeds 
in explaining "natural transformations in their natural habitat" is an 
entirely different matter. It can be argued quite strongly that even 
with "all of this machimry", E. WITT'S quip, "Oh "natural map"
everybody knows what that-1s - but nobody can define it!" is still 
substantially correct. 
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(1.5) 	 (~) - COMPOSITION OF TRANSFORMATIONS OF FUNCTORS 

2(1.5.1) Let C be a lJt-category and c its arrow category 
~ -	 w 

2 f;(C)
with Q = ( ll(C); C "'=i"~- 9,:J:(C) the system of categories and functors 

.... ~ ~ ---
which define its canonical ( lJt-CAT) category structure (1.4.6) (which 

we will abbreviate as the diagram 

?f"• 2 ~ 
(1.5.1.1) M ~C==~ C).-

If F : ~~E is a functor, we define the canonical extension 

.2! F to the arrow category to be that functor~: g,_2~~·-~2 defined by 

the assignment 

F(A) 

(l.5.1.2) « i F(f), 

F(B) 

F is trivially a functor because of the ''lateral composition" of squares 

2 2 2in g, and, moreover, IC =I 0i, (GF) =G~2• 

More interestingly the functor ~ equally well preserves 

"vertical compositio11 of squares"; the couple (F,:r2) defines a ("!£!.-~)

functor F of the C11!c-~) category£ into the(~-~) category] 

(1.3.1) i.e., the following diagram is sequentially commutative: 

22 c2 __~__x_F____
0-cr;,~

+H 
~t1 
c--- F----- D-
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Consequently, COROLLARY (1.4.5) gives rise to a corresponding corollary 

of THEOREM (1.4.9) which we state as 

COROLLARY (1.5.2). For any functor F : £--4-~, and any 

category Tin (CAT), CAT(T,F) : CAT (T,C) >CAT(T,D) defines (with 
.,. """" ,,,.,..,.. "" ,.,,.,,.,.. - ,.,. IVV'IV ... Ml 

~(,!,~) : ~(!,£2 ) ~(!,,E.2 ) as its arrow function) a functor 

CAT(!,F) : ~(~,£)~CAT(!,~) of the corresponding categories of 

functors with natural transformations as morphisms. 

i. •• t(( ~ ( = ~ 9 • ~ 'I'9 • Y'l ». \ 

(1.5 .3) The existence of the canonical extension ~ : Q.2~R2 

for a:n.y functor F : ~----- ~ allows a convenient "equational restatement" 

of the definition of natural transformation. 

Let F and G be functors, F, G : g ~ £, '/': F__.G a 

functorial morphism, i.e. 

« (F,G) 
 » 

Since 2:i ~ = F ~12 = <Cf!'/' ) [.~ = ~g ( Y' [l ) , 
2'/' CT.g : C~ n2 and ~ : C2 

---4- n are the pro3· actions of a composable-l fW IW - fV./ t I 

couple ('/Jg:~, ~) of arrows from the category CAT (Q,2,R). Similarly, 

2 2a : c --+ D2 and '/' u~ : q2--+_D2 are those of the couple (G2, IJlu;_oc.). 
..... ,.,., .. 0 

Moreover, the coincidence of the functorial multiplication ~)with 

that of Rafter conversion and the fact that the arrows of ·£ are the 

objects of £2, gives that 
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O'o~ = F rzt- G o-t aT'G2 
.. 0 = 0

•Oi r2r 'Prf 

02J l(1.5.3.2) 

'It! G (]""_ f er: DG2~~ :s Fcri = ..1"'l 

On evaluation, the equation (l.5.3) is nothing more than 

the assertion that, for all ~Cg,2), f : A~ B, the diagram 

F(A) F( f) F(B)l ~A) l '(B) 

G(A) G(f) a. G(B) 

is commutative. 

(1.5.4) Implicit in (1.5.1) is the observation that for any 

'!&-category 4,. the construction of the arrow category f (1.4.2) is 

functorial, i.e. the assignments 

2 
({ ~ l'N'-') '£_ , F ~~ )) define a functor 

· Cwhich is in fact 

an embedding, since the functor l(C) is a section).-

If THEOREM (1.4.9) is applied to the canonical objects and 

arrows of a diagram in (CAT) such as 
~ 

2-- ---~ 2 

(1.5.4.l ) ~r1~~=~~ ~~n~ 
C -----~D ,.,.,--G--~"" 

one obtains the structure applications of the small(1Jt!)functors 

2
D ( ~ ) D ( tf ) : D(C)-- D(C ), viz: ......... """" 9 ,.,,. """",,,,., ,.,.. ,,,,,.. 
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where the application ~DC : E,(£_)---p,2<g,2) is the restriction 

of the arrow application of~ : (~)~(~). 

PROPOSITION (1.5.5) For any couple (E,Q) of 1!!:-categories, 

the applications defined by the assignments 

define a natural transformation ~CD of the (canonical) functor 

CAT ( C[.0~,p) : ~ (Q,,B)--> Q!#CQ.2,J2) into the (canonical) 

functor CAT ( 21,E) : ~(,9,E)--- CAT(£
2,E). 

The equation (l.5.3.1) gives the vc·; r1cation that 

(~, t<r.. 2, "/'g:/, a2) is indeed a commutative square, i.e. a1

2
morphism with source ~ and target a in the arrow category of 

~ 2 
CAT (£ •E)• for any natural transformation 

(Vi a P.,,,...6) ~ 1!<eNr(~.~)) • ~(~,~). 
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On evaluation, one obtains 

(1.5.5.l) 

(le5.b) In the appendix to GODEMENT (1958) there are listed 

"cinq regles de calcul :fonctoriel"' which have proved quite useful 

in the manipulation of functors and natural transformations. We 

will interpret them here in the sense of DEFINITION (1.4.9) so that 

given functors (F,G) : ~ B, the relation ({1 9: r-..Gl fC~(CAT(.Q,ll)) 

2
is equivalent to (( 9: c~D and o-(D) 8 = F, rr.p>e = a ». ,.,. - "'0.

Composition of functors will be denoted by simple juxtaposition 

(( UV (V : g,---12~ U ; Q--+-!d, ) )) and composition of the natural 

transformations by ( ('l'•tp ( cp: F--+-G 9 
\jJ : G--H ) )) • The 

GODEMENT operations (( • )) are then defined by 
2

(( V* 9 =v 9 ("fore-substitution") and 

9* V = 9 U ("aft-substitution") )) where sources and targete of 

both functors and transformations are those specified in the diagra.au 

a .-,.g _,... l 
• 

(1.5.6.1) 	 u
B--.-... c 
""' 

http:diagra.au


We now state and prove the "five rules" noting that if the original 

proofs were trivial, the "functoriality of the definition of natural 

transformation" renders their correspondents somewhat "more than trivial". 

We leave it to the reader to specify the appropriate sources and 

targets (easily done with aid of diagrams such as (l.5.3.2)and (l.5.3.3)'. 

CI) cuv> • e = cuv>2 e = cu2v2> a =u2 cv20> =u2cv2•a> • u•cv•a) 
(II) Q•(UV) • 9(UV) • (9U)V • (Q•u)•v, and 

(III) cu•e)•v • cu2e>•v • cu2o>v =u2 cev> =u•co•v) + u•o•v, 

since 9, u, V, v2, u2 are functors and Cu V)2 • u2v2. 
COROLLARY (1.5.2) and THEOREM (l.4.9) gives 

(l.5.3.1) 	and (IV) give 

2 2
(V) <'la) 0 (U*f') a('f'G) • (U2f> ):('f>o- cp) 0 (U	 rp ):( 'ft °u )f =(~ 1<f,)<f' • 1 v2cp1•fF1

.( V•tp )o (\j>•F)••
1 	 1 

2 

(1.5.6.2) 

(1.6) REPRESENTATION OF SET-VALUED FUNCTORS 

(1.6.1) Let g_ be a 	 "''(l!)-category and F : £--(~) be a 

functor. We will denote by (( ~(hx,F) )) the set (member of '1f) 
of all functorial morphisms cp: hx--•-F with source the 

("contravariant hom") functor hx associated with the object X in £ 
(1.3.15 Ex 1°) and target the functor F. ~(hx,F) • CAT C£9'~ (~))(hx,F). 
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If ~ : hX----+-F is such a natural transformation, then 

by definition, for each TE:~.£), cp(T) : X(T)--F(T) is an application 

of hX(T) (:X(T)) into F(T). In particular, the set X(X) is not empty, 

and the application ~(X) : X(X) F(X) defines a unique element 

<P(X)(IX) of F(X). The same is true for any cp ~~(hx,F) and hence 

the assignment ({ cp~ <P(X) (IX) )) defines an application 

If 5E:F(X) and f E X(T) in g, then since F( f) : F(X)--..F(T) 

is an application of sets, F(f) (5) is a well defined element of F(T), 

and the consequent assignment (( f ~ F(f)(s ) )) will define a 

function ~ (T) X(T)---F(T) 0 Moreover, the subsequent assignment 

(( T ~ '!, (T) )) defines a. natural transformation ~: hx--- F., 

To see this last assertion, it is sufficient to note that 

given any g E- T(U), 

F(g )•S(T) ( f)aF(g) (F( f) ~) )=F(g) °F( f) <5 ).F( fg) <s>=F(X( f) )(s >= 1(U)• X(g) ( f) 

for any fE X(T), i.e. the square 

X(T) __X....;.(..._g'-)--•X(U)
(1.6.1.,1) 

~(T) l 1~U) 
F(T) F(g) 1-<F(U) 

commutes for any choice of g ~ T(U). 

Since } is a natural transformation for any choice of ~ e: F(X), 

the aesign.111ent (( \ ~} )) defines an application 



THEOREM (l.6.2) l YONEDA-GROTHENDIECK EVALUATION 

LEMMA ("Yoneda") ). For any category£, 

any OoJeet X in C, and any functor F : d'~(ENS), the application ~ 
-II- .,,.. ,..,....,.. 

of (1.6.1), withisas its reciprocal 1 is a bijection of the set 

~(hx,F) of all natural transformations of the contravaria.nt hom

functor h into the functor F, onto the set F(X) defined by evaluation x 
of the functor Fat x. '£:~(hx,F) "' -F(X). 

All that remains is to verify that il! • ~ and <£ •'f 

are the identities on their respective sources. Calculation for 

~ E ~(11c, F) i ;.~ (cp) (T) = i. (tp(X)(IX) )(T) : X(T)- F(T). 

But ~( Cf (X)(Ix))(T)(x) - F(x)( <p(X)(Ix\) - ~(T)(X(x)(Ix)) • <p(T)(x), 

for any X e.. X('l'), since cp is natural, hence i'•2t~T) = c.p (T) and 

~· ~ (IP) =<p • 

Calculation for~€: F(X) : t·~ (~) • ~ (X)(Ix) = F(Ix><s> = Ircx>(~) =~ • 

COROLLARY (1.6.3) The application of the set Y(X) into the set 

Y(X) into the set ~hx•hy) defined by the assignment « f """-)hf )) 

(l.4.12 Ex 1°) is bijective. 

On replacing the functor F by hy in (l.6.2) 9 one obtains 

~(hX,hy) 4 hy(X) =Y(X). 

r- COROLLARY (l.6.4) Every functorial isomorphism f : hx~hy 

l_:s induced by a unique isomorphism f : X~Y. 

By definition of isomorphism (l.l.l), (( f X~ Y 

is an isomorphism )) is equivalent to {( hf : hx 
/11 

hy is an 

isomorphism )) and (1.6.3) asserts that f is of the form hf for 

some f: x~Y. 

http:contravaria.nt
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DEFINITION (1.6.5) (GROTHENDIECK (1959) TDTE II) 


~•'>..__ _.,. (ENS) be a funct or.Let F I - A couple (X,5) consisting 

of an object X in £and an element >s ~F(X) is said to define a 

representation of the functor F in£ provided that for each TE.~(~), 

the application of sets ~ (T) : X(T)--+-F(T) defined by the assign

ment (( x ~ F(X)(! ) )) is a bijection. The thus defined natural 

isomorphism ~ : hx---+-F is then called the representation of F 

defined by (X, ~ ) and a functor which admits such a representation 

is said to be representable with (X, !, ) (or, by abuse of language, X) 

as its representative. 

A representable functor, then, is nothing but a functor which 

is _functorially isomorphic to a "contravariant hom" functor hx, for some 

object X in c. In the light of (l.6.4), the objects which occur in any
""' 

couple of representations of a given functor are necessarily isomorphic, 

and a canonically selected representative (by means of the 't, -operator,-
for instance, if such exist) may then be called "the" representation of 

F. One speaks of the representation as being "unique, up to a unique 

isomorphism". 

Because of this "quasi-unicity" it is useful to consider the 

full subcategoryof ~ <E~'l, (~) consisting of the representable 

functors (and all natural transformations between them). Every functor 

of the form hx is a number of this subcategory (by means of the identity 

isomorphism) and moreover the assignment { { X ~'> hx and f ~ hf ) ) 

defines a functor h (covariant!) with the category C as its source and,..., 

CAT (c'°P' , (ENS)) as its target. (1.6.3) now says that the functor h 
=:" IW 

is fully faithful and the definition of representable functor allows us 

to conclude 
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THEOREM (1.6.6) (GROTHENDIECK]. The canonical functor 

h (:&.~S)) 
~ 

is fully faithful and defines an equivalence of the category £ with 

the full subcategory of its target consisting of the (contravariant) 

representable functors. 

(1.6.7) As this now stands, this is a simple consequence of 

the definition of equivalence given in (l.3.11). The full import 

of {{ equivalence )) will become apparent later. It will suffice 

here to remark that it is because of this equivalence, that we are 

justified in using the "transfers" {{ f : X--+Y.~'>" for all 

TE:.~(£), f(T) : X(T)--+Y(T) )) and reasoning almost exclusively 

set-theoretically. However, we can sa:y now that 

If E: ~~£2 defines an equivalence of £1 with £2 (1.3.11)) 

then there exists a functor F: ~2____..,.£1 such that Fis a quasi-

inverse of E, i.e. there exist functorial isomorphisms 

and cp :FE ~IC • 
-1 

If E is an equivalence, then, by definition, the application 

f~E(f) )) is a bijectio~ 

and, moreover, every object X in Q2 is isomorphic to an object of the 

form E(C) for some object C in £1 • If one such object F(X) is 

selected for each X in c
2

, along with one isomorphism Sx: E (F(X))~X, 

then the assignment {( X~F(X) )) defines a function 

t/tJ.F) : 

and in turn ~2 (E(F(X)), E(F(X')))~Q2CX,X') by means of 

the selected isomorphisms ~x :E(F(X))~X and ,'IC,: E(F(X'))~x•. 
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F(X)__..F(X') )). 

5 : Cf : 

The resulting assignments (( X~ F(X) f ""-"'-'> F( f) )) then define 

a unique functor F : .g - ,g1 such that
2 

If g is the image of some fully faithful functor as it is2 

here in (1.6.6), then Cf may be taken as simply the identity isomorphism. 

(1.6.8) One also has, by duality, the notion of a co-represen

tation of a (covariant) functor F ; g____,,..(~) and thus also of a 

co-representabie functor (i.e. a (covariant) functor which is isomorphic 

to a (covariant) "hem-functor" h'x for some Xt~Q). We shall leave 

the explicit formalization of this notion to the interested reader. 

~ We defer all examples of these notions until the end of 

( 1.8.26 ) • 

Z The "co-"terminology of (l.6.8)·is in conflict with that 

of MacLANE (1965). 

(1.6.9) For F £~~(~~), define the category of 

"objects of S above F" to be that full subcategory ¥,/F of 

CAT (cot>Pl , (ENS) )/F (c.f. (1.0.6 Ex 6°) whose objects are the functors=== w ,.,.._. 

of the form hx above F for some XE: 9&-<g), i.e. an object of g/F 

is a couple (hx1 i) where i a hx~F is a functorial morphism, and 

an arrow of Q/F is a functorial morphism hf: hx~hy such that 

~·hf • ~. where ~ and ~ are the structural maps in 
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Define the category of F-pointed objects of £ 

lEHRESMANN (1957), KAN (1958)) as that category c*/F whose objects 
. -

are couples ( X, 9) where X~ ~ (,S) and 9 E F( X) and whose arrows are 

morphisms of,£ such that F(f) (~) • e, i.e. (( f' : (X,s)__.,(Y,9) )) 

is equivalent to (( f : X___.Y and F(f) (~) • 9 )). Composition in 

c•(F is just that of C used in the obvious fashion. A final object in 

g:/F will be called a universal point [ MacLANE '1965>]. 

PROPOSITION (1.6.10) On the basis of the definitions of 

(l.6.9), the following statements are equivalent for a functor 

-C•f' F : C_.(ENS) 

10 F is representable; 

0
2 The category £/F has a final object; 

3° The category c•/F has a universal point.-
If F be representable, let ~ : hx.....::t._.F be the representation 

(tPl

isomorphism. Consequently for any functor T. : C__..(ENS), 
fW -

~T,hx).t:!..+-~T,F), in particular for any 11.r• 
~(h.r,hx)~~(b.r,F) so th~t hx is final. (In fact Fis final in 

~ (£~'> (~)>/F so that hx ~ final object ~ hx final in9 

~ <s"'' , (~)/F =+ hx final in 9/F). If hx is final in 9/F then 
e(x, 9) is final in £_•/F ~ 9/F and conversely. If hx--F is 

final in £/X then ~h.r•hx) ~~(hT,F) for any h.r• which gives 

by the "Yoneda" that X(T) ~ F(T) for all T E- ~(£). 

(1.7) UNIVERSAL MAPPING PROBLEMS 

(1.7.0) The notion of (( representability )) lies at the 
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base of the notion of (( solution of a universal mapping problem )) 

and is indeed (but for trivial modifications) equivalent to it. 

Partly for historical reason~, and partly because its terminology 

is evocative when used with the usual abuses of language, we shall 

redevelop these notions formalized first by SAMUEL (1948)and 

BOURBAKI (1957) conformally with the definition (1.0.1) of category. 

DEFINITION (1.7.1) Let ~ and~ be (~-) categor~es. 

An association ~~ £1 ~Q.2 is a set '!); (0J) called the set of . 

arrows of the association (or QiQ2 arrows), supplied with the 

following structure: 

(SA)1 applications 0-\6:) l!C~)--+-~g_t and 

1'J..C!)___...~~2 ) called the source and target applications 

(SA)II applications 171<!:} : ~ (C1 ) x UC'f::)__. 'JJ.(~) 
0"1lC1) 1ll"I"'' ,_ 

and 1h,(~) : ~(~) x ~ (g_2)__,,..'Jj(~, called c1-~ and c&-C2 

multiplication (or composition); which 

· is required to satisfy the following axioms: 

(AA) I 't(~) 171(~) = 't, C-E:) • RI'2 and 

~(Cl). prl = rJ(~· 7J,(1;:); 

(AA)IV er~ •'Y/ 2<f;Y • ()~) • prl and 

Cf"l(C2) • 12!"2 = 't('{;:)• 1'J 2(~; 
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, 

Axioms(AAi..(AA)III assert the commutativity of the square:; in 

the diagram · 

ll(c
1 

)xl! pr2 
,.. - ?!<21~~(.~) 1}..(,p,,)W~i'...~cr. l!rlo;~..'f*C~) 	 ., -

I 
~l(~) 0 't(M~ x rt l (rf:) 0 """' 

(1.7.1.1), Y/ l (~) t 't.(IA>) l 
~(£1 )r. xr lJ: (~) otr<c )lt<~ ,.,.., -2 

~ ~pr~'! 	 !0-(~ 

,.,. 

cr;_~l)lJ <21) 	 ~<£1) 

as a section. In other words 1 that an external composition 

is defined for ~uples ( f ,~ ) consisting of an a-row from~ and an arrow 

from ~ such that the target of f coincides with source of cl., and that the 

source and target of the composite~s that of f and rJ.. respectively. 

For this composition, the identities of ~ act as identities with the 

- ~2 arrows and; fUrther1thi$ composition is associative in the senseg1 
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that one has (( d.: ( fg) = ( tit• f) · g ) ) whenever defined. 

The axioms (AA)IV - (AA)VI assert that the squares in 

diagram 

(l.7.1.2) 

U°(tAJ)-

all commute with Y/2(,~) a retraction. 

The statements are readily translated into (( another external 

composition (( ( o.., x) ~'Y/~o..,x) = x~cl.. )) is defined for couples 

( <(., x) consisting of a £,1-,£2 arrow and an arrow in ,g, such that the
2 

target of a coincides with the source of x; that the target of the 

composite arrow is that of x while the source, that of a; that the 

identities of~ act as identities in this composition; and that this 

composition is associative in the sense that (( (xy}.o1. = x•(y•'I. ) )) 

when defined )). 

The last axiom (AA)VII that the diagram 

'71c~ xiJ: 
----~ '/l{rf!)~~ lJ<£2) 

l ~2(*) 
'J1J(Jv).,.,,... ,.... 



is commutative, i.e. that the two external composition compatibly 

associate with each other ( (( x • (o..• f)) = (x• (l. ) • f )) whenever 

defined). 

(l.7.2) The diagrams occuring in the definition of an 

association will all be folded into the following single sequentially 

commutative diagram (in which the structural maps for .Q1 and g2 also 

occu~: 

(l.7.2.1) 

The horizontally (resp. vertically) enclosed portion of 

(1.7.2.l) expresses the notion of a category of operators (operating 

on the left (resp.right) in the sense of EHRESMANN ( 1957) and that of 

linked categories of SONNER (1963) • 

(1.7 .3) If ih: is an association of £1 with ,g2, we shall let 

ifi.A,X) or X [ A)be the fibre above the couple (A,X)(: ~(Q1 ) x ~(£2). 



'-& (A,X) = { d.: A~X IQ.~~(cf!:.), cr(cx.) = A, "t.(ct.) = x} and say 

that the association<& is a 1J1-association provided for all 

(A,X) E: ~£1) x ~(£2) > ~A,X)E~ ("Property\& "). 

Let t.k be a ~-association of £.i with Q2 and let 


O..: A'-+X be a member of U,C*)l f: A'-+A an arrow of ~>and 


x : X~X' an arrow in £
2 

• We define the following applications 

by the indicated assignments: 

1° ct(A 1 ) ~(A',A)~~A·,x) by ((d..'V'A-)-d..• », 
2° ~X') (X,X 1 ) > if::/.A,X') by ((X"""-">X*cit )),£2 

3° c/J. f, X) : 1J!.. A, X) )> <f)J. A' , X) by {( d.. """'-")- 0(, • f )) , and 

4 o .ft.A, X) : 0J_(A, X)--+ifi.,A, Xt) by (( tJ.. """"-). x J.~ )) • 

(1.7.4) In passing we note that the entire system for a 

l)l,-association may be given an immediate "EILENBERG-MacLANE translation" 
""' 

as follows: 

"For each couple (A, X) E ~(~1 ) x ~ (2e), one is given a set 

ifi.A,X) 	 such that for each triple (A,X,Y)E: ~c1) x ~(£2 ) x ~ CQ2 ) 

there is defined a composition 

« » 

which satisfies the following axioms, 

(I) - Being given ~ e. g2cx, Y), x
2 

E: £
2

(Y, Y"), and 

o;1..E: ~(A, X), one has Cx4, "J.~ = x2(~• d.. ) ; 

(II) - Being given Ix E: g_2 (X,X) and otE: 'ib!,(A,X), one has 

IX• d.., = cl... ; further 
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2. 
for each triple (A, B, X)E ~<21> x &Cg2) there is defined a 

composition , , ... , 

there followeth the· •equence of the analogµes of (AA)I-

Note also that SWAN (1964) has given an "effectively" first 

order formulation of the axioms expressing this notion. They read 

"1° if f : A'~A is in £i_, x : X---+-X' in ~' and ol : A~X is 

a Q
1

-g_2 map, then h· f : A'--4--X and x..h A _..,.X' are 

d~fined and are Q1-2,
2 

maps; 

II 

·in~ and ol...: A--...x a ~1-g,2 map, thenctCr2r1 ) = (<ll·f )• fl'2

( X2'1_) •cl, = x • { x.. • "'- ) and x • { oJ. • t ) =< x • llC. ) r ; and 2 i t 1 2 1 2

3 
0 

if f and g are identities, then o<.·f =ct. , g *°'" = e<.. n. 

It will soon become clear that the existence of these translations 

is almost the only remaining significant aspect of the entire hotion 

(Its use in practice being supplanted by the more elegant - if less 

intuitive - notions of repre~entability and adjunction). 

DEFINITION (1 0 7.5) Let Q, be a category and 

(1.7.5.1) 

a diagram in .Q. composed of two commutative squares I and II and their 

composite II• I • III. 
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If both I and the composite III are cartesian, I will be 

called a cartesian complement of II, and a cartesian factor or 

component of (thecartesian square) III. 

If II is given, then the cartesian square I is determined 

up to a unique isomorphism by the specification of b1 alone. 

Consequently, we may refer to the arrow b as defining a cartesian1 

~plement of II. 

DEFINITION (1.7.6) Let if); be an association of Q with Q.2 •1 

Cl ~ ~('6-) will be called er-universal (resp. O-- contra-universal) 

provided the inclusion ld.) s;; ~(~), defines a cartesian complement 
.-1 

of the square IV (resp. the converse square IV) of (1.7.1.2); and 

't-universal (resp. 't -contra-universal) provided it defines a 

Cartesian complement of the square •J:1 (resp. '"'r) of (1.7.1.1). 

PROPOSITION (1.7.7) For cl~~(~), one has the following 

immediate equivalences: 

1° d.: A~X is't-universal (resp.i:-contra-universal) iff given 

any A' E: *<g), and any e : A'--+ X , there exists a 

unique f : A'--+ A (resp. f : A--+A') such that 

d..• f = G (resp. G·f =ri.. ). 

2° a. : A-+ X is IT" -universal (resp. er-contra-universal) iff 

given any X' E:: ~(Q2) any e : A--+X' there exists a unique 

x : X-+-X' (resp. x : X'-+X) such that xf-lll • G 

(resp. x•G =cl ) • 

NOTE: The justification for the assertions of (1.7.0) lie in the 

following sequence of observations. 
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In these propositions, (SA)I and (SA)II refer to the 

structure applications and (AA)I - (AA)VII to the axioms occuring 

in the definition (1.7.1) of an association of categories £1 and 

Q2• It will be assumed the association in reference is always a 

"Vt-association. Other applications needed will be those of ....... 


(1.7.3) -f -4°. In most cases the proofs are trivial and are 

omitted. 

PROPOSITION (1.7.8) If if:! = ( ~(~), a- (cf:t), -c (~) ) and 

'Y] 1 (~) be given as in (1.7.1) and satisfy (AA)I -(AA)III together 

with property "~" of (1.7.2), ( (( f:! is a "'C -association of Q1 

~ )) ), then the applications defined by the assignments£2 

(( A"'JV-.')- 'fi.A, X), f ~c/:;f..f,, X) )) , define, for any X E. ~(£2), a 

functor ..A. ( • X) : C(op~ (ENS) For any ol. : A--+- X, the ,,,.. ' ,.,.1 ,.,.,,,.... • 

application defined by (( A'~ cl(A') )) is a natural trans

formation cl : hA-- a/}J ( • , X) • 

In order that the functor~ ( • , X) : £~-'Pl__.,.. (ENS) be 

representable, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist an 

d..: A--+-X in d<l(.A,) which is '"(, -universal. 

The first assertion is nothing more than an immediate 

application of the associativityand identity behaviour, guaranteed 

the multiplication l]1 (rf:4) by (AA)II and (AA)III' to the applications 

A """'-). ';!}:,(A, X), f ~...,. t&( f, X), and A' ~ cf(A'), whose definitions 

themselves are allowed by (AA)I and 17 1(~). 

For the second part note that in (1.7.7), (~ oL: A-+- X is 
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just the translation of ({ for all A' E~(£1 ), ot' (A') : g1 (A', X)~A(A', X) 

is a bijection )). The converse is a trivial application of the 

''Yoneda" Lemma (l.6.2). 

COROLLARY (1.7.9) If A is a 1Jl -association, then the,..,.,. 

source of any 't -universal arrow in J1 (.A.) is unique up to a,.,,... ,.. 


unique isomorphism in ,Q •

1

PROPOSITION (l.7.10) If..k-= 

and "1 2 (,f::) be given as in (1.7.l) and satisfy (AA)IV - (AA)VI 

together With property II 1J\. II Of (1. 7 .2) ( ({ cA, is a (}"' -aSSOCiation 
""" IW 

of &1 with~2 )) ), then the applications defined by the assign

)) define, for any A E ~g1),ments ({ 

For any t:J.: A~x, thea functor cAf.A,- • ) 

application defined by<< x·~ ~*<x•) )) defines a natural 

transformation c1..• : h' X--- cf:J(A, • ) • 

In order that 0}.A,.) : Q2~<~,~) be co-representable, 

for some A E~q_), it is necessary and sufficient that there exist 

an oc: A~X which is er -universal. 

COROLLARY (1. 7 .11) If A is a o- -association, then the 

target of any <r-universal arrow in 'Jr.L(Ju)-  is unique up to a unique 

isomorphism in g.2 • 

PROPOSITION (1.7 .12) If cJ>:. is both a a- and a '"(, -association, 

then (AA)VII gives that for each x : X----+X' in ~2, the application 

defined by ( ( A~ <f!.A, x) ) ) defines a natural transformation

*( . ,x) , 9 X)-+ tf!( and that for each f:; cf!.. • ,X~; A'---)o-A, 
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Ithe application defined by ( ( X~a,< f, X) )) defines a natural 

'transformation 1!.(f,. ) : tJ.A,. )--+-</)f.A',. ). 

COROLLARY (1.7.13) If~ is an association of £,1 with ~' 

then the applications defined by (( X ~0j. . , X), x ~ cfJ.. • , x) )) 

define a functor t1u : c2---~CAT (CtopJ (ENS), and the applications 
--- - tw ~ ,.. I t -.;w.,. 

defined by (( A~~A,. ), f~c.Ai..f,. ) )) define a functor 

(Oj))~0;' : .£1 c:!._T (£2• (~)) • 

i LENMA (1.7.14) (FUNDAMENTAL ADJUNCTION OF~) 

•Let 9 B and Ebe "Vt-categories There exists a canonical bijectionl
i 

.&c:.J;>.;tJ)w ; <g"!l.~l__:~ (£, q~. f<)l.CAT 

Let B : !2.. x ~ ~be a bifunctor • For each C E ~(~) 1 


.B(C,D) E ~(E) whatever be D E:-~(D) and similarly B(C,d) : B(C,D)~B(C,D') 


in '3tl(E ) whatever bed: D-+-D 1 in D· moreover if c : c~c•, 

IYw ..., ""' 

then B(c,D) : B(C,D)~B(C 1 ,D) is an arrow in~' whatever be 


D €: &\r(D). Consequently, the 11bifunctoriality11 of B gives that the 

~ ,.,, 

assignments (( D~ B (C,D), d ~ B(C,d) )) define a functor 


B(C, • ) : D---+- E for each choice of C E: olr(c) and that 

"' - fW ,.. 

(( D~ B (c,D) )) defines a natural transformation 


B(c,.): B(C,. )--+B(C'l• ). This, in turn, leads to the observation 


that the assignment (( C ~ B ( C • ), c ~B (c, • ) )) defines a 


functor 
 E) (B) : c~CAT (D,E) for each choice of
°;t IN = N{~ 


B ~ CAT (CxD, E). 

f\Nv, "" "' 

Reciprocall-u: let A : C~ CAT (D,E) be a functor; then 
,,, Hf 'W ""' 

for any C E::clr(c), A(C) : D~E is a functor and for any c : c-- C' 
lw' 'WI NI NV' , 

in 1J..(c), A(c) : A(c)--+-A(c') is a natural transformation•. 
Mr ~ 



8o 

Consequently for any d : D~ D' in lJ:. CE), the square 

A( C)(D) ____A_,_(C...o.)_,_(d.;.;.:.)___ A(C)( D' ) 

(l.?.14.1) !A(c)(D) ! A(c)(D•) 

A( C' )(D) __A_....(.._C__' ) .....(_....d).___ A( C' )( D' ) 

....1 
is commutative. We now define a bifunctor ~(C,D,E) (A) : C x D~ E 

,.... ~ ~ ,,_ A., 

by the assignment (( (C,D)~A(C)(D), (c,d)~A(C' )(d)•A(C)(D) )) • 
....... 

We leave it for the reader to check that ~.lS.P.a~)(A) 

is a bifunctor and is indeed the rec ·iprocal of ~ S~-tE~!) (and 

converse~). 

COROLLARY (l.?.15) There exists a canonical bijection 

I
~<?,D.t.~) is obtained by composing ~(C,~~) with the canonical 

bijection of ~ (~ x £,!) onto CE (£ x ,P,!,) deduced from the 

isomorphism of g x B with E. x £. 

[ 

COROLLARY (1.7 .16) If~ is an association of ,£1 with ,£
2

, 

then the assignments (( (A,X)~~A,X), (f,x)~~(t,x) )) define 

(l.?.16) is a direct application of (1.7.15) to the 

functor~: g2~~ Cgi'1 
, (~)) of (1.7.13). 

COROLLARY (l.?.l?) Let ~ (_£1,~2 ) be the (not 

necessarily l[i-) set of all ~ -associations of .Q1 with Q.2 • There 

exist canonical bijections 

~: ASS (C ,c )~cfT (Q x,Q.,, (;ms))~CAT(C2, CAT(C1~') (;ms)),
2 ,..,..,...,... ""l '"'2 ,..,._ .......&. • ' ~ ,.,..,.,_ ""' =- - 9 ,..,..,._ 

where the ((')()( )) indicates consideration of "pairwise disjoint functors" only. 
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CORPLLARY (l.7.16) establishes the first application 

which satisfies ((10< )) since the source and target relations are 

functional (c.fil~0.2) for an entirely analogous restriction). 
' 

For the reciprocal: given a bifunctor rh.._ : c1••>x c > (ENS), such 
.#fNll ,.,,_1 ""2 ~ 

that (C, X) + (C~ x•) implies tx_"' (C, X ) () !._(c•, X') • ~ define t& by 

'M.~) = \J&"*' (C,X); then "--'-1'.~ implies the existence of a unique 
fW' lt.,l()£olr(.t,)I( ""ltLl 

- • 'ft
couple (C,X) such that~~~ (C,X); define rr~) («.) = c, i;(~) (I()= x. 

* ~Finally define "I ('f:) ( f, oL ) =~ (f, x)(a.), f : C'__.._ C, d...~~(C, X),1 

and Yf 2 Ct&) (c(,x) =':b!.* (A,x) (ot.), d..e ~(A,X), x: X__...X', 

The axioms are immediately satisfied. 

COROLLARY (1.7.18) If cfi is an asRociation of £1 with~ 

such that for each X E:~Q2 ), the functor~ (. ,X) f: ~ <.s:'', <~>) 
be representable (or what amounts to the same1 that there exists a 

"t -universal arrow ol E:.11.(rA) with target X for each XE.~(Q,2)), then 
ftH" ,., ,,_ ·-· 

there exists a fUnctor G. : £~ ~l (and up to a unique fUnctorial 

isomorphism, only one such fUnctor), such that for each A E 2k (~1 ), 

(A,G(X))~~A,X) (naturally).£1 

Dually, if for each AE~_g1), the functor ~(A, ): 22-~) 

is (co-) representable (or ~hat amounts to the same, if there 

exists a <r-universal arrow in 'JJ. (cAJ) with source A, for each 
,.,._. NI 

A E: ~(c1)), then there exists one (and up to a fUnctorial 

isomorphism, only one), fUnctor F : £1~ ,9 such that for each
2 

X E: ~ (Sz) >#A, X).!!+ ~2(F(A), X) (naturally)• 

If for each X E:~(Q.2), ~(, ,X) is representable, then the 

image of the functor~: £2--+CAT Cg:r'' , (~)) is contained within 

• 
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the full subcategory ~ (~1 ) of the (contra-variant) representable 


functors of £1 • By THEOREM (1.6.6), this category is equivalent to 


£1 and by (1.6.7) has a functor ~ : ~ (£1)-;i.... £1 defined by 


any selected system of representatives. Consequently, 


G = 'V 1't £2~£1 and has the desired properties. 


I: 
An entirely analogous argument suffices for the other 


case. 


COROLLARY (l.7.19) Let £1 and g2 be (11~ categories and 


: £~"1 x 22---;i-(~) a bifunctor such that for each XE ~Cg,2 ), 


J the functor 1:::. (. ,X) : £1___,.._(~) is representable with (G(X), Sx) 

1 as a selected representative. Then there exists a unique functor 

IG : £2...,-- ll,1 which has ( G( X) ) X Hlr ( C ) as its object function for 
,_ -2 

which the assignment ( ( (A, X) tvo.A..'> sx(A) : £1(A, G(X)) ~<Ji.A, X) ) ) 

defines a functorial isomorphism 5 : He (Ic•r x G) ~ t!:;:. 
-1 ...1 

Dually, if the bifunctor 0J be such that for each A t~(£1 ), 

the functor rtj..A, • ) : £2---.:i-(~ be a co-representable, with 

(F(A), ~A) as a selected representative, then there exists a unique 

with (F(A\E:~(C ) as its object function for 
NY l 

, '<1ich the assignment ({ (A,X)~<pA(X) Q2(F(A),X)~~A,X) » 
I defines a functorial isomorphism Cf : He (F 1 

..> x I )~ .}..>..L -2 9-2 
If Ju is the given bifunctor, then it defines (on separation)-

an association of £1 with Q2 by (l.7.16) and 0..7.18) is applicable.
1 

The functor iJ is uniquely determined by a specified system of 


representatives so that one can assert uhiqueness on this basis. 




(l.7.20) This completes our formal discussion of 

universal mapping problems (the search for "t -universal or 

O--universal arrows for some given association of categories) 

by showing that the entire notion itself can be given a functorial 

description (l.7.8), (l.7.10), (l.7.12) and then reduced to a 

representability problem (the search for a representation of some 

set-valued functor). 

COROLLARY (1.7.17) shows, on the other hand, that any 

such representability problem can be used to define a couple of 

universal mapping problems which will be soluble if and only if the 

given representation problem admits a solution, so that what one 

really has is a. "dictionary" for translation of one type of problem 

into another. We have used our representability theorems to 

specifically make observations about the form of solutions of 

"universal mapping problems" but in all cases these could have been 

made directly, reasoning only on the basis of the axioms for an 

association of categories. The reader is invited to do this, should 

he be so inclined. 

COROLLARY (1.7.18) suggests consideration of the following 

notion (due to KAN [1958] ), which, it will turn out, is also 

"translationally equivalent" to the other two: 

(1.8) ADJUNCTION OF CATEGORIES - ADJOINT FUNCTORS 

(1.8.l) If cf:: is an association of g,2 with £
1 

(1.7 .1) 

in which both conditions of (1.7.18) are verified, then there exist 

functors F : Q.2-- £ and G : ~ Q. such that the bijections1 £1 2 
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<p(A,X) : ~2 (A,G(X))~~A,X) and 'P<.A,X) : #A,X)~Q.1(F(A),X) 
define,by composition~bijection E(A,X) : Q1(F(A),X)~~2(A,G(X)), 
which is functorial and, in fact, an isomorphism of the functor 

H (F 10 
r> xIC ) with the functor He (IC""''x G),where He. is the canonical

Q~ 1 ~ ~..... ,.., ""2 -2 
~horn''- bifunctor, i.e., up to ar. isomorphism, the square 


IC'.,,1 x GC (O'f) c \•I')x c 1- ...M-2 -1 -2 x -92 
(1.8.1.1) 

For;u 
t HC 

HQ.
~l 2l 

C et>rl ---1 (ENS)
-1 x,gl ,.,,..,.,. 

of categories andfunctors is comutative. 

This is a frequently occuring situation and leads us to 

DEFINITION (1.8.2). [KAN (1958)] Let ~land Q.2 be 

categories. A tr,iple H = (F,G, <P ) consisting of functors 

F : -- c1 and G : C--- c2 supplied with a functorial isomorphismc2 -1IV- IW fW 

q>: He ( Fl0
\'

1 x I~ ) ~He (IC.,.,, x G) is called an ad junction 
-1 ~l -2 ,..2 

~ £2 with £1 • If N = (F,G,~) is an adjunctionlthen Fis said 

to be a co-adjoint of G, and Gan adjoint_ of F. 

This amounts to asserting the existence of a family 

of bijections such that for 

the square 



(1.8.2.1) 'f(A,X) 

is commutative. 


We will use the notation 


(( lf F--\ G 

to indicate that the triple (F,G, ~ ) defines an adjunction of 

REMARK ON NOTATION AND TE&~INOLOGY (l.8.3) As is quite 
often the case, what is natural in one context is unnatural in another. 
The terminology used here for adjunction is consistent with that used 
in EILENBERG-MOORE (1965) and, we feel, with that used in this thesis 
(in spite of any apparent conflict). It is inconsistent with that 
of KAN (1958) where F was called the (left-) adjoint of G and G the 
right-adjoint of F. As "left-right" terminology is of little mnemonic 
value, th~ "left-right" distinction was gradually abandoned and F was 
called ~ adjoint of G and, sadly, G the co-adjoint of F in, for 
example, MacLANE (1965). This latter use was consistent with 
MacLANE'S previous definition of a contra-variant functor as being 
"co-representable", but unfortunately, this usage was already in 
conflict with the now standard term ((. "co11-product )), defined by 
means of a "representation" of a co-variant product functor. With 
this as a norm, objects which are defined by means of "representations" 
of covariant functors "get "co-"applied to them - ergo "co-representation". 
In an adjunction, G, is usually given and then F is defined by means 
of a representation of the co-variant functor (( X""""-'> c CA,G(X)) )),2hence ({ Fis co-adjoint to G )). 

Historically, "universal mapping problems" arose before the 
notions cf "category and functor" were well known. 'I'here the conmion 
t>.bt:u;;ca of lc.'.~l:;-1&$() lcaci. to the functorially properly defined elements 
of. g,

2
(A, G( X)) ';Jeir-c considered as cuc.si...mclrphic;ns of A into X. '1'11.ia 

p:.its a "riaturlill ~;~"'ientationu into the situation and A becomlils, quit1t1 
''· ~1,~·,tl.ly, a 1nnmt1<~4.. ():'t th~ "f'i:i.·at" .;iat\:lgoJ.'Y'' <Uid X ~ merr.'be.i.• i:,d'.' t!te "second" 
c,,,;:;1;:,.,;<·•./ - t}«•u cu1 "association of C: with 0 11 

• At the same time one2 

http:1,~�,tl.ly
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begins to realize that quite often G is actually an inclusion 
functor ~~' !]., which makes the source of G the "natural" choice for 
the "fi;.~..,3 11 category and th-a target of G, the natural choice for the 
rtsecond" category. T'nia leads to simpler notation in adjunctions and 
has been'adoptcd" here. 

In summary, our "apologia for our use of (( co- »" runs 
as follows: 

It is "natural" to speak of an object P which satisfies the 
relation 

(( for all T E:~(Q), C(T,P) _ti..+- l'f Q(T,P" ) )) 
- 1..1:-"I 

as definL:g a ren::.--cse!"ltation of a p;:-ocluct since it will then have all 
of tr.0 propertiec &ttributed to what aro commonly called "products" in 
t~e majority of well known categories)as well as having the set theoretic 
product 11 lT n appear in its defining relation. (Unfortunately the 
::?unctor (( T ........)if Q.(T, P.. ) )) is contravariant). It is then "natural" 
to call &n object '1.n Q.'"PI which defines a representation of a product in 
£~~, to ba, oua object in g, as defining a co-representation of a product 
(in C) and hence be a "co-product" in c. It will then have the 
defi~ng property 

(( for all Ti;&'~), £(P., T) ~ ~Q.(P'-' T) )) 

and can then be considered as a "representation of a co-variant functor" 
(or a co-representation of a contra-variant functor). Whatever the 
terminology (( T"""->lTf: (P~, T) )) is co-variant. The extension of 
this reasoning leads to~ (( co-rapreseutation )) as we have defined it, 
and co-ad:ioint etc. and is consistent with "co-kernel and co-image" in 
the theory of modules. 

G : .£1 
 £2 functors, and 

a natural transformation, so that 

Cf (A,F(A)) : ,Q
1

(F(A), F(A))___... £
2

(A,GF(A)) 

be defined with §(A) =;EF <t?(A,F(A))(IF(A» : A~G(F(A)) an arrow 

in 22 for each A E ~(22 ) • Similarly let 

also be a natural transformation so that 



~ (G(X), X) : ,_g (G(X) ,G(X)) Q (F(G(X)), X)
2 1 

is defined and ~ (X) = ~ (G(X), X) (IG(X)) : F(G(X)) ~ X 

is an arrow in g,
1 

for each X €: ~ (g_
1
). 

PROPOSITION (l.8.5) LSHIH (1958)] With the notation 

and applicatior~defined in (1.8.4), one has the assertions: 

1° The application defined by the assignment 

( ( A~ ~(A) : A -G(F(A)) ) ) defines a natural transformation 

))GF. The application defined by (( q:> ""'-"> !> 

2° The application defined by the assignment 

(( X~".e(X): F(G(X))--X )) defines a natural transformation 

if : FG ---re . The application defined by ( ( ~~ '!? ) ) 
;;;..i 

is a bijection of ~(He (IC'""'x G), He (F-""'x IC )) onto 
~2 -2 -1 -1 

F9! ~r
3° 't'•tp = L.d.. (He (FJ\>' x IC ) ~ (ifF) 0 (F

2 S? ) = \:4. (F) F FGF---F. 
-1 >¥1 

5° F-; G (F is co-adjoint to G1 ) ~ there exist functorial 

GR and ~ : FG _ _,__IC such thatmorphisms 
-1 

0~ ( F) and (G
2 f ) ( ~ G) = ~ (G) • 

:re.. G>';;i 
G--GFG ~ G. 

l 
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The first part of 1° and 2° is trivial; for the second 

part, let G(F(A),X) : ~1(F(A),X)~g2(GF(A),G(X)) be the restriction 

of the arrow function of G and let 

be the function deduced from ~(A). Then 

<p (A, X) 

defined by composition, gives rise to the inverse for '\' The 

0 40construction is similar for 2°. The proof of 3 and is straight

forward, given the information in 1° and 2°1 and 5° is just the 

definition (1.8.2) applied with 3° and 4°. 

DEFINITION (1.8.5.1) The transformations ~ :FG--+-IC 
-1 

and ~ : IC GF of (1.8.5) are referred to as universal 
""'2 

GF and FG junctions ( MacLANE 1965) or,respectively,the ~and 

front ad:iunctions of F !£ G associated with the adjunction 

isomorphism 'P. One sometimeswrites ~IV ( ~ ,iE. ) in this context to 

indicate this situation and the essential equivalence (EILENBERG

~OORE 1965) • 

PROPOSITION (1.8.6) In order that a functor F : £2 

admit an adjoint it is necessary and sufficient that the functor 



If F admits an adjoint, then there exists a functorial 

isomorphism '-( such that ~(A,X) Q
1 

(F(A),X) ~~(A,G(X)), 

which is simply the assertion that 

-1 

(G(X), 	 ~ (G(X),X) (IG(X))) 

defines a 	 representation of the functor defined by 

(( A~ ~1(F(A)),X) )), 

for each X E- ~(Q1 ). · 

Conversely, given a functor F: £2~__,,~ c,, one has a-..... 

bifunctor 	A = He (F"'~ I ) ci.ol"i x C ---(El~S) which is 
"'l 

£i "'"2 ~1 vvw 

representable (on restriction) for each X E et- (C:i ) • COROLLARY 
,..,... M.J.. 

(1.7.19) is then applicable and assures the existence of a functor 

G : g1____._ ~2 and an isomorphism 

i.e. 	the existence of an adjuhction with G adjoint to F. 


Dually one has the 


PROPOSITION (1.8.7). In order that a functor 


IG : £1_ 	 __,,_ Q admit a co-adjoint it is necessary and sufficient
2 

I 

l that the (covariant) functor defined by (( X tvv--...,.. £2(A,G(X)) » 
~e "representable" (i.e. co-representable) for each A~~ (~2). 

COROLLARY (1.8.8) For any functor F, if F admit an 

I adjoint (resp.co-adjoint) G, then G is unique up to functorial 

i 
! 

isomorphism and may be spoken of as "the" adjoint (resp. co-adjoint) 

I , of F. 
l-
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(1.8.9) The previous two propositions show how a:ny 

adjoint nroblem (the search for an adjoint or co-adjoint for 

some functor F) can be referred to a representability or universal 

mapping problem. In a sense1 the translation can be made to go in 

the other direction also. Specifically, we make 

r- DEJ!'IIUTION (1.8.10). Let G : C -~- g be a functor.
' ,~1 2 

i We shall say that 11 the 11 co-adioint of G is defined at A E ~(~) 
Iprovided that there exists an object F(A) E-~(£1 ) and a 

I family ( flh. (X) )Xtc\i\C_'I of bijections 
............. 


cpA( X~ ~l (F(A), X) 
N 

I 
i II 

L:_nich are, natural in x: 
Now let G : -CC\1'>--- (ENS) be a functor; in order that G 

~ 

be representable, it is necessary and sufficient that thet.adjoint of 

Then one will have a natural 

bijection 

<f> (X) 

which defines a representation of G. (Definition (l.1.10) simply 

asserts the representability of (( X"""->C (A,G(X)) )) ).
2 

(1.8.11) Systematic use of the .arrow category (l.4.2) and 

its canonical functors (l.4.7) can be used to give an "element free" 

description of adjunction which may prove useful in some contexts. 

T"ne following proposition represents one such formulation. In its 
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proof we use the SHIH characterization (l.8.5) to establish its 

equivalence, although this could be done directly. Its principal 

difference from (l.8.5) is the elimination of the necessity of 

postulating ab :'.:/:',7,:; the existence any natural transformations. 

PROPOSITION (l.8 0 12) Let A and B be vt -categories 
tv. - ,..,..,. 

supplied with functors S : B--4>- A and T : A-____,.,...B. In order 
M M """" ~ 

i that S be a co-adjoint of T, it is necessary and sufficient that 

I the square I of 

<1.s.12.1) 

j be a cartesian complement (l.7.5) each of the squares II and III. 

For the sufficiency note that, by definition, I is a 

cartesian complement of II and III if and only if for any category 

C E ~1CAT>) the diagram 
,.,. - tVV""' ' 

T(£) 

(1.8.12.2) 

S(Q) 

~ II(f) 
B( C )-----"" 
,..,_...~ 
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,.. 
of 1J1 - sets and applications has II(g).I(£) and III(£)-I(£) as 

cartesian squares. In particular, evaluation at Agives 

!!(~) __S_(_A_)_ ___,.,.~(,!) 

,,. 
with JI:(~) • I(~) and m(!) • I(!) both cartesian. Now the identity 

transformation \T of T is an element of !2(~) and the identity 

functor IA of the category ~ is a member of !(!_) with the property 

that cr-
1
'j 1BT = TIA so that the couple <1aT,IA) is an element of 

N N 

f!2(f:_) x A(!). Since II(A)• I(A) is cartesian, there exists a 
B(A) - 2· - 2 A 

uniqu; couple <iBT, t ) in~ (~) x ~ (~) such that <1j_ 'f = IA. 
,_. AxBAA) ' iA 

The source of ~ is equal to S cr ,,. ...iBT ,which is simply ST; we haTe 
0 .,. 

thus produced the existence of a natural transformation 'e : ST-IA. 

Evaluation ot (1.8.12.2) for the category B gives, mutatis-
mutandis the existence ot a unique transformation l? : I~ TS using 

the couple (IB,1AS) and the tact that II•I is cartesian7 

So tar we have only used the surjective property of Cartesian 

squares without using the essential unicity of the produced couples 

(i.e. on~ the III•I and IIoI were ,,,_pre-carteeian*). lie now bring 

this additional propert1 into plaJ with the observation that the couples 

( 2 T, ~~) and (s2 i ,f S) are compoeable in (CAT) and = 
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moreover, since one has the chain of equalities 

A :1. A Ti • B B ?"' B 2•n B 2
({ ( Q: - ~ T Cf - \!J )=(ST T)=(ST T v ~ )=(S ~ ... - (T ~·'!T), u. (T ~ 0~T) )»0,;;...2T, r:r:.-,-'.l:·~~(S ri 

0 ' ... 1 ..... , ' -1. .....0 1 

both the couple (T22° ~ T, ~ ) and the couple ({B T, ~ ) are members of 


Now the application defined by 


z, P.!2 Z) » 

. . . t. -"' P 
2 ( ' ) " •. 2c•, ' . t B( A ) ~ 2 <\) . II I .0is a."l ::i..nJec ion Ol. ,., ). -~ r.) :i.n o ..-1. x ;.. 1.. since is.u 

""' ,.,.. • ( /")" - ......, f ~ ) "-" - ""' ,..,,., ...4.. ..... x lJ,r~,.,. ,._ ,.,,. ,.,. 
cartesian, and since 

r.- J2 7-: rn, m ) = (T, {!"', ) ( u BJ.-l T lri )
"t.. -x. ... :r. J: = .,.o :a , I ' 0 -

One ' nas 0·hat "'.1. 
2 \IJ 0 ~.. T _ - i rr•• argument~ "• J... ..... .B A corresponding for 

.., 
(1.8.12.3) evaluated at-B, along with the injectivity the defining 

bijection for the cartesian square III• I gives that 'f S • s2~ = iAS. -
We have thus produced the existence of natural transformations 

I __---;... TS and ~: ST---->~ IA such that T
2 2° ~ T = iB T 

b 

iJj s.,.. s2 -3:> 
~ ~ 

a:::::.d .... . ..... -- ·I consequently, (1.8.5.5°) allows us to.._AS·' ..,., 
conclude that S is a co-adjoint of T. 

For necessity, let us suppose that S is a co-adjoint of 

T and thus that the functors 2 and 'P exist and satisfy the require

ments of (1.8.5.5°). The transform of the functorial diagram (1.8.12.7) 

evaluated at some category £then has the additional structure of functors 

~(C) B(C)---:,... B2(c) and tJ.i("').l.. ,_, •• 1~'(C) _ __,,">_,,___ ~. 12(0 as we...11 as the,.,.. 
IV' """' ,.,., /W /VI ~ ~ ·



2
always present functors s (c) : ·y/C~)~ f,/(~_), T2(~) 

lA(£) and fB(g) which we show in the diagram-

(1.8.12)+) III(C)-

II(C)-
r 

---~----.::;- A( C) 
S(C) -,.,., 

where the unla.belled arrows are those of (1.8.12.2). We must show 

that I(C) is a cartesian complement of II(C) and :::W:(Q). 
~ -

To this end, let F : Q~~ be a functor and 

2 A 
~ : C-?-A a natural transformation such that rr"" 1= = SF ,.,. ,,,., ,..0 ) 

(i.e. ~ : SF~u.1h-r; in CAT (C,A)) so that the couple
_J ,_ ) = rNNtl 


2
(F, ~ ) E B( C) x A (c). It follows immediately that 
'' - - 1'(Q) 

2T (£) (~) ( = Ti:\ : TSF~T r:;.f ) and 

~ (Q) (F) (= ~ F : F-+--TSF) are defined, so that 

T2 ~ ~~ F : F--?-TSF--T <r J~· is an element of B
2(c) with the0 

') .,..,,,.,,.1. ,..,.._ ,..,.., 

::i 2 <: B 
0property that <Tt='(T ~ 2 F) = 0- ?e F = F. Since 

0 
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S o-J?~F =SF= and 
.... 0 

A 2L= T vi S , the co-..;.ple (T ) • ~ F> s ) 
is an e:i_ement of B2

(c) x A2
(c) with the sought after property.

#ttjltt'r- W--,.~N 

~C)Xr:j!5) 

In other words, we have thus proved that 

2 2
defines a surjection of B (c) x A (C) onto B(C) x A

2 (c). The 

,.,.. - A(C)xB(C) - .- A(C) - - - - 2 w 0 ~ ,..T - i r:iinjectivity follows using the relation (( T ».

.... .,Lo..  :§""' 

A..'1. entirely similar argumc:n.'.; using the application defined by 

(( (/i :t G) ~> ( X , S?. G 0 s2x ) )) gives the remainder of the proof.

I CO~OlTA'{Y (1.8.13) In order that S be a co-adjoint of T 

:' t is necessary and sufficient that for &ri.y vt-category c, the 
IW IW 

i ~ -!- '"'(") • cur (CB) (C A) b d" . f th f ....C''fl tI 1unc .,or o:J ;;_ • ~ ,:_,,.... ----:;~ "''- ,_,;.;_ e a co-a Join o e unc i-or 

I
I 

T( S) : QAT (£,.6) ---- C.4T <s, ~) in CJY£ -Vt , i.e. that one have a 

>!:;I 
i family of natural VL.., bijections such that the diagram,.,,... 

l . ~S(£)(~),G)
II<~ <£,)l) l cAT <~.s) <Fl,a}recs<sl<Fl,al _______,, ~cscc)CF' ),G') 


I c1.8.13.1) I 2 l. 2 
t ~(<p,T(C)(G)) 

=)~F, T(Q)(G)) ~~F', T(Q)(G' )) 

always com;:;,'i.ltesfor any F, G, <f , G (having ·the appropriate source 

I &nd tar;:.; 0'.:;) • 

L 
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We give the proof in one direction and leave the 

converse to the reader. 

Suppose th&t S is a co-adjoint of T1 then there exist 

natural transfo~mations 2 : I ---=- TS and '£ : ST
3 
""' 

such that for any category Q, the application defined by the 

assign,l"'tent 

is a bijection of ~(S(Q)(F),G) onto ~(7~T(£)(G)). We 

claim t~at this application is natural. In other words that 

given. G : G ' - G w'ld <p ; F __.,... F' , one has the equality 

obtaine~ by the chase around the obverse squa~e of (1.8.13.1) for 

an arbi\;rary \ : SF' ---G'. But thi~ equality is immediate for 

it follows by composition from the equality 

« 

which i.s a simple application of (l.5.6.Y) to the transformations 

F 	 F' 

I 	
I 

(1.8.13.2) 	 ~F ! 
y V/ 

TSF 	 TSF' 
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L 

r COROIL\.l:tY (l.8.14) In ord.er that S be a co-adjoint 

of T it is necessary and s~fficient that there exist ~ category 

isomorphism such that 

and 

<1.s.11+.1) 

,..1 
A o S ~ TaB,..,
iW 



~ t ,...2 ,2.Lile ca egory .b :t .u of (1.8.12) is nothinz core than a 
.......... I> 


N v 

r~pro3c~tation in (~) o! the graph of precisely such a functorial 

isocorph~s~. N.~. This general notion ~~11 be investigated in datail 

i~ Cr..s.)to~ II and we defer until then ~ore discussion of (l.8.14). 

di~::am (1.8.14.7) asse:rts tnat tho .,,.. (cartesian) composite• of 
~ 

*pro-correspondence* B with the* converse of T~ is isou:orphic to 

S '°"( cc:.:..·tezic.n) co:;posed*with A, which will be abbreviated as in the 

COROLLARY (l.8.15) If S : B~A is a co-adjoint ofI ... 
I 
1? Q- ~ io a co-adjoint of Q : !!---',..... f, then 
l
I .SR C __,,_ A is a co-adjoint of Q':' : :~ c.

""' """"" ,_-
L. 

By (1.8.12) we have that the diagrams 
0-~ 

0 r;r}:. 

"'§,2 x t/ ------ 'j.•2 ____,,._l__->i- A 


AxB - ..... 


I III(1.8.::.5.i) ~[ t lT 


-B 2 
 -------'!!- AxB ------~- B~i :~ fr ,.... ,_ 

o-i2 I 
II'"'Of J 

~ ------~'!.,..,, s 

ere 
.... 0 'R 

en?
'~2 ____'",,,,l__..,._. 

c2 
x B

2 
---.,., B 

,,,. lh<:.""-,.. 

I* III•J y

<:.8.15.2) c2 ----~,,..... B~
..., ,.. ,,. 

..... I\;.~ II* 
.... 0 Vf 

- J 
c -----~ B 

'WR. 
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/~8"'2"')\. ..... • • J.. ..... 

I 

1/-----';l-f:: 

II~ :..'"Q
Iv 

II:.: l~ 
t 

i'< 1. Q 
J Iv ~ -.:.v. v 

---------"'- B x C cAx~ ,..... - -
I 

 -
c 
.W 

R 

!V•V :: III* , hence by hypothesis 

!!!•!• V: is car~0s1an so th~t tho upper block of (1.8.15.3) is cartesian 

1 
--1 '" 1;;;.,:;.& tl1.::i cc.:;.."'ne:.. bloc:c ( ( V • I 't:) • O> VI) } is ca:rtesian. ~~ .. :.s .. th0 notation is that 

!n oxs..ctly the 

f~shicn it is e.lso a cartosian complc~ent of I../';,:1~o.nd the thcoroc 

,..., .. ,~ ...,_ -... "~. ~ .. . 
_,,...,. ...... "~"" j .... _ .... _ 
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Usi:n.~ ·:::~0 \:~J:::.::.icr~o.:; o~ Cl:c;.,:_:Y~o:..~ =.:!$ 
o:? ;:i~.,.c-co1~:.... ospou6.c:nc cs i\" 

of se.::;s, t:::o p:"'vof 
tt~::.~c ~: c . .:.:·-'~c.:;i~~: C(1::~};_1::.si:cic:: ( ( ''1 ) ) 

» 

e.bovo X 

(1.8.17.1) 

.._.......,...;,...1•2 fc ,..2 
f·v/, v .. B 

'W... 
c~ 0 i7 .. ' .J...v. .;..; I ... (1.8.17.2)I I(J';'.! q 

... J
:?;-,... I 

I 
' ...1 hi 

l ~ ~ 1" 
v.... c x -~~~x 

/W 

~1 is thus isocorphic to 
I'' 

We .s!:".all ::::.abitually identify these t\:.'o catcgo:;dca. For these categories 

ubuse :notation and write P( (A,B) for a typical 11hoi'.'.l°' set 
x 

that « gf =h ))..., 

in which any ar-row ho.s the for.:i of (l.8.17.2). 

tho crrovJs t A~B in C such 

With the saoe abuse of lan..:,"'Uagc we speak of a <:o~utative 

z~uare such as 

.a ' A' 

\J 11'* 
I 

:;,_ ;:' ~ .... 
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c .. 
""' 

Conside~ not1 tnc co~ut&tive diazl--am of categories end 

c,..,.,; " ... 
";">. 

~/"
•I. 

'~ 8 ""7 -·' 1.. ..... · .71 

I 
I 

PJ," ~"\.~I 

J 
.:::. 

v? c-
J 
I 
,.~2 
;;.) 

•(>

P.!2 "' tx 

I f'\.1 , er
t -v 

\t. 
"""' 

1
}) 

a'"" 
0 

c- "" .: 
D,.., 

! 

•'··"; D ) » 'che set of e.11 functors cl : c D
'~! JI~, ,..,Ix

~1.. .,. 
vD· 

-IA 
) Vi' <r:c. ~ .... 'Ll( <::)., then there exists Si.=u.2i:: .. • I>-. = c 

' I c:co-o:::.o co::."':::es_'?o::conc..;i of C"12 (C.,..'/ , P; ) with the set D(F(A).X) of 
I ~::-, ~~ .- x IW • 

~.l. r:.xrc:M:.:; in ~ w::.th source F(A) 

such an F-functor. Then tho2;x 
o:d.stc a:ld cl (IJ... 


(.:,:.~. ::,.,;.· I:. ) whoso sourco iz neccssw:ily ::?(A) a.."'ld vhose ta..;ogot
1 
I'"~.... 

» 

o?.• ...~ - ,..i.,._.........,,,,....., 

then define13 a 

of 
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""'_,_ ,...,..._~ ,-~..,..,~" ....... ~~ ·.. 
(,....,~...:...-....,, .... ~""' ...... .,,, T----A 

0 :?tr:~). .. ' ..... 

Since 

,<\ » 

..~ 
-.;..1 

(\ 

tl(u')) 

« ~ I'ri'r ·~) ) > c.::.Cl ... \ ..-... 

fer cJ.l u E: ¢£" (£; ) » 
A 

T'~cre e:d.s~s & ccnonicul bijection of tho 

of ~atur~l tr~nsform~tions of the functor 

, .I ' '.
II~ of 



Bf the ''Yoneda" ~hA' HD (F' x !)) --'-HD ( Fx 3> (A) =E (F(A), X) 
Ill' /W 

and composition with ~ gives' the desired bijection. 

In "dual" fashion, for the category f.; of objects of _E 
J Q

below A ( E ~ (C)), defined b;y means of the cartesian square,.,.. 

\, 
• I 

..,. c2Al-A 
(l.8.19.l)l c 

r i~ 
( lA! . ) A ,.,.c 

,..,..,.,., CA -
we obtain 

P!OPOSITIOJ! (1.8.20), It we designate by 

{( ~TJ' (Al , x1 ) )) the set of all functors ~ : Al x1 c D D •I c R 
euch that F ~l ·"1 '!'; • lf'i \. X ~ , then one has a Ccanonical) 

bijection 

<1.s.20.1> \f (.A, X) : C£!F (A/C, X/D) -~•- P,(X, F(A)) 
,.,_ 

ot the set of euch F-functore onto the set ot arrows ot D with source 

X and target J'(A). 

Al xi 
D£<1.s.20.2> .. i 

"'A r~i~ 
c2 D2.... 

lt~J i(f~ 
f 
D~ 

F 
The proof is entirely similar to that of (1.8.18) and is left to the 

read~r. 
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COROLLARY (1.8.21) There exists a canonical bijection of 9JJYFCA; ,x ) 
onto the set ~h'A,HR,(I!' xF)) of all natural transformations of the fu Rt~ functor (( Tiw->h'A(T)•£CA,T)}) into the !u??tor ((T"""">,B(X,F(T)) )). 

REMARK (l.8.22) The corollaries (l.8.19) and (1.8.21) 

can be obtained directl7 ae well as the Yoneda Lemma in the following 

f aehion: 


LEMMA (1.8.22.1) Let g be a category, X E. ,®-(Q) and 
F : g---(~) be a functor. There exists a (canonical) bijection 

of Q!.T (X/,9, \ $)/(~)) onto the set b (h' ,F) of natural 

trans?ormations of the (co-variant) hom-funct<?:r aeuned by x E: 't:!" (£) 


-.:1.nto the functor F. 

Let <.p : C (ENs)2 be a transformation such that 
/W <r: tp ::s h' X and o- 1 IP • F. There exists a unique functor 

L~ : X/,9 > {~V\~) such that g-1.\.'l~\ '1 X • h' v;;cix'
0 

1 


defined by the assignment < < t ,.__..., ~ ¢ I Ix)~ : , \. ~ \ xtX) >>. 

Define ~ : X/C >-~1(~) as the lifted arrow defined by the 

compos~tion ~~-~ w~ic~, ~elds F2 .~ Xo <(>u-~ i~ o i.~~\ ~')(.
1 1
Then "~ '::: F l l( e <P<lt'-x 0"'E'l11.ll ,,..,.o fi "H>~O(. = a; F"'i I =Fr,C{~ 

as desired. x 


. For the reciprocal, let 9 : X/C ~l ¢'} /(ENS) be such that 
' - ( (!. ·1 ""'""""'t " 'I )"1'1~, e.F~l'h • Then since the square <Tl\)( I hx,h'x·l)( I V1"'l¢3 

is cartesian 1the standard argument of the Yoneda Lemma deYinea the 
functor ~ : ~ ~m_s)2 as desired. (Simply use the functors 
F2•1J(IX) and h'f ·Lx). As the lemma is no more than a "twisting" of 
the Yoneda-LeBBDa, tne remainder is left to the reader. 

COROLLARY (1.8.22.2) Then exists a canonical bijection of 

~(h• ,F) onto F(X). Simply use the above lermna with 


PROPOSITioi (1.8.20). One then has the 51stem of bijections 


(( ~h'x,F)~~F(JC;, l9J1 /(~) "'" 3£~}, F(X))~F(X). 
Q 

PROPOSITION (1.8.,2}) Let F : £.~ :e be a functor of 

111 -categor.i.esand X €. dr(D). In order that adjoint of F be defined 
~ ...,., ... 

at X ~ 2!<Jl>, it is. neces&ar1 and sufficient that there exist an 

A E: ~<V and a tunctor rJv 1 S;A. • E;X such that the square 

.,,(..c Drr/A. ¥1/x

i ~ ~ ~ 

c1.s.11.3> c2 D2- IW 

{~l~ 
 ,,,... ~ 
of categories and functors be cartesian , 

http:0"'E'l11.ll
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Suppose that (1.8.17.3) ie cartesian and for any 
\ 

T E: q!r(g), define a function 

<k(T) : £(T,A) ~!2,(F(T),A) by (( cXt(T)(u) • .~(u) )) 

Although that application defined by (( T 'Wl}d.. (T) )) defines a 

natural-transformation is a conse<1uence of (1.8.19)' we shall 
.. 

reproTe this fact directly in the ~nterest of clarit7. 

We 11\lst show that the diagram 

£(t,A) 
g_(T,A) -------=~ C(U,A) 

""' 
<l.(T) ! ~(11) 

D(F(T),X) D(F(U),X) 
~ twJ 

is comutatiTe for uiy choice of f : u~T in _g. To this end, 

let u : T ---A be an element of £(T,A) and, ! forteori, an 

object in fi./ For any f : tT-"-T in 9, · uf ~ ,S(U,A) and thus11 

A 
(ut, IA' t, u) 

F(t)t F(U) ___,,,,'>...F(T)U----T 

<1.s.2~<1) uf i t u iol.(uf) !al(u) » 
A--------'!- A x x

IA Ix 

is aa arrow in ~/A. with source ut and target u. Now (1.8.17.3) 

ie oommutati•• and~ la a tunctol", so that ( ~(ut), Ix,F(:t), ~(u)) 

is a oomutat:l•• square in D1 .. th .. . . i t ,,_""'Ix an"' • arrow ass gnmen 1e as .ui 
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(1.8.20.2). But this asserts that both d... (u) and Qt..(ut) are as 

desire4 in E_(F(T),X) and 2(F(U),X), respectively and, moreover, 

,!?(F(f),X)(c&..(u)) • F(f)~(u) • d.,(..;,t). Thus (( Tl\M.)~(T) )) 

is natural. 

But (1.8.17.3) is carteeian and given any 

JCE:D(F(T),X)lone has X ~*(D/) vith (T, x) E: ~(C x D/ ). 
,,., w ,.,. x ·~ (W E. .... x 

Coneequently 1there exists a wdque z ~ ~(c ) such that fol~ z) =T and
1""A, 

fl. (z) • x, i.e. there exl.sts a unique ~ E ,g,CT,A) such that 

d..(T) (z) • x. Thus if the square (1.8.17.3) is _cartesian, d.i (T) 

is bijective for &111 T and the necessity is established. 

Reciprocally (and we have again made a direct proof), 

given the existence of a family ( d.i(T)) TE:O\-(C) of bijections,,,. ... 
( (T) I C(T,A) ~ D(F(T),X) which is "natural in T" define 

""' "" 
an application &lll.) : ~qi,__._ I)\ (~1 ) by means of the 

,.,., A IW ,,,, x 
assignment 

(((u:T --- A)~cli(T) (u) 1 F(T) ____,.... X )) • 

Since ~ is a natural transformation, the application of ~l<ct-1 )
,.,.,, l A 

into ~ (°B/X) defined by the assignment 

(( ( ux, IA, x, u) ~ ( c((U) (ux), Ix, F(x), d-,.(•r)(u))~ (ll(T)(u)F(x),IX' >~(T)(u)] 

does carry comutative squares into comutative squares and hence 

we have defined a functor d.,. i C/ 'p n,, which makes (1.8.17.3) 
- ,..,.., A. ~x 

comutati••· If the natural transformation dv is bijectiTe then 

the tuaotor ~ clearlf ie oartesian. above F. 
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PROPOSITION (1.8.24) In order that the co-adjoitit.. 
of F be defined at Xt:!t!?) it is necessaey and sufficient that .there 

exist an object A and a functor ~ such that the square (1.8.20.2) 

be cartesian. 

COROLLARY (l.8.25) Let F s C----+-(.ENS) (resp. F : C.tf_...(ENS)) 
,..,., f'N\IV ,..., ,._., 

be functors. In order that F be co-representable (resp. representable)'· 

it ia necea881'1 and sufficient that the square (1.8.25.1) (resp. 

(1.8.25.2)) be cartesian for some X E dtr<c) and some functor ol... 
-""' 

X/ l~/
(ENS) 

<1.s.2,J. > t l
c2 ..., (~)2 

~¥J l •1 
F 

c (~)
w 

o(.x t~l
'/ct~ ,Y(ENS) 

t 
,.,. 

{~ 
(1.8.25.2) dlv (ENS)2 

"" o-r
r, J iF<fP (ENS) 

l\r' NW"' 
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DEFINITION (1.8.26) Let F : £ ~be a functor 

and X an object of B• ~e (canonical) q-~- (resp(f' ~) representation 

catesorz for F relative to X is the fibre product category 

£ x (resp. £ l!.o~t ) (~ category eguivalent to such a fibre 
F,lfi•~ 

x1D F,,..~ 1 X · . 
product category will be called! ~epresentat1on categol'1). 

EXAMPLE (1.8.26.l) The categol"1 £; of (l.6.9) is simpl7 
F 

the image of the Clj- representation categorf of the canonical hom

functor h relative ~he given functor F. i.e. the square 

c CAT(~, (ENS)~~1, _..,. F 

(1.8.26.2) r 
0

CAT(S , (ENS))2 

I 
'ro 
....t 

s h 0
CATCS , (~)) 

is cartesian. The reader is invited to reprove (1.6.10) on this 

new basis. 

EXAMPLES (1.8.27) - i 
0 Let C be the categocy (ENS) and 

w 

B be the categocy (Gr) of groups. ETel'1 group G has associated""' ~ 

vith it its underlying base set, Q • It l (s,g) is the set of 

all tunctions from aome set S into g, then the assignment 

(( G ~i<s,g) )) defines a functor from (<tf) into <me> which 

is (co-) representable with the ~ grQlll) F(S) QA S as the 
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Tep:resenting object e.nd the application b : s--- F(S) which 

&ssigna to each generator .& e: S its image in the free group a.s the 

defining t~ansform,so that one has a natural bijection of the set 

B~t this is just the assertion thut 

give~ ~ function r;J.., f:rorn S into the underlying base of Bemo 

group G t~ero o::d.sts a unique group tomomcrphism f': F(S)__,_G 

• 

U 1<s~g) 
':o~Ull,<:>•~ 

in the obvious fas.~ion. i'1'henco com:zieth the familiar diagrru.i 

(D) 
b 

w~ich ~ssorts wi.th the usual abuse of language, that every function1

f~o~ th0 set of generators into some group G admits a unique 

er.;cnsion to a homol':1orphism of the f'ree group F(S) on S into the 

group G, and thus presarges the set of generators. 

This is clearly possible for any set S so what we 

really have is a natural isomorphism of bifunctors. 

which asserts that the functor F : (~)~-'l>-(~) is co-adjoint 

to tho :?uncto:."" ("underlying base set" or "foi•getful11 functor )K- )) 
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2° The description of the free group is typical of 

all such tree-objects. For example,the functors which assign to 

each eet "the" free polynomial algebra in the given set of 

indeterminates is co-adjoint to the underlying base set functor. 

Similarly for tree-semigroups free monoids, etc. they are all 

characterised 1upto a unique isomorphism ,as co-adjoints of the 

respective underlying base set functors. 

0 03 In most of the examples in 2 , it is clear that one 

need not "forget all of the structure available", but rather have 

projectionCor,if one prefers,"inclusion••) functors of, say, monoids 

within groups and algebras. These projections are also tunctorial 

and one has that 1for example, the functor tensor algebra of a given 

R-module is co-adjoint to the projection fwlctor of R-algebras into 

R-al.gebras. Similarly the functor sernigroup algebra of a semigroup 

is co-adjoint to the projection f'uuctor of R algebras into semigroups. 

Such examples as these are legion. LAWVERE (1963) bas demonstrated 

the e:xistence of this type of co-adjoint in the wide class of structures 

including the above cases which he characterises by means of "algebraic 

theories" .. Fields of fractions and their generalizations provide many 

examples of representations. 
Ai (•1,)

4° Let ~ a (ENS)---'>!P-(ENS) be the (contra-variant) 
,...,.,., """"' 

..1 
power aet fUnctor defined b;y (( E ~ ';:f}(E), t ~> f ». f-
is representable and one has for each set E that l-CE,2) s ~ ~(E) 

b7 means of the characteristic functions or subsets of E. 
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0 - ~5 Let ~ ( · ,X) s (~)--(~) be the functor which 

assigns to each set T the set Corr (T,X) of all graphs of correspondences,.__,.., 

ot T with X (i.e. subsets of T x X). Corr ( ,x) is representable and 
~ 

one has ;lCT, ~ (X)) ~~n(T,X) for each T, and, in fact, for each 

X\vhich is characteristic of the covariant power set functor. 

60 
The examples from general topology are just as numerous. 

Nearly all of those derived from the projection functors derived from 

the various separation axioms admit co-adjoints and their constructions 

ar~ readily accessible in the exercises of N. BOURBAKI (1965). One 

should mention also that the Stone-8ech Compactification of a completely 

regular· space is co-adjoint to the projection ·runctor which carries 

completely regular spaces into compact spaces. Completions of 

uniform spaces giTe another such example. The reader will find many 

other examples in any text on general topology. For a general 

discussion one should also see KENNISON (1964). 

70 In category theoey itself we mention but t~o of many. 

If£ is some 'ill- -category and t : x__,._y in !JC£.>, then one always 

has the direct image functor (1.3.15 .. Ex 2°) t*' : 2/X S/y• 

In order that f l/r admit an adjoint it is necessary and sufficient that 

t be squareable (1.2.17). The functor t*" : C,1 >- £/ defined by
""''y 1 x 

ta.king the fibre product with t and supplying it with its projection 

then defines the adjoint. Clearly the adjoint is defined at each 

g ~ oV(2,,1 ) for which the fibre product with f exists in c. 
~ 7y ~ 

Another example is provided in (CAT) by the assignment of 
/'VVV 
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each category to its opposite. The definition of contravariant 

functor on tWC as a functor on Cr."' is already an indentification ,.,.. 

(by definition) arising from the (trivial) solution to· a co-

representation problem. 

(1.9) LIMITS OF DIAGRAMS 

(l.9.1) If£ is a non-void category, then one always 

has the constant functors from the "one point" category 1 into c. 
,... ""' 

Such a constant functor c JC is completely determined by the value X 

of its object function and defines an isomorphism of !, the final 

object in (~), onto the "one point" subcategory ! of £, defined by 

~Cx> • l X}and 1t<x> • l Ix1 • 
Arr}' category A in (CAT) has a unique functor

"" ~ 

<fA : !____.. !· Let F : ~ ~ 2, be a functor; we shall Sa"1 
,.,., 

that F is a constant functor with value X ( ~ olr(c)) provided F 
,.,... "' 

has the form (( ex : A~1.~c )) for X~QVcc). The constant,..,, ,..,, .... ,..,., ,,.. 

functors with source aand target £ are simply the functorial 

sections associated with tpC : £ .... :1. 
;;;J 

(1.9.2) If C is a 1Jl -category and 'i) is a small 
""' l'Yo,/ 

~-category (l.4.6), then the category ~ ( "{;; , £) is itself 

also a 'l& -category. In particular the category ,! is a small 

~ -category9 whateTer be "!& (1' ~), and one has an isomorphism 

of categories 

o : C 'Y .., CAT Cf, C)(1.9.2.1) ea:e ,../IN ,.. 
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defined b7 ( ( X/\NV\.')' cX, t ~ cf ) ) • Hence 

(( an1 categol'1 can 	be represented as a category of functors with 

natural transformation as morphisms • )) 

Moreover, if Bis a:rr,r non-void "Q!. -category, then 

~C!,B> ~ rd and <ID : R > i is a retraction, with the functor 
.,, 

CAT ( Cf>D,g) : CAT Cj,£)~CAT CE,Q) consequently defining,by 
IW 

composition with c a £---+CAT ( ! ,g> ,an embedding (1.3.11) of~ 

into the category CAT(E,g>, which we will denote by 

« c a Cti--+- CAT (D, C) » 
NI IW "" 

and call the (canonical) constant functor embedding. (If ,...,D is 

"J&-small, then c is an arrow in ru- ~ ) . If F : _s--.. .§ is a 

functor, then ~T CE,F) a CAT ( y,g)---CAT (,!~,!) carries the 

constant functor ex into the constant functor Fcx • cF()()• 

(1.9.3) Operating for the moment in some universe 'Q!:to which 

ltY belongs, we can form the arrow category Q!'!'.. (~. £)2 
of the small 

1Jl11-catego17 CAT ( Z> ,c) and obtain the construction,.,, - ,.,.,.,,,. 

in the usual fashion. 
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DEFINITION (l.9.4) The category ~ 
. 
c~ CAT ( ~ ,g)

2 

' ""0 
supplied with its projection functors will be called the category 

tr2.j ( ~ ,£) of projective s;rstemsof g with scheme ~ • For a 

given tunctor J' z: 'Z' _,.c, the representation category for c 
,.,,., ""' 

2
relative to F (1.8.26), gc ')(er Q( ~ ) IL , will be called the 

t 0 -- '"' 
categol'1' ~j ( ~ ,g)!.} of projective systems of£ with target J • 

By abuse of language ,a functorial morphism ~ i c X .Y 

(p_r2 ex,\) from ~j ( ~ ,g>/J- ) vill ~e called a projective . 

eystem of source X and target J- • 

If ~ is a "UL -small category ,so that CAT ( D, C) is a""""'" ,.,,.,,. = """"'"""' 
1&-categor,., then f;Z is called a diagram scheme with vertices 


o\.r(Z') and arrows ~l(V), and a functor·~ : L)--c is called 

,..,., ..... - ,.,.,., "" 

a diagram in C of schem·e D • The constant functors c : ~ --C, 
~ . - x ~ M 

for some XE:O\r(c), are then called the constant diagram functors ( on!;').
""'""' -

The squares 

1!W <?;.~> ----....-----CAT ( ~ ,g)2 

(1.9.'+.l) 

1 l ~ 

c c --------CAT (~,C),.,, 

- - IW 

and 

Proj 'i,£)l.r-

c,.,, 
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are cartesian, by definition; moreover, sinc'e c is t..mbedding, ps2 

is also an embedding BO that Proj (l;' ,C), for example, maz be"""""' ..... ,.., 
considered as the subcategory '1 inverse image of c(,S) by !" • 

0 

We vill make this identification whenever convenient. 

DEFINITION (1.9.5) Let ~ : ~~ C be a functor.- """ 
An object L in ,...C supplied vith a projective systems of source L 

and target J" vill be called a projective limit of J' provided the 
~I 

functor S;'-' CAT( ?1,£)/~ canonically defined by \ (1.8.18) 

is cartesian above c. 

Arq couple of projective limits of J- are uniquely isomorphic; 

a canonical~ selected representative,if such exiat 1will be called 

the projectiTe limit and be denoted b7 {( £jm.J' (. CID> (~J. ), t!1> (~,.9- ))) )) 

By abuse of language ,the object P:"i ( £jm ~ ) of g, vill also be called 

the projective limit of~ and be denoted by {( ~J- )), 

If the projective limit of J- exist in£, one has by definition 

that the square I of 
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of c~tagories and :f'unctors be cartesian (i.e. 5' ia cartesian 

In vie~ o: ( 1.8.25) this simply signifies (KAN 1958) that 

the s.djoi:J.t of c be defined at J : tJ' -- .,.C, or, in other words, 
~ 

that one has a functorial isocorphisc ( ~ (T) )'l' e. dv- (C) such that 

\(T) 

w~teve:..4 be TE.*<sP. 
(l.9.6) For a fixed T, it is possible to explicitly 

the form of the set O\..""'"(cm,} ) in a very useful fashion. ,.,.,, .i. 

Acy <P €: ~e,T9 ~) is by definition a functor ~:~~ S2 

c crr "'cp =CT and Q'"l cp ~~ • It is sufficient to 
0

consider the object function of "(> whose graph is then ( cp u : T ~u) \l. E: Dtr ( 'D), 
,.,., 

i.e. (p E 1Tf(T, ~ u)• (where the set-theoretic product is knownto 
'l,l.~t)\r(.'I.,) 

oxist &t least in lli*" , and indeed in \11- l provided ~ is J!b -small). 

Moreover, for any couple (u, v) €: ~('D) x ct- (V) and.,., ..... 

ari.y d.. E. ~(u, v), we must have that the square ( cp('IA.) t ,s-<:I... ~· cpc..r))• 
is cor.2utative. « '19-<A.<\'(u) = <p ("1') IT = cp(v) ». 

(1.9.6.l.) 
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This reduces to nothing more than the assertion that the 

couple ( Cl (u), ct (v) be an element ot the graph of the function 

~.. (T) : ~ (T)--1- ~ (T) for any choice of d € L}(u,v).
" u v 

The set of all such couples is then the set nQr( ~(T)) £ ~ (T) x J'v (T) 
~ t."Eti..,,r) u 

vhich itself is easily seen to be the fibre product (in (ENS))
ftNW 

(1.9.6.2) 

t'Cu, v) 
where (Av(T)) is the product ot 2;-(u,v) copies of A (T) 

- v 
(the "cartesian power"); A is the application "diagonal" defined 

b7 (( f~(ttl.)11(.~'Z:(u,v)' fd.. • t for each o(. )), and 
Mo 

8 ~ (T) is that defined by (( g ~( J~g) ol..€;~(u,v) )). 
clf:~(u, v) 

The "phenomenon" ot (l.9.6.1) must occur for SXJ.y couple 

(u,v) E ~(~) x ~ <"!]>. This can be assured by observing that 

for each such couple (u, v) we have the applications (at least in ~ ) 

&~4lT)¥,.., (Ay{ T))~l..._,,,.)(( 1fAu.(T) Au(T) }) 
'll.t Olll'!:l 

and 

(( 1TA (T) 
\H.111~\ 

~ A (T)... 
AlT)....., I}('IA."1')

(A ,,.(T)) ' » 
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defined by composition and, consequently, the applications 

and 

(( 

have the property that any cp E7TA (T) such that t::
1

(T)(cp) • t::
2

CT)('P) 
'14.E:t1.i'tt) 

satis!ies the condition expressed by (1.9.6.1) for any (u,v)E ()}<"!?> x ~ C!) 

and 8D3' ~ E; !?<u,1"). 

The subset Ker ( Et (T), E- 2CT)) of 11 A (T) thus generalises 
~f:'t!l!-'lf 

the well known notion of (( the projective limit of a family of sets and 

applications )) (take for ~ the opposite category associated with a 

pre-ordered set (1.0.6 Ex.2°)), and will be called the (set-theoretic) 

projective limit of the ( 1.[!.~) diagram h -J- T : ~-+(~) and be denoted 

by (( ~imJ..~ (T) )) or (( {im ((Au(T))'lltli<fP ( tJ.-.(T))o1E:~C.f>) )) 

or some variant of same 5 In any cases we will have that 

:ls exact in (ENS), and that "by definition" 
WV-

is an explicit description of the set of all natural transformations of a 

Coilatant diagram functor into a diagram J- as originally desired. 

(1,9,7) Returning to our original problem we see that we 

h••• •-•w~ \J\a1 a n••••llAPJ •n4 1uttioi••' 1ondA'~~" tor •h• ·~•'•~•• 
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of 	the projective limit of a functor } : TI C is that the..,.., ,,., 

'Ht-functor defined by (( T~~U (T) )) be representable, 

in which case we will have a functorial isomorphism which has the 

property that for each T E:. ~ (£), 

is 	a bijection. 

Conditions for this to hold are easily found provided we 

restrict overselves to fil, -diMrams, i.e. to the requirement that ~ be 

a small '\&-category. In fact (1.9.6.3) gives just what we want, 

namel.J, 

PROPOSITION(l.9.8), [MARANDA (1963) FREYD (1960), FOLKLORE ( n )] 
In order thet.t the projective limit of any diagram ,J 1 ~~ £ on any 

diagram scheme ~ (i.e. small 11l -category) exist in a given--' 
11\.-category C, it is necessary and sufficient that the category C 
~ ~ 	 ~ 

(a) 	admit the product of any family (A l )ltX of its 

objects whose index set I is a member of 1Jt (1. 2.4) and-
(b) admit kernels of couples of arrows (1.2.21). 

It ~ is a small Vl -category the two set-theoretic 
Nv 	 

products which occur in (1.9.6.3) are both indexed by a member of 1Jl.
and he.nee (( fnM')1fAiA (T) )) is a functor into 'ENS. -Vl • 

. 'lll~lt:.\ 	 ,.,.,.,.. ,... 

Consequently if£ admit such ( 18-) products then the two product 

functors are representable and the arrows E: 1(T) and t 2CT) then 

define Y.1a 

natural transformations of representable functors which are then 
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represented by a couple of arrows with source and target the 

representations of the given products. If Q then admits kernels of 

couples, we have that the functor (( T ~> #m .AJ (T) )) is 

representable and that the projective limit of .J- ex:iste1as desired. 

Conversly, let~ be a small discrete (no arrows other than 

the identity arrows) 1lL -category. A diagram on ~ is completely,.,_ 

determined by, and may be identified with, nothing more than a family 

ot objects of C indexed by 6ts (L'). A projective limit of such a 
- ,..., l'N 

"discrete diagram" is just the product of the family of objects 

defined by the diagram. Now any family of objects of S whose index 

set is an element of ~ definea a small discrete category together 

with a diagram which may be identified with the given family. By 

~pothesis the projective limit of such a diagram always exists, hence 

the category admits ( Vl -indexed) products. The reasoning for 
NV 

' 
kernels of couple proceeds in the same fashion using the finite category 

whose objects are simply the members of the set lo,1' and whose 

arrows are the members of the set\ (O,O), (l,l) (0.1,1), (O,l,O) l 
with no non-trivial multiplications)(or any category isomorphic to same). 

Co,o) (0,1,0) (1,1)« o--+o l l » 
(0,1,1) 

A diagram on this scheme has as its graph in 
~ 
C a "diagram" 

of the form 

t (0,1,0) 
(( Ao ~ ; .... ~ Al )) 

(O,l,l) 
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(where the identity arrows have been omitted) and a natural 

transformation of a constant diagram functor on this same scheme has 

the consequent for11 

(( i• (O,l,O), (O,l,l) ))> 

which requires that f(O 1 O) f • g • f(O 1 l)f, or 1in other words, 
' ' 	 • t 

that for each TE:. ~(,S), f ~ Ker (t (T), f, (T)). A projective limit 
0 

ot this "kernel diagram" is then simply a representation of the 

If such 

limits always exist, then the category C must admit kernels of couples
IW 

of arrowso 

PROPOSITION (1.9.9) The following statements are equivalent 

for aJ11 'YJ-category CI 
• ,.,J 

1
0 the category .,.,C admits finite projective limits (i.e. the 

projective limit exists in C for any diagram on any diagram scheme whose -
objects and arrows constitute finite sets)1 

0 	 ' 2 ,.,.,C admits fibre products and possesses a final object 

(i.e. 	in the last case, the void projective limit is representable); 

3° C admits finite products and kernels of couples of arrows;-
4° C admits finite products and fibre products.-..... 
The proof ia trivial in the light of (l.9.8). Suffice it 

to obaene that given the erlsterioe of fibre products and a final 

there exists a canonical i86morphism of the fibre product 
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of llDY' couple of objects over the (unique) arrows into the final 

~.ject and the categorical product of the couple of objects (since 

for each T, A(T) x B(T) >-A(T) x B(T) ("the fibre product over aN 

'P11tr, y11T) 

one element set is simply the product"). 

Given finite products and kernels then one has fibre products, 

since one always has that 
. j{.>)3(T)~ 

(( A(T) x B(T) •Ker (f (T)pr1(T), g(T)pr2(T))S::A(T)XB(T)~ .---:"' C(T) »·J
ftr\~l°"' "'l'\(T) 

And, tinall.7, that since for_ all T, the square 

Ker(f(T),g(T)) -----B(T) 

(1.9.9.l) 	 I t(T)ll g(T) r~(T) 
A(T) B(T)xB(T) 

is cartesian, the existence of finite products and fibre products 

gives that of kernels of couples~ 

(l.9.10) The last theorem (l.9.9) makes it immediately 

possible to substitute "fibre-products" for ''kernels" in (1.9.8) 

and obtain the same result. (This, of course, could have been proved 

directly, if we had desired). The dual assertion, leading to the 

existence of inductive, (dire~t, or co-projective (?)) limits is 

clear. 

(1.9.ll) A category which satisfies any of the 

equivalent conditions of (l.9.8) will be called ('im)-complete. 

The importance of the notion of limit will become readily apparent 

as well as the prDlle importance of the study of the preservation of 



limits under various functors. We remark at present on only two 

important aspects of the problem. 

PROPOSITION (l.9.12) If F : ~---D is a functor, then-
l 0 if F is the adjoint of some functor G : R • Q, 


F preserves (projective) limits (whenever they 


exist); and 


2° if F is the co-adjoint of some functor G : It___.£, 


then F preserves co-limits (whenever they exist). 


We prove 1°. Consider F(&!..m J- ) E ~ CR) ; for any 

TE ~E_), £_(T,F(&im~ )) ~ £(G(T), ~J-)~~ (.g(G(T),~.,. ))~~(D(T,F(~.,,) )) 

which is the assertion that F(,imJ-) is the limit of the diagram 

F} : &--+- E• This is abbreviated as ( ( F(~imJ) ='im FJ- ) ) 

and we sometimes say that F commutes with projective limits. 

(l.9.1~) We leave it to the reader to assure himself of the 

proper behaviour of the notion of (( equivalence of categories )) and 

preservation of the limits and co-limits by means of the following 

assertion and the SHIH characterization of adjoints (1.8.5) 

( ( £ is equivalent to R, iff there exist functors F : E_ J2, 

G : D~ C and isomorphisms rp , V' such that l/J : GF---0!.+ Id,qi=FG~Ia. )),.,., ,.,.., 

ImMA (1.9.14) Let F : Q_---...-£ be a functor and T E.2k- CE)• 

There exists a (canonical) bijection of the set ~cT,F) of arrows 

in ~(.£,E) with source the constant functor cT and target F, onto the 

set CATD (C, T/ ) ::: CATI (C, T/ ).- ,.. ... R ,.,.,., Q ,.,. D-By definition, the set ~(cT,F) is the set of functors 

9 : c---:,. D such that ~- Q 
2 D 

a c and crB 9 = F. By definition 
0 T ""'l 


of the functor c (1.9.1),c • c ~ f , so that given any 9 E.- ~Cc ,F)

T T T ·C T 
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the couple (9, C/ )tD2 
(C) x \q> 1~T/ Cg); hence there 

c ,. o:teJ 'c.., c D 
exists a unique 9' : ,S ~ T/ such that t'T9' • 9. The remainder ia 

B
left to the reader. 

N.6. It is customacy to restrict the terminology of "diagram 11-
and" limit of a diagram" to~ -diagrams as we have, although in this 

type of treatment there is no theoretical distinction between f "functor" 

and a "diagram". It does have practical merit, though, if our aim 

is to describe actually occuring situations in the "large categories" 

which one encounters in practice. We have left the notion of 

(( projective limit )) outside of this restriction in order to drawattention 

to the following connection between (( projective limits )) 

and (( (co-) representable functors )) : 

Let r ·: .. C~{ENSJPROPOSITION (l.9.15) lBENABOu-r1965)1 
~... 

be a functor, R(F) • .Qx itiyl the Qj-representation category 
,.. ENS (ENS) 

(1.8.2.6) of F relativ;-to { ~, and K : R(F)--+ C the "f'irst-·projection''
""' ... 

functor. In order that ~be (co-)representable, it is necessary and 
·.'j. 

sufficient that the functor K posses a P.rojective limit and that F be 

compatable with this limit (\..F (~11 K) ~ .t(=m FK). 

We establish this result by our methods: If F is (co-) 

representable, then Cl.8.5.l) is carteeian for some X~~(~) and 

functor ol aboTe F. But this 
I 

gives the existence of a unique isomor
...1 

phism t'- of x1g, with !_(F) such that ~ K • g: f~' 1,,1X •, X/<r,e • 

Since (1.9.14) ~· applicable, for any T ~ QYC2,), (1.8.20) gives the system 

(( ~c ,K)~CAT(R,(F),T/C)~CAT(X/~:TL)~g,(T,X) ))
T """':It. - ,.,.,....l:t. ~ <r¥.. 

which asserts 
' 
that X is a projectiTe limit of K. In addition, since. 

one has for an7 set E the chain of isomorphisms 
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by application of (l.8.20) again, F is compatable with this limit. 

Conversely, if X is an "F-compa.tible" projective limit for 

K, then(l.9.14)and (1.8.20) give that the identity of X must define an 

F-functor and also a£-functor of the cartesian product categoey fil]) 

with the category x The compatibility of F with this limit then1 . 
~ 

forces the so-defined functor to be an isomorphism, which establishes 

that (l.8.25.1) is cartesian and completes the proof. 
" 

It should be clear that if a category admitslimits on 

some diagram scheme then such limits may be transferred to any functor 

category which has the given category as target in a " point-wise,,
' 

fashion by means offtim (F.)(T) =rim (F~(T)),for each Tin the 
~'1 11.t't. 

source category. It is a consequence of (1.9.6) that ENS-1/t.,,..,..,., .... 
admits 1fl-limits for arbitrary diagrams and thus that any functor 

""' 
categori over (ENS) will have limits as well. We shall leave it for 

IWW 

the reader·to re-establish the claims of (l.9.7),for example 1by two 

simple observations using the cartesian squares of the diagram 

ENS(C0 )(~)I 
c'/ - I __.::r hJ

~/~ 

ms(c l/{!m l1~J t(1.9.~.l) C(~2 ENS(C0
) (Z:)2, 

= 
c2 - ENS(C" )2 

""' l ~. 
h(Z) 

!(,
f; ~ ENS(C0 )(Z')~C(Z:-)-! ___-:rc,.,, 

S(C',!) 
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REMARK (1.9.16) PROPOSITION (1.9.16) and its dual 
completes a sequence of "translational equivalences" of the various 
notions of ((representability)) which have been established in ~l. 
For example, we might tie them together with the statement that in 
the course of§ l,we have proved that the following statements are 
equivalent: 

0
1 F 

111p>
1 C ~(ENS) is representable (1.6.8).... ,..,.,.,. 

CJ_R 0.mENDIECKf1959>); 

0 
2 'l;F< ~ ~(h) rel F) has a final object (1.6.9) 

3° ~~ ( ~ REP (F) rel l ¢ l ) has a universal point (l.6.9),..,. """"' 

(EHRESMANN\1957)- KAN{l958)- FLEISHER~l962); 

4° the "(-association ot c0 with (ENS) defined b1 F ,... 
has a 't -universal arrow (l.?.8) 

(BOURKAKI 1957, SAMUEL 1948)J ,SONNER (1963), SWANN (1958)) 

5° the cO-adjoint of F is defined at \¢f 
(KAN 1958); 

6° the square (1Q8.25.2) is cartesian; 

7° the square (l.8.26.2) is cartesian (with "F" 

replaced b1 "X"); 

8° the projection functor from the representation1. 

category of F has a projective limit in g•P 

( • ind\ictive limit in 9> and F• is compatable with 

this limit (l.9.15),(BENABOU(l965) 
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As one can readily see, moat of the above are trivial 
variations on a theme whichseems to have sprung 1 in part,from the 
notion of (( universal mapping problem )). The latter seems to 
have first been expressed as such by SAMUEL (1948) and, vi.th a more 
abstract language at his disposal, by BOURBAKI (1957).. This .. 
work vas "ready-made" for the language of categories and functors 
and so was(used by EHRESMANN (1957) and SWANN Cl.958 )\for instance. 
GROTHENDIECK (1957) seems the first to have given the notion of 
"universal mapping problem" a definitively elegant .fonnulation as 
well as noted the remarkable attendant simplicity' of the formal treatment 
of the notion in hie terms. 

KAN (1958)lwith the language of functors at his disposal, 
first seems to have abstracted the natural occurence of most universal 
prob:leme into his beautiful theory of adjoint functors. KAN seems 
to have made most of his observations from actuai practice rather than 
as any actual categorical abstraction of "universal mapping problems". 

The essential equivalence of all of these notions seems to 
have been in mind almost from the beginning and notes to this effect 
for pairs of the notions which occur on the above list have been 
embedded in papers (e.g. SWANN 0.958 ), FREYD (1961), or published separately 
(e.g. FLEISHER (1962), SONNER (1964»; others will probably continue 
to come to light for some time yet. 

The first person, to the authors personal knowledge, 
to call attention to the equivalence of ~ of the major notions 
which occur here was TAKAHASHI (1962). who pointed out to the author 
the early paper of SWANN (19 58) as well as introduced him to the 
concept of "representability". Such is the superficial dissimilarity 
of the variations on this theme, that the author (1963) was unaware 
of ..the notion of representation even after having excitedly discovered 
that "Bourbaki's universal mapping problem, could be formulated in 
terms of categories and functors and dualized ; and then every adjoint~ 
situation just expressed the successful solution of a couple of dual 
universal mapping problems"; the result was nothing more nor less than 
that arrived at in (1.8.l) t_hrou~~the representation bijections·themselves 
It is most probable that the author is not alone on this well-travel~ed 
road.. 

The references and citations of this -section are not meant 
to be in any way definitive; they simply acknowledge the author's 
personal awareness of priorities. To all who have been inadvertently 
slighted as well as those who have been cited, but can easily protest, 
''but that's not at all what I did - and, anyway, you have the date 
wrongtt, I aend a "mathemat:1cian's-all•aainta'•c:Uq prayer" to 1ou 
and allk pardo11, . · 
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(l.10) DECOMPOSITION OF ARROWS AND FUNCTORS 

(1.10.1) Let f s A~ B be an arrow in c. For each 
Ml 

TE: ~ (C), the fibre product in (ENS) 
,..,,, "" . NV"" 

A(T) x A(T) ~2---- A(T) 

tCT'1f(T) l 
f(T)!pr1 

A(T) B(T) 
f(T) 

is simply the eet of all couples (x,"y) E A(T) x A(T) such that 

t(T)(x) • f(T)(g), or :ln other words, just the graph of the 

equivalence relation associated with f(T). 

If the functor defined by (( Tl\M.)-A(T) x A(T) }) is 
f{T)f(T) 

representable, then the equivalence relation associated with f(T) 

has a representation (Al,/~ pr1, pr2 ) in~ which will have the 

universal mapping property (( given any couple of arrows 

Cx,y) : T~ A such that fx • 'fy, there exists a unique arrow 

9 i T----i~Ar,.t'• for which pr19 • x and pr2'' • ,,- ))" 
If f is a monomorphism, for example, then for all 

TE- ~ <s>, t(T) : A(T)~B(T) is an injection and the equivalence 

relation associated with f(T) has as its graph simply the diagonal 

AA(T) of A(T) x A(T). Now the functor defined by the diagonal is 

alv&7• repreeentable, a repreaentation being defined b7 the assisn• 

ment (( x ~ (x,:x) )). Consequent1,,-, since the condition 
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({ the equivalence relation associated with f(T) has as its graph 

the diagonal )) is,in fact,equivalent to (( f(T) is an injection )), 

we have as an immediate result 

PROPOSITION (1.10.2). A necessary and sufficient condition 

that a morphism t a A._._B in ,S be a monomorphism is that the square 

A---1A.---'!I>- A 

be cartesian. 

One has an analogous result for epimorphisms and co

cartesian squares. 

(1 0 10.:;> If we carr:t an arrow f : A.__... B into (ENS)
MN<J 

and decompose it in the usual. fashion we obtain for each TE: o{r (c),,.,., ,.,. 

the quotient set A(T)/R(f(T)· supplied with its canonical surjection 
",( T)

.A(T) .,...(T)/Req( f(T) • The application '1 (T) defines 

the set-theoretic cokernel of the couple of projections from the 

fibre product A(T) x A(T) 1 ..'so. that the diagram 

f(T),f(t) 


A(T) x A(T)---> A{T) 
YCTJ 

,,,, "'' ... A(T)/A(T)xA(T) 
fm1fl'l1f{T),f(T) 

is (co-) exact inCENS\ Moreover, the equivalence relation associated 
~ 

with )1 (T) baa the same graph as that associated with f(T), Damely 

A(T) x A(T). 
t(T), t(T) 
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Unfortunately, in order that the functor defined by 

(( T ~ A(T) /A(T)xA(T) )) be representable lit is necessary and 
"",fir'sufficient that one have a retraction p.: A__. Q whose associated 

functorial equi..U.enoe relation has the same graph as that of f(T) 

(and hence also of \I ( T)) •. 

This is simply a consequence of the fact that for all T, 

\I(!) is surjective, hence, if representable, only with the aid of 

an arrow p- a A-......,.~Q for which there exists an arrow s : Q--- A 

such that flS •IQ, i.e. a retraction. 

This is clearly much too strong for most practical 

situations, in which one quite often alwa;rs has some ability to 

"pass to the quotient", but seldom has that the resulting quotient 

map admits a section. 

DEFINITION (l.10.4) [ GROTHENDIECK TDTE II ll959~ 

An arrow f : A~ B is called an effective epimorphism provided that 

the fibre product (Ar~,_A, lf' 2f) exists in Eand f is a co-kernel 

of the couple (lf,2t)• 

(1.10.5) In the next chapter the notion of a correspondence 

in 0 will be investigated in detail. For the moment let us agree to_,.,. 
call a correspondence (in £) of an object A with itself a representation 

of a functorial correspondence in CAT Cc0 ,J.ENs». In other words an 
-=== - 

object R supplied with a couple of arrows (a,b).: R=::::.- A such that 

for each T~-O'\r(c), the application or sete a(T)ab(T) : R(T)----'•""'A(T)xA(T)
""' 

defined., a• ueual, by (( x ~(ax,bx) )) ia injective. (Without 

this condition (R,(a,b)) will be called a pre-correspondence). The 

set R(T) then has a bijection onto the graph of a correspondence of 

A(T) with itself in(~) tor each TE:~(~. 



In order that the graph a.(T)l'Zl b(T) (R(T) ) be the r;;re:oh of a 


r-0fl0x:7.vc relation for each T, it is necessary and sufficient that the 


~agonz.l AA(T) be contai.n~d in a(T)~b(T)(R(T)), which, in the 


light of comments made in (l.10.1), simply amounts to the ~xi.stance 


i41 £ of an arrow s : A---">-R such that as ::;: IA and bs = IA. 


Unde:o."' these conditions, the correspondence R:==';~A will 

be said to be (the graph of) a reflexive relation in£, 

r P::.10POSITION (1.10.5) If R ~A is a reflexive relation
I
l in £,then the cokornel Cok (a,b) of the couple (a,b) exists ifi 

j the fibre-co-product A;J: exists, in which case they are isomorphic. 

For any TE:QY°(S), consider the set Ker (T(a),T(b)) S: T(A)-~T(R) 

consisting or those arrows z : A---=~T such that za = zb , as well 

~3 the set T(A) xT(A) T(A) x T(A) consisting of those couples 
-n-.1;Tt.lr) 

(x,y) o! arrows for which(:xa =yb~. By hypothesis 


(R,a, b) is reflexive hence there exists an arrow s : A~ R such 


The relation (( xa = yb )) always 


implies the relation (( :xas = ybs )), which is then in this case 


oquivalont to (( x =y )). The fibre product T(A) x T(A) then 

TCt.J i114-J 

mast bo ~ontained in the diagonal ar..d the application defined by 


{( z ~ (z,z) )) will consequently define a bijection of 


Ker (T(a), T(b)) onto the set T(A) JC T(A) and thus force the mutual 

. T<i;>,r<.4-) 


representability of-the functors under consideration. 


(1.10.6) The graph of an equivalence relation is certainly 

reflexive and since we have no reason to ~refer one representation 


over another we are led to corresponding the effective epirnorphisrns

• 

http:n-.1;Tt.lr
http:r-0fl0x:7.vc
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of 2 with those squares in g,or the form 

2f 
A"------ A'
(1.10.6.1) 

(( lfl J f » 
A' t A 

which are both cartesian and co-cartesian (i.e. which are !?!

cartesian). We will usual.ly "fole" such squares into the 

f ol'll 

(( A"  l f __..;i.. A' __t___ A )) 
Zt 

and occasionall7 refer to the resulting diagram as a (( short exact 

sequence terminating on A )). 



(l.10.7) Tile squares of ,£,as arrows in the arrow 

category Q2) themselves become the objects of the arrow category 

of c 
2 which will denote by << c3 >>. 

- IW N' 

The objects of c3 are then.the arrows of c2, i.e. the 
~ ~ 

commutative squares of C such as 
""' 

aA------A' c----c-~c· 

(1.10.1.1) f! =;. l g or (1.10.7.3) h J ; l i 

B ----'b:;...__-'>- B' D D' 

while the arrows of c3 are those "cubes" of C which give rise to the ,..., ,..v 

same factorization of a morphism in £2, i.e. members of 

which would have as· typical form a commutative cubic diagram such 

as 

(1.10.7.4) 
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&nd be an arrow in C~ with sourco the square (l.10.7.1) and,... 

target the square (1.10.7.3). Tile multiplication in c3 is,.,.., 

~Gfined, as for the arrow category of any categorylthrough the 

""'1-l
composition in C which amounts here again to "lateral adjunction".,.., 

of cubes as in 

<1.10.7.5) 

« )) 

RE'.'UL.'1:\ (1.10. 7.6) It is of course obvious that the a.ctm:i1. 
(~cpiction of such cubes need never be formally made. The propositions which 
occu~ in (l.4.2) et. seg.are entirely abstract in character and owe their 
validity o::tl.y to the set-theoretic properties of fibre products and 
applications. The arrows ~(£2) of the arrow category Q2 of any 
category ~ have been here defined as the members of the set 

( 3'~(c) x ~,l (c)) x ( '.11 (c) x :r..L (c)) 
,.,., "' ~~<> ,irµ~ ,., ;ao,}'LO ,,.,.., ""' r.w,tr,1(["' ,.. 

and)as such,are simply "couples of couples". That one can, by 
definition, call the members' of this set "commutative squares" and 
draw a little square pictve which depicts a member of this set is 
certainly convenient~ but is, of course, entire~y irrelevant to the 
formal proof of the propositions. 

Equality of arrows in f 2 is then simple equality of coupleB• 
Thus it is well to remember in ,£} that the arrows are quadruples of 
quadruples, relative to Q, and J.;hus that·.in the cubic. representation 
of such u gadjet>suy (l.10.7.4) 1 all of _the side faces are commutative as 
arrows of ;J.;2 and, furthermore, musth;;:-.rethe property that they define 
the scme arrow under the composition in g,,2. Thus, in (1.10.7.4) 
the 11 fou:o.'" sidestt define the same square 

I I ' d ' s = (ft ~ b t ol,. a, \. ) = ( f' r ' c «. ' '\. ) ; 

http:that�.in


it follows that 

(( 
I 

~ b = d~ 

or, in other words, that the ton and bottom facesa.re cc::::r.1uto.tivo 
2.s ":ell. 

(l.l0.8) f;;3 1as usual 1has two functors (source, and target) 

2into C which correspond respectively in the diagram (1.10.7.5),-
to the c":iroct projection of the uleft hand face" (ABC D ) and 

'
1:dght ha:'l.d face" ~A' B' D' C1 ) into c2

, c3 thus, by composition
fW ,.,. 

~:ith the source and target functors of c2 into c, has four functors""' ..., 

into C, as well its functorial r::;ultiplication, which corresponds in ,..,. 

(l.l0.7.5) to the "horizontal adjunction of cubes" to the primed(') 

face. This makes c3 into a ( tJt -CAT) - category and gives rise to 
NV ""' 

the forr.:al notion ofattnatural transformation of natural transforrnationstt 

defined simply as a functor into the category E,3.. By composition 

with source and target functors in £2 and the bi-.furcation which 

occurs in s,2, a typical such transformation of transfo~rnations would 

have as form,functorsE~F, G, H, in ~T (~,~) and transformations 

If: G ~H)such that for any f ; A--'>~B in 

fll the cube with the 0 arrow functions ~(A) = 
~' ) 

1fB)E(B). 

~l·G~j
E(A) 51(Ali '>- G(A) i'\"l') 

(1.10.8.1) 
\ ~(A> _,..,,.-''(Bl-;:;,\ 2l 
J/. l H't)

F(A) !.tAJ >-H(A) ~ 

) G(B) 

is co;::;.:;utative, or in other wordb, a morphis:n of the arrow category of 

CAT(T,C).= ... "' 

http:facesa.re
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(1.10.9) We now wish to consider the subcatego17 

D!EX (C
2

) of Q~ whose objects are the bi-cartesian sguares associated 
~ .,./ 'T" 

ld:th tbe effective epimorphiems of g and which arise as fibre products 

in g2• · A tJPical arrow in this subcatego17 thus has the form of 

(l.10.9.l) 

which we will tolcl into the eequentiall7 commutative diagram 

l 

(1.10.10.1) 
SA I A"-- t 

2 

! j0 

f 

·~. 

~ A' 

j . 

f 
A 

j . 
SB a B" >. B' B 

2 g g 

or 
(m'pl'90)s SA SB .. 

0 

(1.10.10.2) 2~·1, 
B" 

2~ lg 

iA' 

'!
A 

. Jll.. 

• 

B'

!g 

B 
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and refer to as a morphism of the exact seguence (i.e. square) 

SA into the exact sequence 8a• The compoeition of auch 

"morphisms of sequences" is simply that of c3 in the usual fashion •.,. 

(1.10.10) For the present now consider the eubcategor:r 

DEX(C2)/ of DEX (C2) (consisting) of those arrows for which the
---'"" x -.;- :z 2 
target functor ~l • c/ c is contained in t!IOme categor:r- "" 
S.1 ot arrows aboTe an object X in c. The sequence representation
11 

is then ae ia 

S' I A"----- A' ------ X r i i !Ix 

SX I B" ----- B' X 

DEFINITION (1.10.12) ( GROTBI!m>IECK TDTE II (1959)) 

An effectiTe epimorpbiam J!_ __,-.....A' A is said to be universal 

pro'ri.ded that giTen an1 object g s T---+- A in £.; , the fibre 
A 

product (T' • T'lxfA', pr1, pr2) exists and pr1 is an effective 

·epillorphiem. The morphism pr1 will 'be aaid to baTe been obtainecl 

by change of base b7 g. 

g 
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LE:-~~·::'. (1.10.13) If f is a ll::livcrsal effective! 
cpi~o:~Jhis~ and f~ is a morphism obtained by change of base by 

si the~ f• is a universal effective epimorphism. 

Let h U ~T be an object in g / '>then gh is a.."l 
T 

object in C1 for which the fibre product (U', pr1u, pr~) of U 
""I .;,\ 

\:ith J.' :::ust exist. 

____,.,. 

(1.10.13.1) p-"·1 l r;-1:. 
U h T 

~ 
g 'Y 

A 

f 

\).,..,..,. 
..J ... 2 

u• -- A' 

and t::li:I square I of (1.10.13..1) is cru.-tesic.n, hence there e::dsts 

a utiquo arrow "\"' : u•--~T· which makes the resultinz square II 

As the composition of the two squares is CCU""tesian II 

oust be cartesian, which completes the 1em:r.a when one ~ealizes that 

if a square such as I ia cartesian the.~ each of the separate squnrcs 

which occu::."' in u:n a.~' i.n (1 ..10.12.1) must also be cartesian as obtained 

DEFINITION (1.10.14) Let f : B-~- A be an arrow in 
,, 

S ~A a couple of e.rrovs in C with target A ond source So, ,.., 

(i.e. ;::;. ·:;::."'c-corresnondcnce*of A with itself ). We will c&ll the 
;;c 

inverszJ it:~age (f*s, d". ,r. ) ~ 



if it exist, of the functor defined by the assignment 

(( T ~ S(T) x (B(T) x B(T)) )). 
11,tn•d,tn .f-lTlY.f<.T)

1 

S(T) 

(1,10,14,1) 

x B(T) (T) ---~ 

! 
B(T) x B(T) 

lr(T) x f(T) 

S(T) A(T) x A(T) 
d (T)

0 
c;_CT) 

N.B. The obTious generalization of this concept will be discussed 

in Chapter II. 

PROPOSITION (1.10.15) In order that the inTeree image 

ot a couple S d."' ~ A exist, it is sufficient that anf combination 

ot the fibre products which occur in the diagram 

c;.• 
::;...t•s =Bxsf · B 

<1.10.15.1) to•• 
•• ·rfl'1 

r•r l t 
lo- sB,,~

la
Q d1 > A 

0 ' do 1
tB 

and lead to its corner, exist in c.,.,, 

The lifted edge maps define the representation in an 

obTioue fashion (together with the "middle projection" into s). 

(In the language of Chapter II the inTerae image here is simply the 

precorrespondence'f1 
o S • t ( >. 



I 

l4o 

COE.OLh4..."qY (l.10.,16) If (S~d ,c,) is an equ:l.vcler:.cc
0 .i. 

I rel~tio~ 
equiv~lo~co relation in (~))fo~ ~hich the inverse it:l$.SO by f 

I cxi~·'- -;;h.c::l (f"'S. d, Z..) is o.;"'1. eq:.;,ivalenca relation L"1. C.L ~~, . o J. - """ 

dl(?) 
S(T) ------;;a..A(T) 

<].\i): 'J(T)• y w• 
A(T) A(T)/S(T) 

of sets and applications is cro."tosirui (with ~(T) the quotient oap). 

~1le evaluation at T of (l.10.15.l) is thus also cai-tesian aJJ.d thus 

- ,.5 d01finas a representation in Q of the equivalence relation whose 

-1 
0graph i;:; ( (\1(1}.f(T)) ( )) (T)• f(T)) S.. B(T) x B(T). 

PROPOSITION (1.10.17) (after GABRIEL (1964)) 
<' 'q

Let e1 =(S--- A) be al-reflexive :pre-correspondence't' in ,9, (i.e. 

there erists an s . A__....- s such tlr.z.t d s = 'T d S). ....~ = 0 l 
&ncl ·"' .... :;. A universal effective epirnorphism. 0 

the.;. .;,;) a T'nen~ l 

(f"'S, 1 d ,d,) of cS = (B, (d 9 d...) by f exists;
0 - 0--i 

if and only if the co-kernel of the couple (d
0 
,'\) exists9 in which

Icase thoy are isomorphic with 

fining tho isomorph.ism. 

't f : B ~ A ~ Cok (d , d ) 
0 l 

T'ac e::d.stence oi f*$,follows iu:mediately fro~ (1.10.15) 

"' . .. ..)
where vo so? fro~ the u~iverzalityof f that f(= fC r1 f 0 obtained b 

as co:-a:>osiHon of epimorphiz:.~~ is z:.gain s.n cpimorphis::n. 

http:it:l$.SO
http:equ:l.vcler:.cc
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We thus :have the sequentially commutative diagram 

~~· 
(1.10.17.1)) 
_r•Js :;., ,.. B 

f f 

d v 
S =:::: o=4: A 

~ 

where ~ is the unique arrow arising from the couple ( s flf' (lf' 2f)) 

which is such that 

Consequently, for each Tt~C9), we have ·the sequentially 

comr.rutative diagram 

Ker(T(d0 )T(~) )_.,T(qi,) f T(S) 

(l.10.17.2) lfi'.11 ~ T(f) t 'J:(l') 

ker(T(t),T(r1>-->{T(i)~~:r•s) 

T(BxB) 
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0 

"'~ in (~) with both T(f) and T(~) injective>and T(f) ae the injection 


defined b7 T(f) by restriction of the graph of T(f). 


Now let x l B ~ be such that xt • xt1 and hence be such that 

0 

(( xl ~ • xf1A)) and consequentlJ (( xlf • x2.t )) • The 

effectiYity of f then en8ures the existence of an arrow 9 : A~ T 

such that 9f • x. The injectiYiq of T(f) then uaurea that the square (D) 

is carteeian b7 t1.2.23Cb)) which then completes the proof b7 

demonstrating that T(f) is a bijection for each TE:q!{C£). 

COROLLARY (1.10.18) The composition of a couple of 

compoeable uni.Yeraal effective epillorphiBlle ia a universal effective epimorphism. 

Coui4er the cliagraa 

with arrows constructed as iB (1.10.17), which exists in Q, since f ie 

a Wliversal effectiTe epimorphism. (1.10.17) then asserts that 

(B,gf) defines a representation of the cokernel of (d , 4i ). We 
0 

clai• that f• (A x A) '·" f ~ B is the fibre product of gf s B --4" Q
Q.. ~ 

Wl\ta '''•lr Ult t.••cll•'•lr 11t1tilllh th• olal• t.r r•t•rrint •• '"• 



cartesian diagram used in the construction (1.10.15) off'lL, (g)) 

f•(.A. x A) AxAxB B 
Q. "' 

t 
(l.10.18.2) l 

Q 

I 
BxAxA AxA A 

9 IL q_ 

i i l 8 
B A Qt g 

with the square in the bottom corner also cartesian b1 definition 

of g. 

REMARK (1.10.13.3) This last shows that an effectiYe 
pimorphism preceded by a universal effectiYe epimorphisa is at 
east an effectiYe epimorphism.~ 

If, in addition g is also universal, then let 
h : T~Q be an arbitrary arrow in XfQ•· We then haTe the cliagram 

t• g• 
T.. ..... T• T 

(1.10.18.4) l l lb 

B f ..._ A g 

~ Q 

consisting of the two cartesian squares whose existence is insured 
by the universality existence requirements improved on g and ft but 
g• is then effective and t• is universal effective b1 (l.10.13J. 
The preceding part of the proof shows that g•t• is effective which 
was to haTe been ahOVD.. 
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II THDJRY OF CORRESPONDENCES 

2.0 PRE-CORRESPONDENCES IN A 1Jl-CATIDORY-
DEFINITION 2.0.1) Let C be a Vt -categor;r. A. quadruplet

""" 

consisting of objects G..,.,,rCa), [(~) and "t(at.) of C and arrows .... ...,.., 

~l (\Ri) a ~(~)--+_f(tit) and ~2(1Ri) a grC~~;Cm,) of ,g is 

called a pre-correspondence of A • ['Ca) with B • .:£.(;a) ~ 

(p!:!-) graf.h G-::~(Jt) and first and second structural arrows (or 

projections) d
0 

• Wi(;e,} and di • ~2CiRi). er (at),_ is then called 

the object o_f departure (or source) of :R, and 't (:R)... 'the object 

ot arrival (or target) of$. 

We will write (( ~ • (G~!' A~B) )) or, if J10 confusion 

is possible ( ( i:R, a A--i..B · ) ) ) as an abbrerlation for ( ( Cit is . a 

pre-correspon:lence with source A, target B, and graph G )) and will 

use as standard,a diagram of the fora 

G 

or « )) 

(uaual.17 with (( 1l "' )) ommittecl) to indicate a pre-correspondence 

of A with B with graph G and 

http:uaual.17


~ couple ( d , d1 ) E 3'1. (C) x Jt-1 (C) then determines
0 

...... "" '"·lt) ,t,lt} ,,.. 
a unique pre-correspondence (in an eYi.dent fashion). We will 

ehortl7 identify the precorreepondences of C with the members ot ..... 

this set in a satisfactory fashion. 

(2.0.2) For each T ~ ~(,S), a precorrespondenoe 

a.. (R, (d0,~),A,B) defines an application 

':Ri(T) • d (T) Bl 4i(T) : R(T) .,.A(T) x B(T)
0 

t 

with image 'JliJT) S A(T) x B(T), in (~) by the standard assign• 

ment (( f'VVV\.> (d f,4if) )). If, for all TE~(£), the application
0 

m(T) is injecti·n, we will call at a correspondence (or A with B) 

in c. Thus if A x B exists in C the precorrespondences of A with ,.,. 
B become identifiable with objects above Ax B1and the correspondences 

of A with B with those monomorphiems in C whose target is A x B. 
#N 

In &n"f case, for a correspondence tR,, at(T) d~fines a bijection of R(T) 

onto the graph of a correspondence of A(T) with B( 1' for each TE Q[CQ). 

DEFINITION (2.0.3) If :Ri • (R,(d ,4i), A,B) is a pre
0 

correspondence in~, we define the converse (or inverse or reciprocal) 

,..1.
of :R· to be that precorrespondence at • (R,(~,d0 ),B,A). 

""'1 --1
For any preoorrespondence ~ one has that (~ ) • ~and 

that tor each TE. ~(C), cff:1 
(T) a R(T) ~B(T) x A(T), is equal to 

?ln • R(T), where t!- (T) I A(T) x B(T) _ "" _,,,...,. B(T) x A(T) is the 

"comntatiTit1 bijection" defined bf (( (a,b) ~ (b,a) )). 

n.e, it Q\, le a eoft'eaponiwM•t •k11 &} (T) ••tllM• • l»i~et•tCJlll e.t 
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R(T) onto the graph 
__1 

~T) • l Ca,b) I (b,a) ~ al(T) (R(T)) <;;. B(T) x A(T)) 1 

co11Tersa of nt,..(T) S:. A(T) x B(T) • 

DEFINTION (2.0.4) If~• (R, (d0,~),A,B) and 

I• (S, (s
0 
,a1 ),A,B) are pre-correspondences in,S, each with the 

same source and same target, we shall say that$ is equivalent to 

S, and writa ( ( 3l, 7' .S ) ) , proTided there exists an ieomorphiaa 5 
of the graph of~ with the graph of 8 such that e T., • d and 

0 0 

c2.o.1t.1> 


This implies, in J>«rticular, the relation (2.0.4.2) 

(( for each T f ~(£), d0(T);~(T) (R~T>).a0(T)lll6i_(T)(s~T>)Cs. A(~)xB(T)) )). 

B7 itself \this last condition ia onl7 equiTalent to 
'' 

(2.0.'+.~) ((there exist• arrows\ :R~S and ~ : s--+- R auch that 

HoweTer, if ~ and S are correspondencea, there can exist at most one 

such arrow,, l whioh then must aleo be a monomorphism; thus for corraa

pondencaa9 (2.0.4.2) or its equiTalent (2.0.4.,), is a naceeeal')' and 

8Ufficiant condition for equiYalenca of correspondences. 

.. ' 0 
)) 
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DEFINITION (2.0.5) If '1t • (R, (d0,~), A,B) and 

I/• (S,(a ,s ), A,B) are pre-correspondences of A vi.th B70 1

We will u.y that :Ai is contained in ~ and write ( ( :R, ~ $ ) ) 

prorlded there exists a monomorphism JL s 3.t~ /1 in Swhich 

commutes vith the structural arrows of .'.Bi. 

If at ~ Ii (or in fact with the mere existence ot a 

co1t11Uting morphism p- >,one has the containment 
# 

It CRi s A~ B is a correspondence, the condition (2.0.5.1.) is equiTalent 

to (( ab ~ /1 )) • 

The relationclt c;, ,B'tclearly induces .a pre-order relation on 

the set of isomorphism classes of pre-correspondencealand an order 

relation on the set of isomorphism classes of correspondences of A vi.th 

B,. We will refer to the relation (( 'Jt, c;;. ff )) as the natural 

(pre-) ordering of the (pre-) correspondences of A ~ B. 

DEFINITION (2.0.6) If lQI • (R, (d ,4i),A,B) and 
0 

~ • (s, (s ,8i),B,C) are pre-correspondences in ~ for which th& 
0 

fibre product (Rdx ~ , pr
1

, pr2) of$ with P (over B) exists in g, 
l' 0 

we will S«:f that $ is (fibre-or cartesian-) compoeable with G, vith 

the (uprojeoted.) fibre-com1>9sition of :Rlill}!tS' defined b7 
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----'~B 

The resulting "composition" depends on the choice of 

representation of the fibre product and here is only presumed defined 

up to isomorphism (i.e. equiTalence) of pre-correspondences. 

PROPOSITION (2.0.?) (ASSOCIATIVITf OF FIBRE-COMPOSITION) 

Let Gt s A-- B, ,g s B---l... c, and 0- 1 C-- D be pre-correepondencea 

in C such that ~':Rt t A---- C and 'Jt~ 1 B ----i-D be defined inc•..., ,.,., 

Then tr t ( St lt) 1 A~ D is defined if and only if ( 'Ja,t) ~ ~ 

is defined, and in which case a' t ( ~ ' au ~ ( 'J· jJ) • !Rt. 

Canonical associatiTi~ of fibre products giTes the desired 


result, since for each T ~~Cg), the applications 


ol.\.T\ 

(((RxS('!))xT(T) 4(R(T)xS(T)) x T(T) ~R(T) x (S(T) x T(T)-4R(T)x(SxT(~)) )) 
d,,. d,lTI , ... lT\ ~.l1'lfr,lt, tr'I 6,t'Tl ,"•l'f'ltr, \,l"I\ ;tol1'1 c1,111 j\\TI..,, t, 

are bijectiTe ,with ct (T) eimp~ the bijection defined b7 

Then the functor defined b7 

ia representable iff that defined b7 

(( T IW\.).R(T) x (S x T(T) ))
J t:t) ~ lTl r;,, t, 

' I I 

is representable, in which case the representatives are isomorphic 
1 
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factft isomorphic to (R ""' S) :x (S x T) --,.;~,.. R x S x T).. 	 .1....... ... ... ... ... s 

... , ... 'fi· 1~r1 "" "'•"'•1 .,-t. 

(2.0.7.:) 

DZFDJITION (2.0.8) For s;n.y object A in C one has th0l 	 .,. 

I -'.de"'·'.-·' •'v , - ..... v-V.. 

L ~(A) has the property th~t given arr.y pre-correspondences 

0$'... : A---"'- B and $ : B __.:.... A, $.i ~(.A) : A __.._ B ru:.d 


J'l(A) • [J : B ---- A are both defined and. jl (A)• ~ :::.. ~; 


(2.0.9) The preceding observations show that the pre

correspo:idcncos oz C form a "partial categoryn or define a bi:func"tor 

in 	the naive sense toward which the preceding sequence of lemmas 

head in a nat~~o.1 fashion. We uill ma'{e this precise shortly and 

investiz~te tho actual structure involved here in detail; but first 

let us continue in a naive fashion and see where it leads. 
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(2.1) NATURAL CORRESPONDENCES OF SET VALUED FUNCTORS (I) 

DEFINITION (2.1.1) Let ~ be a ~ -categor.y and. 

CS <2-"1 
, C!£l)) the aet of all contraTariant functors from £ 

into the categoey ~~ • For F,GfCE (2, lf'fl , (!!§)), a 

natural correspondence of 'J' with G is a triple r • ( X ,F,G) where 

~ • ( X(T)T ~ !!!CS) is a fami}T of sets satisfying the following 

conditional 

i 0 for each T E: ~(~), 'XCT) S F(T) x G('l); 

2° for each t '= ~(£), f E:T(U), F(f) x G(f) (X CT>)s= Kcu>. 

It r • ( X,F,G) is such a natural correspondence, ve will call X , 

the graph, F the source, and G the target of P, and abbreviate the 

relation (( p is a natural correspondence ot F with G, with graph X )) 

b7 (( r • ( X : F ~ G) )) • Moreover, for a fixed couple 

(F,G) of functors, we will identif)' the correspondence with its graph. 

REMARK (2.1.2) The effect of conditions 1° and 2° is to 
make the assignment 

(( T ~ x(T), t Vvo..') F(f) x G(f) I x(T) » 
define a functor from £ 8~ into (~S); so that we could just as well 
define a natural correspondence o'l'i' with G as the product fUnctor 
supplied with a distinguished subfunctor. 

EXAMPLE (2.1.3) A natural transformation of Finto Q. 

is aiapl7 a natural correspondence of F with G whose graph is that 

of u applioation ot :t(!l') into G(T), 'for eaoh TE:-~ (:J_). 
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(2.1.4) The set ~T (~L"'' , (!!§)) is supplied with 

a natural categol'J structure if we take as its set of arrows natural 

correspcndences of f'unctors and define composition of natural corree

pondenoes 'bJ' 

Thia category will be denoted by ~"<er''" , (~)). 

We will denote by (( )) the set of a11 

natural correspondences of J' with G, and by (( ~(F,G) )) the 

subset of ~(F,G) consisting of the natural transformations of F 

into G. Thus the category of functors and natural transformations 

becomes a au.bcategoey of the category of functors and natural corree

pondencea of functors. 

We order the set ~F,G) by means of the relation 

which we will denote by (( '>< !:.~2 )) • The properties of functions1 

then give most of the Boolean operations on the set ~(F,G), with 

the notable exception of relatiTe complementation, whose stabilit7 

0 0ia not ensured b7 l and 2 • 
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(2.1.5) Before this line is further developed, we extend 

the Yoneda-Grothend.ieck evaluation in this context. To this end 

let X be an object in ~' hx the contravariant "hom"-functor defined 

(( hx(T) • X(T), hx(f) • X(f), T ~~(5), f (-T(U) )) ; 

and X s hx~F a natural correspondence of h1 vith some functor 

FE~(£o~ '(~)). 

B1 definition, for each T~~(C), one bas X(T)S: X(T):xF(T), 

and in particular X (X) S. X(X) x F(X). The~ of the graph X (X) 

at {Ix1 S: X(X) is the subset (possibly empt7) X(T) <~ Ix\ ) S. F(X), 

consisting of those 'E:.F(X) such that (IX,') E:. X (X), and hence the 

assignment (( X ~'> X ( X) ( l Ix' ) )) defines a canonical . 

application 

(2.1.5.1) 


Inv~rsely, let S ~ ~(F(X)), i.e. S s. F(X). For each 

T~tr <s> and each t E:. X(T), F(t) s F(X)- F(T). Consequentl1, 

one lll81' define a subset X8(T) of X(T) x F(T) b1 

X8CT) • l (t,1) I (3 •E: S)(7 • F(t)(s))) 
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a n~tural col~re.sponde::.ce of h" with F • 
.\. 

If S = ¢, the proposition is trivial, otherwise if 

th.en 

X(g) x F(g) ((f~y)) = (X(:;)(f),!!'(c;)(y)) = (fs,F(g)(F(:?)(s))) 

)) thus defines a cc.nonical 

12 ... t: ~)' ....... o.- 'f : 'ts (F(X) )-?- 1ect<t. {''I 


1- PRO?OSITIOl:! (2.. 1.7) Th.e application~ is a retraction 
1 

I 

I ~tT.., cp as a. clistinzuishod section) so tfl..a.t ~ (F(X)) i;:; identifiableI - •• 

with tl:.o set of eo..uivale:ice clo.ssca of' :Rs.\\(h_ F) under the relation. 
"v-- -)~' 

~ X 1 cu-id X2 have the .sace cut at X )) • 

The calculation of de-0 !.p (S) fo:" S S. F(X) gives 

i.e. J~olp = I ';:i'.1 (F(X)) .. 
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THEOREM (2.1.8) The couple of applications 

defines an (interior) Galois correspondence, i.e. 

2° at •<p(S) • S and <p •le( X ) £ X • 

All that remains is the calculation ot cp •de ( X') for 


Xs hx~:r s <P 0 at ( X ) • ~ ( X (X) <l Ix\ ) ) • For 


T {: ~ (c), let 

NV IY' 

~(T) •<po~(~) (T) • l (f,7)\ (3e) (e~}((X) ({IX) ) 

ancl 1 • F(f)(s) \ • 

The relation (( a cc X(X) (bx' ) )) is equivalent to({(Ix, s) E X(X))> 

and Xis natural, so that tor ea~h t E: T(X), X(t) x F(f) (XCx>)=XCT). 
Thus it (t,7) ~ 'f'CT), then (f,7) • (X(fHix)• F(t)(a)) .x(f)xF(t)(Ix,s>eXCT). 

In other words, 

~(T) • </'•dt ( )( ) (T) c X (T) for each TE: @.f; 

which ia, b7 definition 1the relation ( ( cp0 1.( X' ) ~ X ) ) • 

COROI.J.A.RY (2.1.9)[Yoneda Grothendieck Evaluation) 

j The restriction of the application lt 1 b<hx,F)___,.~ (F(X)) to 

I 

http:COROI.J.A.RY
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the set ~(hx,F) defines a bijection of ~hx,F) onto the set 

of one-element subsets ot 'ifs (F(X)) and hence- onto the set F(X). 

The reciprocal of this bijection is the application ~ composed 

with the canonical injection (( ~ ,...__> \ \' )) vith its target 

restricted to ~Cbx,F). 

Cl{ cp
~';tl (F( X)) ..~(hx,F) '>-b(hx,F) 

(2~1.9.l) t t .., t",..,
~cy> "> F(X) ,. ~(hX'F) 

It auftices to remark that if X ia a functional 

correspondence then it is non-empty and its cut at X is a one 

element set. ConYersely, if we start with a oneclement set, then 

the correspondence defined b7 ~ is single valued and everywhere 

COROLLARY (2.1.10) The assignment 

(( XMN> hx, t ~ (f(T))T ~ (.)(,- (C)
""' 

)) 
,..,., 

defines an embedding of the category C into the category CATA(c~P' , (~_§)) 
.,., - ,.. •yy--

}t

and an equiyalence of~ with a full subcategory of -CM<S. or , (~))(~ <!}T{r@is))) 

It X s F ~ G is a natural correspondence, then X-l 

defined b7 

1 
(T) • l (x,1) \ (y,x) E: X(T~ ~ G(T) x F(T), T ~o\r(C)-"" 

is a natural correspondence of G with F and the application defined 

b7 (( x~}t1 
)) 



Moreover, if 

X: G~ 

'JP~ ( X,F) o:? 

end x-l ': G--_.... GC ,:~fines c.n applic~tion, £~ (.F, x-1>, of 
fV>/'r

'Jtc.-.{:F~G) in·co~(F9G 9 ), by ((l.V NV\.)X-~'\' ». Since 

( x-1 0 ~; )-l "' 'f -1 
0 

· ( X-1)-l = \1)-1.)( and, ( _x-1 .. 9-1)-1 = 

f f.;; 	 = n.. ·"'.•,-l)-1.. ( 1.,-1)-1, ;;.. • 1'I v "1> , we have that the following diagram 

con:.::~t0..;; in both directions: 

~ (F x-l) . ~(F9 G) ;pl.)SV.A, <Ft G I >,...._ t • 
~ 2 ., 10 , ) 	

? 

.~ 

\-1 
~ 

l l-1 
I' .... ...... 

V/~ .. 	 'J{~~ <X ,F) ~(G,F) 	 ,,.,..,.. CG' ,F) 
IVVV" 

COROLI&RY (2.l.ll) The assigZltlent 

defi::~os ;::;.n e:nbedtling of the c::;.tegory S '01» into 

ex.cl. c:.:1 equivale;a.c~ of C1>(» with a subcatesory whose arrows are those 
""' 

z:.at"l!r&l COrrespondGnces x~~Ch that x-l is a function. 

T'.n.is corollary,~lemento.ry though it may be, does shov that 

ca:y be given an interpretation inconcepts 

CAT (Clli~ ' (E:~S))) • For example, the requirement that an :xrrow 
/yYvo.; """"" ,... 

d. 	 : Y be an eni~orphis~ in £ is trivially translated into 

_.,,(( "!o:~ any couple (x,, X2> 	 ..., .. natural correspondences frv...~ s. .... 
-1 x x-l:.:u;:ictor h?: into l"'"V S'.l.Ch that cl. -~ )\ = cJ... • 2' if and 

.:J ... 	 l l 

http:corollary,~lemento.ry
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1 ' X2 - are both functional, then X1 • X 2• This follows 

since (( d.. -! X l ."' cA. -lo X2 )) is equivalent to 

<< V-1 .J v -1 .I )) 'I x-1 \/ -12
l'l l oi>.. • I\ 2 °"' and the requirement that and l'i1 

I ' 

be functional makes them both arise from the unique arrows 

11 • X-i ( { Iy ~ ) , s2 • X-i (\ Iy"\ ) , so that all that we 

have really said is that g d.. • g tJ.
1 2 

The interest of this would be considerably diminished were it not 

for the fact that the various varieties of (( universal )) 

epimorphisms defined by Grothendieck. apparently have similar interpretations 

in terms of (( cancellation requirements )) less restrictive 

than those of the above example. 

(2.2) REPRESENTABILITY OF CORRESPONDENCES - RELATIVE REPRESENTABILITY 

for each 

defines a bijection of R(T) onto the natural correspondence 

4i(T)od -l (T) : A(T)---.:!o.. B(T).
0 

The lemma is immediate. since, in (~)• one ha~ the chain of 

equivalences 
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Hence, for each TE:~CS), d (T)UU ~(T) (RCT>) • 4i_d -
1

(T);
0 0 

and if R.. is a eorrespondence, then.R(T)~ ~ d0-1(T)~ 

LEMMA (2.2.2) In order that the square (D) ot (2.2.1.2) 

be cartesian in g, it is necessary and sufficient that the couple 

(d ,4i) define a representation of the natural correspondence
0 

fuo•l • \..~ I hA-.-l.. ha• 
This again is immediate, for ill (ENS), we baTe that for-

each T~l){,.(c) A(T) x B(T). u - 1 (T). "i(T). 
- .. u (T) u (T) 0 

1 9 0 

(x,;r) t A(T) x B(T)~ (( '1ix • u 1 • c ))~(there exists c) such 
\l.1lTI 1\1.,l'T) 0 

that 

(x,c)~u1(T) and (c,y)~u0-1(T)~(x,;r)E:u0-l" u (T), so that the1

functor ({ T """'-) A(T) x B(T) )) is representable it and only if 
'l.l,l"t\111.,tTI 

1 . 
the functor (( T /\A-) u - (T) • u1(T) )) is representable.

0 

Conjoining these results, we haTe the 

I PROPOSITION (2.2.3) (D) is cartesian in.£ if and only if 

1~,(40,~)) is a correspondence and 4i d -l • u - o u \...!!+ (R,(d0,~))J.0 0 1

I DEFINITION (2.2.3) tGROTHENDIECK] Let u : F~ G 

Ibe a natural transformation iJl CAT ct•• • <!!§». Call u 
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relatively ~epresentable (or F representable above G) provided 

that given any X E:~(C) and a:ny natural transformation 11x : hx~G, 
-l·

the correspondence u o ~ X : hx~ F has a representable graph 

(inc).
IW 

REMARK (2.2.3.1) The above definition is not identical 
to that given in GROTHENDIECK (1960). T'ne two are essentially the 
same, however, and ro.ther than provir..;; their equivale:ace, we prefer 
to simply develop ~ue of the Grothendieck representability criteria 
in keeping with the local terminology; if anything, the proofs are 
sicpler. Suffice it for us to remark that given any couple of objects 

(T,u), (U,v) in &/s' 

Hom5 ((T,u), (U,v)) = u-l. v(T) <1 IT} ) 

LJ S(T)and = 
T E:O\r(C) •,.,,. .,, 

!	In view of the remarks concerning cartesian squares, u F~ G 
is relatively representable provided that the functor' 

((T"""-'> hx(T) 	):( F(T) )) 
G(T) 

Iis representable for any choice of X E QY (Q) and transformation 

!.___ 

A'-_,..,.... B'DEFINITION (2.2.4) Let z 
0 

be a couple of arrows in C,.
'W 

Define the inverse image of 

~ procorresPondenceX. = (X, (d ,d1 ) 1B,B') ?Y the couple,
0 

(z0,~) as a representation1if it exist, of the functor 

({ T N\"") X(T) x A(T) x A' (T) )) in c, i.e. so that for each 
wd,&c\1 :t$~:lTI 

T E- c\r(c), the 	square . ,.,.. 
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(zo,~r ~)(T)----~ A(T) x A'(T) 

i 	 / z0 x ":i.
1 

(T) (T) 

X(T) --.;..;..d_;;.o_CT_)_di=-(-T_)_~B(T)( B(T) 

is cartesian. 

(2.2.5) It is not difficult to see that in order that 

the inTerse image by ( z , ~) . exist for ~ pre-correspondence,
0 

and hence equivalently that h z x h~ be relatively representable, 
0 'fl. 

it sufficies that ~ admit fibre products. The representation then 
•• (d • •• • •• 

being given b7 (Ax Xxx A', z , ~ , "i z ».
0 

z1 0 	 0 

Ax A' Xx A A' 

B 


(2.2.5.1) z~ t 	 ! zl 
Ax X 	 B'"i r:--~

d*J0 ' zo B o 

A 


N.B. This in no vay requires that ~ x ~· or hA 	 x hA' be representable. 

:LllDolA (2.2 0 6) Suppose that .F and G be representable 

by (Y', Sy•) and (I,\ y>,respectively, and let 1/ X : hx- '>- G 

be a natural transformation. If f : Y' ---or Y is the arrow 

~ -lyt (Y') • u(Y' >('\ye) Y(X') and g : )(~Y is the arrow 

Sy(X) • ~ X(X) (IX) E- Y(X), then u -1 • ">/ X is representable iff 

t-1• 	g is representable, ·1.e. iff the fibre product X x Y' exist 

'g,f 


inc. 
""' 
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For each TE.~ ( C), the square- ,.,. 

~ , (T) : F(T)-----~ Y' (T)
1 

u(t)· lf(T) 

y(T) I G(T)------ Y(T) 

is cartesian, for Sy•u • f ·s y• implies that 

-1 \: -1 
~ y !> y • u .• ) y•0 

): -1 l: -1
ud hence that u • '> y • .) y • t, or equivalently) 

-1 -1 lSy• • u • f • ly• Moreover, sy ·"'} X a g, and thus if 

-1 ~ -1 '11 ( -1 't' -1 u , 'VJ y is representable, then =>ye u • / y • f • ':>y • ~ y • f o g) 

is representable. 

COROLLARY (2.2.7) In order that a natural transformation 

of representable functors be relatively representable it is neces81ll7 

that for 8.Jl1 X in C and 8.Jl1 g : X~Y the fibre product,..., . 

• g X~ Y' exist in C (i.e. t : Y'---+ Y be squarable in C/ ) • f -1 

""' -y 

LEMMA (2.2.8) If G is representable and u relatively 

representable, then F is representable and the arrow defined by u 

is squareable in {C, 1 ) • 
""'ty 

Let (Y, ~ 1), define the representation of G, so that 

\ 
1

(T) I Y(T) ~G(T) is a bijection for each T E; ~{£) • Now u 


-1
relatively representable implies that u (T) • 'y(T) & Y(T)~ F(T) 

is representable and one has the square D(T) 
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I 

pi.(T) 
Y'(T) --·----F(T) 

u(T)(2.2.8.1) l'po ~T) J<rJ . 1 
s Y(T) G(T) 

cartesian with its left hand corner a representable functor and 

5y (T) a bijection for each TE: QrCC). But D(T) cartesian, and 

\ y an isomorphism, implies that pl. be an isomorphism, i.e. G 
'f1lT1 

is representable through the bijection Y'(T) ~ F(T). 

We have at this point reproved the first element817 

Grothendieck representability criterion, which can be stated here 

aa 

THEOREM (2.2.9), Let u : F__,,.. G be a functorial 

morphism in ~ (C of , (ENS)), and suppose that G be representable. 

Then in order that u be relatively representable, it is necessal7 

and sufficient that F be representable and that the arrow in .Q., 

defined b7 u be squareable. 
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